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ABSTRACT 
 
The main aim of this thesis is to contribute to the study of the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) 
instability phenomena. The RELAP5-MOD3.3 thermal-hydraulic system code and the PARCS-2.4, 
3D neutron kinetic code were coupled to simulate BWR transients. Different algorithms were used 
to calculate the Decay Ratio (DR) and the natural frequency (NF) from the power oscillation signals 
obtained from the transient calculations, as two typical parameters used to provide a quantitative 
description of instabilities. The validation of a code model set up for the Peach Bottom-2 BWR 
plant is performed against Low-Flow Stability Tests (LFST).  
The thesis has the following organisation. Chapter 1 deals with general aspects, starting with 
the present level of the Light Water Reactor (LWR) development, addressing the specific problem 
of instability in BWRs and finally analysing the issue of the current tools to investigate the 
phenomenon. Chapter 2 describes the LFST performed in the Peach Bottom BWR, the perturbation 
events studied and the methodology adopted to analyse them. Chapter 3 presents the codes and the 
methodology utilized to perform the calculations and the analyses of the events. In Chapter 4, 
results considering steady state and transient reactor conditions will be presented and discussed. 
Finally, Chapter 5 describes the obtained conclusions and the contributions of this work to the study 
of BWR stability.     
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SOMMARIO 
 
Lo scopo principale di questa tesi è contribuire allo studio dei fenomeni di instabilità dei 
reattore al acqua bollente (BWR). Il codice termo-idraulico RELAP5-MOD3.3 ed il codice di 
cinetica neutronica 3D PARCS-2.4, sono stati accoppiati per simulare i transitori del reattore BWR. 
Algoritmi diversi sono stati usati per calcolare la Decay Ratio (DR) e la frequenza naturale (NF) dei 
segnali di oscillazione della potenza ottenuti dai calcoli di transitorio, come due parametri tipici per 
fornire una descrizione quantitativa della instabilità. La validazione di un modello di codice 
preparato per l’impianto BWR Peach Bottom-2 è compiuta confrontando i risultati dei calcoli con i 
dati sperimentali di prove della stabilità in basso-flusso, i Low-Flow Stability Tests (LFST). 
 La tesi è organizzata nel modo seguente. Il Capitolo 1 tratta aspetti generali, cominciando 
con il livello attuale dello sviluppo dei reattori ad acqua leggera (LWR), indirizzando lo specifico 
problema dell'instabilità nei BWRs e infine analizzando il problema degli strumenti correnti per 
investigare il fenomeno. Il Capitolo 2 descrive i LFST eseguiti nel reattore BWR Peach Bottom, gli 
eventi perturbativi studiati e la metodologia adottata per compierli. Il Capitolo 3 presenta i codici e 
la metodologia utilizzata per eseguire i calcoli e le analisi degli eventi. Nel Capitolo 4, sono 
presentati e discussi i risultati considerando lo stato stazionario e il transitorio del reattore. Infine, il 
Capitolo 5 descrive le conclusioni ottenute ed i contributi di questo lavoro per lo studio della 
stabilità dei reattori BWR. 
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RESUMO 
 
O principal objetivo desta tese é contribuir  para o estudo do fenômeno de instabilidade em 
Reatores a Água Fervente (BWR). O código termo-hidráulico RELAP5/MOD3.3 e o código de 
cinética neutrônica 3D PARCS/2.4 foram acoplados para simular transitórios em um BWR. Dois 
algorítimos foram utilizados para calcular os parâmetros Decay Ratio (DR) e Frequencia Natural 
(NF) dos sinais de oscilação de potência. DR e NF são parâmetros típicos utilizados para quantificar 
as instabilidades. O reator BWR Peach Bottom-2 foi modelado para o sistema de códigos adotado e 
a validação foi feita para a série de testes de estabilidade Low-Flow Stabilit Tests (LFST). 
 A tese é organizada em cinco capítulos: o Capítulo 1 trata de aspectos gerais, começando 
por apresentar o atual nível de desenvolvimento dos Reatores a Água Leve (LWR), passando pelo 
problema específico da instabilidade em BWRs e finalizando por descrever os métodos 
correntemente utilizados para o estudo do fenômeno. O Capítulo 2 descreve os testes de 
estabilidade realizados no reator Peach Bottom, os eventos de perturbação a serem considerados e a 
metodologia adotada para estudá-los. O Capítulo 3 apresenta os códigos e a metologia utilizada para 
o procedimento dos cálculos e das análises dos eventos. No Capítulo 4, são apresentados e 
analisados os resultados relativos aos cálculos obtidos para o estado estacionário e para os 
transitórios. O Capítulo 5 descreve as principais conclusões alcançadas e as contribuições deste 
trabalho para o estudo da instabilidade em BWRs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The effects on the environment of burning fossil fuels and the increase in world electricity 
demand have brought renewed interest in low polluting energy sources, as the nuclear power. In the 
last four decades, the nuclear power industry has been upgrading and developing light water reactor 
(LWR) technology, driving the attention to more economical, minimal waste production, impervious to 
proliferation and, mainly, safer systems. 
In particular, the Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) are considered also from the point of view 
of instability events. Coupled thermal-hydraulic and neutronic BWR instabilities are caused by 
interdependencies between thermal-hydraulic and reactivity feedback parameters such as the void 
reactivity coefficient. Since instabilities were observed in Forsmark 1 (1987) and later also in 
LaSalle (1988), authorities in all countries required a review of stability features of their BWRs.  
BWR instabilities may occur when, starting from a stable operating condition, changes in 
system parameters bring the reactor towards an unstable region. Consequently, state variables 
identifying the reactor working conditions are observed to oscillate in different ways depending of 
the modalities of the departure from the stable operating point. From the point of view of the BWR 
safety, the most important type of power instability involves reactivity and power oscillations 
excited by thermal-hydraulic mechanisms. Therefore, in order to design more stable and safer core 
configurations, experimental and theoretical studies about BWR stability have been performed to 
characterise the phenomenon and to predict the conditions for its occurrence.  
Simulations of complex scenarios in NPPs, as those involved in BWR instabilities, were 
improved by the utilization of coupled thermal-hydraulic (TH) and neutron kinetics (NK) system 
codes. This technique consists in incorporating three-dimensional (3D) neutron modelling of the 
reactor core into system codes, mainly to simulate transients that involve asymmetric core spatial 
power distributions and strong feedback effects between neutronics and reactor thermal-hydraulics. 
In all the relevant BWR transient scenarios, the use of coupled 3D techniques is justified by the 
broad variation in the axial linear power distribution as a function of time. 
In this work, the RELAP5/MOD3.3 thermal-hydraulic system code and the PARCS/2.4 3D 
neutron kinetic code were adopted to simulate coupled instability phenomena in the Peach Bottom 
BWR and to investigate the possible mode of oscillations that could be observed in the reactor when 
it is brought to unstable conditions. A literature research was also performed about this issue, 
identifying experimental and accidental BWR instability events, as well as models and tools to 
investigate BWR stability, including the use of the coupled codes for NPP analyses in general. 
Several works have been attentively revised in this purpose, relating the following aspects:  
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? types of BWR inadvertent occurrences and tests: pump trip, flow reduction, pressure 
disturbance, perturbation of the feedwater flow rate, void “flashing” (occurrence of 
sudden boiling in a natural circulation BWR), turbine trip, low-flow/high-power 
stability tests,  etc.;  
? occurred BWR plant events: Ringhals 1, Forsmark 1 and 2, Peach Bottom, LaSalle, 
Leibstadt, Laguna Verde, Oskarshamn, Cofrentes, etc; 
? different TH/NK coupled codes: TRAC-BF1/ENTREÉ, RELAP5-3D, TRAC-
BF1/RAMONA, MARS/MASTER, RETRAN-3D, TRAC-BF1/NEM, TRAC-
BF1/SKETCH-N, RELAP5/PANBOX/COBRA, RELAP5/PARCS, etc.. 
In addition, a recent publication of the Nuclear Energy Agency provided by the CRISSUE-S 
project presents important contributions about the application of neutronic/thermal-hydraulic 
coupled systems in LWR technology to be considered in this work.  
The main aim of this thesis is to contribute to the study of BWR instability phenomena. The 
RELAP5-MOD3.3 thermal-hydraulic system code and the PARCS-2.4 3D neutron kinetic code 
were coupled to simulate BWR transients. Different algorithms were used to calculate the Decay 
Ratio (DR) and the natural frequency (NF) from the power oscillation signals obtained from the 
transient calculations, as two typical parameters used to provide a quantitative description of 
instabilities. The validation of a code model set up for the Peach Bottom-2 BWR plant is performed 
against Low-Flow Stability Tests (LFST). These four series of Stability Tests were performed at 
Peach Bottom Unit 2 in 1977 at the end of cycle 2 in order to measure the reactor core stability 
margins at the limiting conditions used in design and safety analysis. 
In this work, four typical transients are investigated in order to estimate the degree of 
stability of each addressed operating condition. Their main features are described below. 
1 – Pressure Perturbation (PP) – To simulate the real core behaviour during the PP, the 
reactor was disturbed in the turbine with pressure spikes of 0.055 MPa during 1 second. A positive 
pressure wave propagates from the turbine to the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and reaches the 
core. The event causes an increase of the mass flow rate in the core channels and a consequent core 
void fraction decrease. Therefore, there is a positive reactivity insertion bringing to the increase and 
in-phase oscillation of the total power. It was observed that in such cases the oscillations decrease in 
few seconds, reaching the stable operation in both experimental and calculation cases. 
2 – Feedwater (FW) Temperature Decrease – This event reduces the volume occupied by 
steam in the core and causes an increase in the moderation and in the fission power. However, the 
perturbation does not result in a very significant variation in the power evolution and the reactor 
showed to be safe in the cases of FW temperature variations considered in this work. 
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3 – Recirculation Pump Trip (RPT) – The stop of a recirculation pump causes a sharp 
decrease in the core flow, which generates a significant negative reactivity insertion in the core that 
tends to reduce power and, consequently, the amount of steam generated. Power oscillations are 
caused by the reactivity void feedback effects at relatively large power-to-flow ratios. It was 
observed by the calculations that the power and all the others related thermal-hydraulic parameters 
presented in-phase oscillations that return to the steady state operating conditions after about 20 
seconds. 
4 – Control Rod Bank Movement – The transient is simulated by the withdrawal of control 
rod banks from the core. In this event, in-phase and out-of-phase oscillations were observed. The 
out-of-phase one is a relevant type of BWR instability because of safety implications. During out-
of-phase instabilities, power oscillates so that average power could remain essentially constant. 
Usually, the safety systems in a BWR scram the reactor according with received average power 
signals and then large-amplitude out-of-phase oscillations could be established in the core without 
resulting in an automatic scram. 
The thesis has the following organisation. Chapter 1 deals with general aspects, starting with 
the present level of LWR development, addressing the specific problem of instability in BWRs and 
finally analysing the issue of the current tools to investigate the phenomenon. Chapter 2 describes 
the Low-Flow Stability Tests performed in the Peach Bottom BWR, the perturbation events studied 
and the methodology adopted to perform them. Chapter 3 presents the codes and the methodology 
utilized to perform the calculations and the analyses of the events. In Chapter 4, results considering 
steady state and transient reactor conditions will be presented and discussed. Finally, Chapter 5 
describes the obtained conclusions and the contributions of this work to the study of BWR stability.     
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1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS  
 
Presently available projections point out significant increases in the global population due 
per capita energy consummation for the next years, with a consequent increase in the electricity 
demand. Therefore, the importance of the available sources of energy cannot be underestimated. 
The effects on the environment of burning fossil fuels have brought renewed interest in low 
polluting energy sources, as the nuclear power is. In the last four decades, the nuclear power 
industry has been upgrading and developing light water reactor technology, and has been preparing 
to meet the future demand for energy.  
The 93 presently operating BWRs, out of the more than 440 nuclear power plants installed 
worldwide, contribute with about 21.0 % of the total produced nuclear power (Table 1.1). These 
plants have reached very ambitious goals of safety and reliability, together with high availability 
factors, notwithstanding the flow instability and thermal-hydraulic oscillations that may affect 
BWRs under particular operating conditions.  
 
Tab. 1.1. Nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide *. 
 
Type N° of Units Total MW(e)
BWR 93 83405
FBR 2 793
GCR 22 10664
LWGR 16 11404
PHWR 42 21376
PWR 267 241946
Total 442 369588  
 
* Data from IAEA (July 2006) 
 
1.1. The Four Generations of Reactors 
 
The different nuclear reactor designs appeared in the history of nuclear technology are 
categorized according to generations as can be seen in the scheme of the Figure 1.1. Each 
generation incorporates evolutionary improvements, with revolutionary concepts to take the next 
step in reactor technology: 
? Generation I. These were the prototype commercial reactors of the 1950s and 1960s. 
? Generation II. These are the reactors deployed in the 1970s and 1980s and currently 
in commercial use. In the United States, they include light-water reactors as the BWRs 
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and the PWRs, and, in Canada, the CANDU heavy-water reactors.  
? Generation III. These reactors include the advanced boiling water reactors (ABWR), 
the System 80+ advanced pressurized water reactor (APWR), and the AP600 passive-
design reactor. These designs were developed in the United States and certified by the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the 1990s. ABWRs and APWRs have been 
built and are in operation in other countries around the world. 
? Generation III+. These are reactors that can be deployed by 2010. They have been 
under development during the 1990s and are in various stages of design and 
implementation now. They include the pebble-bed modular reactor (PBMR) and the 
AP1000. Both have passive safety designs and the PBMR is gas-cooled.  
? Generation IV. These reactors will probably be deployed by 2030 and are expected to be 
highly economical, incorporate enhanced safety, produce minimal waste, and be impervious to 
proliferation. The International Reactor Innovative & Secure (IRIS) project reactor is the 
Generation IV reactor farthest along in development. It is a light-water reactor (LWR) 
incorporating advanced engineering to increase safety and reduce operational costs. Another 
Generation IV reactor is the gas turbine modular helium reactor (GT-MHR) that has passive 
safety features and is gas-cooled. 
 
 
Data from Argonne National Laboratory. 
Fig. 1.1. Summary of the four reactor generations. 
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1.2. BWR – Boiling Water Reactors 
 
BWRs were developed by ANL (Argonne National Laboratory) during the 1950s and 1960s. 
On December 20, 1951, Experimental Breeder Reactor 1 (EBR-I) lighted four bulbs with the first 
usable amount of electricity from nuclear energy in the world (Figure 1.2). Designed, built and 
operated by Argonne National Laboratory, EBR-I was the first reactor built at what is now called 
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (www.anl.gov/Science_and_Technology/History). 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.2. First Atomic Light: 
EBR-1, first reactor in world to 
produce electricity. Arco, 
Idaho, 1951. 
Photo: www.anl.gov 
 
 
 
There was a series of experimental boiling reactor experiments (BORAX) starting in 1953, 
designed to study aspects of boiling reactor behavior. The lessons of the early experiments BORAX 
led to the design of the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (EBWR) and commercialization, 
initially by General Electric, starting at the Dresden unit. The first large-scale utility-owned BWR 
was the 200 MWe plant at Dresden. It started operation in 1960 and ran until 1978. BWRs will be 
described with greater detail in section 1.2.2. 
The favorable characteristics and the operating experience of the BWR technology brought 
to developing safer and more economical ABWR (Advanced Boiling Water Reactor) technology. 
ABWR is being described in the next section. 
 
1.2.1. General ABWR Characteristics 
 
According with the description by Tsuji et al. [1], the principal ABWR components are the 
Reactor Internal Pump (RIP) system, the Fine Motion Control Rod Drive (FMCRD) system, the 
Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel (RCCV), the three division high pressure Emergency 
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Core Cooling Systems (ECCSs), and high-efficiency turbine system. The first ABWRs developed 
in this process were adopted for the No. 6 and No. 7 units of Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power 
Station (K-6 and K-7) of Tokyo Electric Power Company. K-6 construction began in September 
1991 and commercial operation commenced on 7 November 1996. K-7 construction began in 
March 1992 and commercial operations commenced on 2 July 1997 [1].  
The main characteristics of the ABWRs are: 
?  The ABWR building is three times smaller than those of the present BWR buildings, 
resulting in a shorter construction time and expenses.  
? Simplification of the primary recirculation loop by the adoption of Reactor Internal 
Pumps (RIP). These special pumps eliminate the large external loop pipes connected to 
the reactor pressure vessel.  
? The control rods are powered electrically and hydraulically. This reduces the chances 
of failure in terminating the nuclear reaction and allows for fine-tuning the plant power 
to produce a given amount of electricity during seasonal extremes conditions. 
? The systems are electronically separated: each division has access to its own sources of 
redundant electricity, including batteries and an emergency diesel generator. 
? The systems have the capability of always keeping the reactor core covered with 
water. Because of this and the thermal margins in fuel design, costly transients which 
require the plant to be shut down have been reduced to less than one per year.  
Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show respectively, the transport of the RCCV and the foundations of the 
reactor pressure vessel, during the ABWR construction phases in Japan (photos: 
www.toshiba.co.jp).  
 
Fig. 1.3. The containment vessel is transported during the construction of an ABWR in Japan. 
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Fig. 1.4. ABWR in Japan – The foundations of the reactor pressure vessel.  
 
 
1.2.2. General BWR Characteristics 
 
In a BWR, the steam is formed in the reactor itself and goes directly to the turbines. Then, it 
operates in a direct cycle. The water becomes radioactive in passing through the reactor core and 
then all of the components of the steam utilization system, the turbines, condenser, preheaters, 
pumps, piping, and so on, must be shielded. 
The operating pressure in a BWR is approximately 1000 psi (6.89 MPa), about one-half the 
pressure in a PWR. As a result, the wall of the pressure vessel for a BWR needs not to be as thick as 
it is for a PWR. But, it turns out that the power density (watts/cm3) is smaller in a BWR than in a 
PWR, and so the overall dimensions of a pressure vessel for a BWR must be larger than for a PWR 
of the same power.  
The internal configuration of a BWR is shown in Figure 1.5, were the cooling flow is 
indicated by arrows. Starting with the lower plenum, the water moves upwards through the core, 
receiving both sensible and latent heat. By the time it reaches the top of the core and enters the 
upper plenum, a portion of the coolant has been vaporized. This mixture of steam and liquid water 
next passes through steam separators, which remove most of the water. The steam then goes 
through a dryer assembly, which removes the remaining water, and then exits from the reactor via a 
steam line to the turbine. The residual water from the separators and the dryer mixes with feedwater 
returning from the condenser and passes downward through an annular region external to the core, 
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between the core shroud and the rector vessel, known as the downcomer, and returns to the lower 
plenum [2].   
 
 
Fig. 1.5 – Cross-sectional view of a BWR.  
 
The recirculation system consists of two loops external to the reactor vessel (in a reference 
USA design), each containing a recirculation pump. These pumps withdraw water near the bottom 
of the downcomer and pump it at a higher pressure through a pipe manifold to a number of jet 
pumps located within the downcomer. A BWR of the type described produces saturated steam at 
about 287.8 °C and 6.9 MPa. The overall efficiency of a BWR plant is on the order of 33 – 34 
percent.  
The fuel of a BWR is composed by slightly enriched UO2 pellets into sealed tubes. The 
control rods are placed at the bottom of the reactor because much of the upper portion of the core of 
a BWR is occupied by steam voids and movement of the rods in this region does not have as large 
effect on the value of k (multiplication factor) as rod motions in the lower, water-filled part of the 
core.  
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1.2.3. Two-Phase Flow 
 
In a BWR, the bulk coolant temperature is allowed to exceed the saturation temperature. 
Bulk or saturated boiling occurs and results in considerable vapour formation within the core. A 
classical sketch of the heat flux transferred from the heating surface to the fluid versus the 
temperature difference between the surface and the bulk fluid temperature is shown in Figure 1.6 
for pool boiling conditions. Several regions of heat transfer can be distinguished [63]:  
0 – a:  there is a little liquid superheat; heat transfer is by convection. Actually, in a flow 
boiling condition, as in BWR channels, forced single-phase flow occurs; 
a – b:  a few bubbles are formed but collapse after leaving the surface; 
a – c:  the number of bubbles increases rapidly – this is the nucleate boiling regime;  
c: the boiling crisis is reached (see explanation in the next paragraph); 
c – d: bubbles become so numerous that they begin to coalesce and clump near the heating 
surface (the vapour covering the surface acts as a heat insulator) – this is known as 
transition boiling; 
d – e: a continuous blanket of vapour forms over the heating surface – film boiling regime; 
e – f: thermal radiation from the surface comes into play – film and radiation regime. 
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Fig. 1.6. Heat flux versus temperature difference for pool-boiling heat transfer. 
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The “boiling crisis”, in which the clad surface temperature rises drastically, corresponds to a 
sudden drop in the heat transfer. It is know by several names including burnout, critical heat flux 
(CHF), dry-out and departure from nucleate boiling (DNB). Two types of phenomenon are of direct 
interest in nuclear reactor studies: 
1 – Subcooled or low-quality CHF, identified as DNB: DNB can be caused by detachment 
of the bubble boundary layer. This type of DNB occurs in the PWR. 
2 – High-quality CHF (dry-out): in this phenomenon, CHF occurs as the disruption of a 
liquid film that covers the heat transfer surface. CHF in the high-quality region will occur when 
liquid film “dries out”. This process is slow compared to subcooled DNB, since the high-velocity 
vapour core provides relatively good single-phase convection heat transfer. Dry-out is relevant in 
the BWRs. 
In a flow two-phase mixture of liquid and vapour, the coolant flow becomes quite 
complicated. It is possible to distinguish several types of two-phase flow, as shown in the Figure 
1.7. Some definitions can be introduced [63]: 
Static quality ≡ χs ≡ (mass of vapour in mixture) / (total mass or mixture) 
Void Fraction ≡ α ≡ (volume of vapour in mixture) / (total volume of liquid-vapour mixture) 
Both parameters can be related as:   
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In Figure 1.8, the void fraction is given for water at various static qualities and pressures [63].  
Introducing the contribution of the different flow velocities, the flow quality can be written as: 
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where S is know as the slip ratio which relates the different flow velocities: Slip ratio ≡ S ≡ vg/vl . 
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Fig. 1.7. Flow patterns in a heated channel. 
 
 
Fig. 1.8. Void fraction versus quality for bulk boiling. 
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1.2.4. Relevant BWR transients 
 
Despite the obvious need for plant-specific Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA), 
BWR transients of general interest can be identified and characterized in general terms. 
Transient scenarios, that involve considerable reactivity changes, are described, for example, 
in a recently issued NEA document [4]. The following events have been identified: 
? Overpressurisation events. 
? Large Break Loss of Coolant Accidents (LBLOCAs). 
? Control rod withdrawal. 
? Feedwater temperature decrease. 
? Increase of core flow, main circulation pump flow rate increase. 
? Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS). 
? Core instability events. 
? These events are being described in summary in the next sections.  
 
1.2.4.1. Overpressurisation  
Overpressurisation events, caused by turbine trip without condenser bypass available 
and main steam line isolation valve (MSIV) closure, are shortly described hereafter. 
The turbine trip (TT) event without condenser bypass available is a relatively frequent 
event in BWR operation. Due to the rapid closure of the turbine isolation valve a positive 
pressure wave propagates from the turbine valve to the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and 
reaches the core from the top (across the dryer and steam separator deck) and from the bottom 
(across the downcomer and the lower plenum). 
Core void collapse causes positive reactivity insertion and the associated power 
excursion is typically mitigated by scram initiation. The possible opening of steam relief 
valves to the containment wetwell pool counteracts the effect of the pressure increase in the 
RPV, but the short-term pressure wave propagation still influences the immediate core 
reactivity. 
The MSIV closure event will include the rapid closure of one or several main steam 
line isolation valves. This closure creates in the short term a pressure peak (a similar situation 
to the turbine trip event) that causes void collapse in the core with associated reactivity 
increase. Opening of steam relief valves to the containment wetwell pool counteracts the 
effect of the long-term pressure increase in the RPV but the short-term pressure wave 
propagation will nevertheless influence the immediate core reactivity response. Closure of an 
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isolation valve in one steam line results in increased flow rate in the remaining steam lines, 
possibly causing several of the associated valves to close, thus resulting in a successive 
closure of a number of valves with an associated influence on the core reactivity. 
 
1.2.4.2. LBLOCA 
The Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident (LBLOCA) is a Design Basis Accident 
(DBA) for BWRs with external recirculation lines. The accident originates through the 
rupture of one recirculation line resulting in a 200% guillotine break. It is a basis for the 
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) design as well as the design of the containment 
pressure-suppression system. From a reactivity point of view, the fast depressurisation will 
quickly increase the core void contents with an associated decrease in core power due to the 
reactivity feedback. The voiding and the immediately initiated shutdown system will quickly 
terminate the core fission power, thus resulting in the decay heat and the possible cladding 
metal-water reaction heat as being the remaining sources of core power. 
The steam line break is similarly a DBA for many BWRs with internal MCPs and jet 
pumps. Nozzles located in the steam dome outlet connections to the steam lines limit the 
associated steam flow rate. A single steam line break, depending on the design, will also 
result in an increased flow rate in parallel steam lines due to connections with common 
headers. Despite these design characteristics, quite different flow rates will usually develop in 
the two ends of the 200% guillotine break due to the very different lengths of the flow paths. 
 
1.2.4.3. Control Rod Withdrawal 
The main function of the control rods in a reactor is to control core reactivity. 
However, as the control elements are inserted or withdrawn, they will also strongly affect the 
overall flux distribution and hence the power distribution of the reactor core [63].  
The unintentional Control Rod (CR) withdrawal event is generally characterised by a 
single rod withdrawal from a core position with high reactivity worth, but as the reactivity 
control usually involves the manoeuvring of control rod banks other configurations can be 
conceived. Fast rod withdrawal can also be envisioned, during which a control rod is detached 
from its drive and thus remains fixed in the core while the drive is progressing downwards out 
of the core. The control rod thereafter may loosen and fall out of the core with an associated 
rapid reactivity increase. 
The core design must be such that the shutdown margin is at least 1% with the highest 
reactivity worth control rod withdrawn from the core. Equally, the shutdown to cold condition 
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should always be possible even if one control rod group is assumed not to function. It should 
further be noted that compensation for the higher core initial reactivity (in a fresh or newly 
reloaded core) is not only accomplished by adequate control rod insertion but also by using 
burnable absorbers in the fuel itself. 
 
1.2.4.4. Feedwater Temperature Decrease 
The feedwater (FW) temperature decrease event can have its origin in malfunctions of 
FW pre-heaters and in a loss of pre-heater functionality. The latter occurs, for instance, at 
turbine trip, in which case the extraction of steam from the turbine stages to the pre-heaters is 
no longer available. Normally the FW temperature is about 180 – 220 °C when entering the 
RPV and a reduction of the temperature will increase the subcooling at the core inlet, which 
increases the reactivity.  
Adjustments of the feedwater temperature (decrease) can be used as a mean to 
increase the core power at the end of a core cycle when the core condition includes maximum 
core coolant flow with all the control rods withdrawn (coast-down operation). However, a 
decrease in the feedwater temperature will result in a somewhat lower overall efficiency 
despite the increase in the generator electrical power. 
 
1.2.4.5. Main Circulation Pump Flow Rate Increase 
Normally, the core power is controlled by the core flow rate and thus by the MCP 
speed (at a given control rod pattern). An unintentional MCP flow rate increase may be 
caused by malfunction of possible valves installed in the MCP lines or by a spurious signal 
controlling the pump speed (power control mode), whatever is realistic for the concerned 
NPP. The case of start-up of a MCP at an incorrect temperature can also be conceived. 
Uneven distribution of the core inlet flow rate can be envisioned, resulting in uneven power 
distribution in the affected fuel assemblies. 
 
1.2.4.6. Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) 
The shutdown system is assumed to bring the core condition to a safe zero power 
condition with only the core decay heat remaining as a power source. However, the transients 
can be combined with a low-probability ATWS condition with a prerequisite of a certain 
degree of shutdown system failure. In relation to core reactivity insertion, this means that the 
reactivity effects from Doppler (fuel temperature) and coolant temperature and density (void) 
will have a predominant influence on the transient scenario. Operator actions can be expected 
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to mitigate the severity of the final consequences of the transients, but this cannot be 
accounted for in the short term. In a BWR, there are always other means to control the core 
power, though such methods are slower in response than the scram system, for example 
adjusting the MCP speed and the feedwater temperature and flow, and increasing the boron 
concentration in the coolant. 
 
1.2.4.7. Core Instability Events 
After a perturbation, if the system returns to the original steady state, then the system 
is considered stable. However, if the system continues to oscillate with the same amplitude, 
then the system is neutrally stable. If the system stabilizes to a new steady state or oscillates 
with increasing amplitude then the system is considered as unstable. For almost all cases of 
instability, the amplitude of the oscillations is limited by nonlinearities of the system and 
oscillations (which may be chaotic or periodic as in the case of limit cycles) are eventually 
established. The time series of the limit cycle oscillations may exhibit characteristics similar 
to the neutrally stable condition. Further, even in the steady state case, especially for two-
phase systems with slug flow, small amplitude oscillations are visible. Thus, for identification 
purposes especially during experiments, often it becomes necessary to quantify the amplitude 
of oscillations as a certain percentage of the steady state value. Amplitudes greater than 10% 
of the mean value is often considered as an indication of instability [3].  
Core instability transients usually originate at reactor operation with comparatively 
low power and low recirculation flow rate resulting in operation points being in the 
“exclusion region” (left upper corner) of the BWR core power-flow map. This type of event 
will be described with greater detail in the section 1.2.6. 
 
1.2.5. Power and Flow Instabilities in BWRs 
 
In the BWR, we can consider three types of instabilities [6] as follows: 
1) Plant Instability – It is connected with both the control system and the way in which 
the plant reacts to external perturbations, as for example, in the case of a power request.   
2) Instability by Reactivity – BWRs are closed systems, in which the reactivity is 
changed by the Doppler reactivity coefficient and the moderator density. Both coefficients are 
negative and because of this, the reactor is stable. The reactivity change as function of density 
is sufficiently strong to cause power oscillations after a perturbation. This occurs mainly when 
the reactor operates in low flow conditions, as in the case of natural circulation. 
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3) Thermal-hydraulic Instability – This type of instability is connected with two-phase 
flow characteristics in the heated channels. The flow oscillations are possible to appear in a 
particular channel groups and, in general, have not a global nature. Because of this, they are 
called local instabilities.  
The second and third type of instabilities will be described in greater detail in the two 
next sections. 
 
1.2.5.1. BWR Power Instabilities 
BWR instabilities occur when an operating condition becomes unstable due some 
change in system parameters. Consequently, state variables identifying the reactor working 
conditions are observed to oscillate in different ways depending of the modalities of the 
departure from the stable operating point. 
Power oscillations can have, for large amplitudes, an unwanted influence on the fuel 
integrity. In the fuel temperature limitation, it is essential to prevent exceeding the melting 
point (3073.15 K for UO2). Fuel elements subjected to temperatures sufficiently high to 
induce centreline melting will experience a significantly higher probability of failure (loss in 
the functional behaviour caused by change in physical properties). Furthermore, the low 
thermal conductivity of ceramic fuels leads to high temperature gradients that can cause fuel 
cracking and swelling [63].    
From the point of view of the BWR safety, the most important type of power 
instability is the reactivity oscillations excited by thermal-hydraulic mechanisms. Two types 
of instability by reactivity have been characterized: 
1) in-phase (core-wide): in this case, all the variables (power, mass flow, pressure, 
etc) oscillate in phase determining a limit cycle; from the point of view of safety, 
this type of instability has relatively small relevance, unless it is associated with 
an ATWS (Anticipated Transient Without Scram); 
2) out-of-phase: in this case, the instabilities occur when a neutronic azimuthal 
mode is excited by thermal-hydraulic mechanisms, causing asymmetric power 
oscillations; at a given time, while part of the reactor presents high mass flow 
and low power level, in another part the opposite happens; this behaviour must 
be studied in detail because of safety implications. 
During out-of-phase instabilities, power oscillates so that average power could remain 
essentially constant. The safety systems in a BWR scram the reactor according with received 
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average power signals and then large-amplitude out-of-phase oscillations could be established 
in the core without resulting in an automatic scram. 
Out-of-phase oscillations in parallel channels do not require changes in total inlet 
flows to maintain the pressure drop across the core constant in time and space. Then, if the 
flow increases in a part of reactor, it decreases in a similar way in the other and the total flow 
remains nearly unchanged. This mechanism has the effect of increasing the gain of the 
thermal-hydraulic component in the BWR dynamics feedback, thus decreasing the reactor 
stability. 
March-Leuba has studied the BWR instability phenomenon [10, 11] and presented a 
scheme [10] that clearly explains the out-of-phase mechanism (Figure 1.9). In the figure, the 
arrows represent the flow intensity through the core channels during an oscillation of period 
T. Case a is the fundamental (core-wide) mode of oscillation for which the whole core 
behaves almost uniformly. In the out-of-phase mode (case b), a constant core pressure drop 
and total recirculation loop flow is maintained by readjusting individual channel flows. This 
mode is also known as azimuthal mode. 
 
 
Fig. 1.9. Case a – Core-wide instability – Pressure drop and average void oscillate. Case b – 
Out-of-phase instability – pressure drop and average void fraction remain essentially constant. 
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There are two effects in out-of-phase oscillations: on one side, the neutronics 
component is subcritical and tends to damp out oscillations; on the other side, the thermal-
hydraulic component has greater gain than in the fundamental mode and tends to destabilize 
it. The relative importance of these two effects depends on the degree of subcriticality of the 
out-of-phase neutronic mode and on thermal-hydraulic parameters. 
 
1.2.5.2. BWR Flow Instabilities 
For a two-phase natural circulation loop, the heat input and its removal induces a large 
volumetric change that can carry the system to instable behaviour. One of the most important 
phenomena in a natural circulation loop is the density wave oscillation (DWO) which could 
affect the safe operation of the system, causing problems as mechanical vibration and thermal 
fatigue of components.  
DWO can be categorised into two types: type 1 is the DWO under a nearly zero 
equilibrium quality condition, governed by gravitational pressure drop; type 2 is the one under 
high quality condition, governed by frictional pressure drop [49]. It is important to determine 
the stable operating regimes in the parameter space in nuclear systems with mathematical 
analyses. Since nonlinear terms are neglected, the linear analysis is only suitable for situations 
with small perturbations [43]. 
Ambrosini et al. [44] have studied the use of linear and nonlinear analysis tools to 
investigate the mechanism of density wave oscillations in boiling channels with uniform and 
constant heat flux showing the complexity of behaviour also in simple configurations. 
Moreover, experimental investigations have been carried out to investigate the DWO 
phenomenon and its consequences in boiling channels, as for example in [45].  
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1.2.6. BWR – Power/Flow Map 
 
The current trend of increasing reactor powers and of applying natural circulation core 
cooling has brought consequences for the stability of new BWR designs. These modifications 
have allowed BWRs to work at high nominal power, but they have also favoured an increase 
in the reactivity feedback resulting in a lower stability margin when the reactor is operated at 
low mass flow and high nominal power. Therefore, the increase in core size has led to a 
weaker spatial coupling of neutronic processes, which results in a stronger susceptibility to 
out-of-phase oscillations. In comparison to the situation in the seventies, the region of the 
power-flow map which has to be avoided grew to a respectable size.  
Figure 1.10 shows an example of power-flow map for the Leibstadt NPP. The lower 
right side of the plot marks the allowed operating region, the grey region can only be entered 
if special measures are taken and finally, the black regime is forbidden due to stability 
concerns [5]. 
Conditions corresponding to about 50% core nominal power and 30% core inlet flow 
rate may be seen as the area in the power-flow map where the highest probability of 
oscillations occurs. The operation in this area is avoided by means of adequately defined 
control and trip conditions illustrated as additional “border lines” in the map. Nevertheless, 
certain perturbed transient conditions can still result in time windows in which operation in 
this area will occur, usually accompanied with the observation of oscillating core behaviour. 
The core two-phase flow itself provides a potential for oscillatory behaviour and the strong 
feedback between moderator coolant density and core power enhances the effect under certain 
conditions. In-phase and out-of-phase power oscillations have been actually observed and 
both modes for large amplitudes can have an unwanted influence on the fuel integrity. Control 
systems for the RPV pressure and downcomer level can influence the oscillatory behaviour in 
unfavourable way.  
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Fig. 1.10. Instability region in the power-flow map for the Leibstadt NPP. 
 
The additional occurrence of an ATWS condition can be considered as an extreme 
event in screening analyses. Although this condition is beyond the DBA boundaries due to the 
low probability of occurrence, analysis results can provide valuable insights and be useful to 
designers and to safety analysts to optimise the Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) and to 
better understand the safety margins of the NPP. 
 
1.2.7. Inadvertent and Induced BWR Instabilities 
 
Some of the several occurred instability events in BWR plants were inadvertent and 
other ones were induced intentionally as experiments. These instabilities were identified as 
periodic oscillations of the neutron flux via instrumentation readings. Essentially, neutronic 
power signals from Local Power Range Monitors (LPRM) and Average Power Range 
Monitors (APRM) have been used to detect and study the power oscillations. LPRM detectors 
give information about local neutron flux, and belong to the local power surveillance system. 
APRM detectors belong to the average power surveillance system, and use various LPRM 
signals to obtain the average power in a given reactor core level. In the two next sections, 
some inadvertent and induced instability events will be chronologically described.   
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1.2.7.1. Inadvertent BWR Instabilities  
 One of the inadvertent instability events happened in LaSalle NPP, in 1988. During a 
routine surveillance test, an instrument technician inadvertently caused the automatic shut-
down of both recirculation pumps. As a consequence, the core flow rate was rapidly reduced 
from 76% to 29% of the rated value, corresponding to natural circulation conditions; this, in 
turn, led to the isolation of some of the steam extraction lines leading to the pre-heaters. The 
result of this action was a colder FW supply to the core. Between four and five minutes after 
the pump trip, the operators observed power oscillations with amplitude range from 25% to 
50% of the rated value. The reactor scram occurred automatically on high neutron flux at 
118% of rated power at about 7 minutes after the pumps tripped. This accident was analysed 
in many works, as in [12] and [13], for example.  
In 1995, in Laguna Verde BWR/5, an instability event occurred during the start-up 
process. At the beginning, the power was 34% and slightly decreasing. The operator increased 
the coolant flow to stabilise the power level; then, the neutron population began oscillating 
and the core became unstable. The power began oscillating with growing amplitude reaching 
the maximum swing of 10% and then the operator scrammed the reactor by inserting control 
rods. The analysis of neutron noise showed that the transition from stability to instability is a 
gradual process that can be stopped by an earlier alarm indication [7]. No damage to the plant 
was reported. 
In addition, the Oskarshamn-3 BWR experienced power oscillations in February 1998. 
The reactor power oscillated with high amplitude during two periods, between 200 and 300 s, 
and just before the scram occurred. A review of the possible causes suggested that the 
oscillations resulted from the particular used control rod sequence and the power distribution 
obtained as a result [22].  
In November 2001, an in-phase neutron flux oscillation occurred at Philippsburg-1 
NPP after a FW temperature transient. A similar event occurred at the Swedish BWR 
Oskarshamn-2 in February 1999. In both events, a scram terminated the neutron flux 
oscillation, but only at the fixed scram set point at 120% and 132% power level, respectively. 
In both cases, control rod insertion was activated too late to limit the oscillations effectively 
before reaching the scram set points [61].  
After the first instability events, authorities in all Countries required a review of the 
stability features of their BWRs. The authorities include the requirements of analyses in the 
safety analysis reports and changes in the procedures and plant safety systems. The major 
safety concern associated with instability is the cooling of the fuel and cladding integrity. 
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Consequently, the main objectives of BWR stability analyses could be summarized as follows 
[35]: 
? to assess the stability margins in the reactor plant, including normal and off-
normal conditions; 
? to predict the transient behaviour of the reactor, should an unstable condition 
occur; 
? to help in designing and assessing the effectiveness of countermeasures adopted 
to prevent and mitigate the consequences of instabilities. 
 
1.2.7.2. Induced BWR Instabilities  
Turbine trip and stability tests were conducted in the Peach Bottom 2 BWR in 1977. 
The stability tests were done along the low-flow end of the rated power-flow line, and along 
the power-flow line corresponding to a minimum recirculation pump speed [42]. The main 
objective of these tests was to provide a database for the qualification of transient design 
methods used for reactor analyses at operating conditions. These data are being used in this 
thesis to validate the RELAP5/PARCS coupled codes in the predictions of instabilities. Then, 
the Peach Bottom instability tests will be described in greater detail in Chapter 2. 
A stability test was performed at Forsmark-1 BWR on January, 1989, during start-up 
operation after the scram due a turbine trip. In total, 36 signals including those from APRM 
and LPRM, total core flow, local channel flows were recorded on a digital computer. These 
data were useful to the validation of analysis techniques as verified, for example, in the 
reference [48].  
In 1990, a stability test was conducted in the BWR Leibstadt, to test the ability of the 
monitoring system to cope with demanding operation situations; the power oscillations were 
transformed from the in-phase mode into the out-of-phase mode, by the withdrawal of some 
control rods. After 660 seconds from the test beginning, an unstable oscillation started. Two 
opposite LPRM signals demonstrated that the oscillation was out-of-phase. At approximately 
740 seconds, the maximal oscillation amplitude was reached and the oscillation was 
suppressed by decreasing the power [53].  
The NACUSP project, started in December 2000, investigates natural circulation and 
stability performance of BWRs. One of its main aims is understanding the physics of the 
phenomena involved during the start-up phase of natural-circulation-cooled BWRs, providing 
a large experimental database and validating state-of-the-art thermo-hydraulic codes in the 
low-pressure, low-power operational region of these reactors [8].  
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Three experimental facilities within the NACUSP project have yielded a large, unique 
database. Natural-circulation and stability characteristics at nominal pressure were collected 
from extensive experiments at the DESIRE facility. Low-pressure characteristics were 
measured at the PANDA (large scale) and the CIRCUS (CIRculation Under Start-up) small-
scale facility [8]. PANDA and CIRCUS have been used for a variety of thermal hydraulic 
tests including investigations of instabilities at low pressure and low flow during the start-up 
phase of a natural-circulation BWR. During the start-up, so-called flashing-induced 
instabilities can arise. Under specific conditions, the feedback between void generation in the 
riser and buoyancy of the natural-circulation loop may give rise to flow oscillations [14, 15]. 
The term “flashing” refers to the occurrence of boiling in a natural circulation BWR, due to 
the decrease of hydrostatic pressure and saturation enthalpy along the flow path, when the 
coolant flows upwards through the core and riser sections. Since the saturation enthalpy is 
strongly dependent on the pressure at pressures lower than 20 bar, the influence of flashing 
becomes especially important under low-pressure conditions.   
The experimental facility DESIRE is a scaled natural-circulation loop designed after 
the Dodewaard natural-circulation BWR. It simulates one fuel assembly of the natural-
circulation loop of the Dodewaard BWR with Freon-12 as scaling fluid. By systematically 
performing experiments in the whole operating range of the natural-circulation Freon-12 
facility DESIRE, a stability boundary has been determined for a specific configuration. A 
large amount of data was gathered to be used for future benchmarking of computer codes [9]. 
 
1.2.8. Methods and Tools to Study BWR Instabilities 
 
To study instabilities in BWRs, many numerical models and computer codes have 
been developed. The methods have been validated using data provided by signals of several 
experimental tests and by inadvertent events. The good agreement found between 
computational analyses and the experimental available data contributed to better 
understanding the BWR instability phenomena. 
 
1.2.8.1. Mathematical Models 
Many literature works are related to numerical methods to study the BWR instabilities. 
Several authors use the modal method to investigate the phenomena, as in [10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 30] for example. The modal analysis is a process conceived to determine the dynamic 
characteristics of a system, in the form of natural frequencies, decay factors and oscillating 
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modes. This information is used to formulate a mathematical model of the dynamic behaviour 
of the system, denominated as “modal model” [20].  
The Decay Ratio (DR) and the natural frequency (NF) of the oscillations are typical 
parameters used to evaluate the instabilities. In the section 1.2.9, some basic definitions of DR 
will be described. Other parameters can also to provide valuable information, such as the 
Lyapunov exponents associated to the time series. In fact, the Lyapunov exponents are also 
used as a measure of the stability of the neutronic time series [6, 66].  
Morishima [38] presents a methodology to explain the mechanism of BWR core-wide 
stability in terms of characteristics poles of the closed-loop transfer functions for reactivity 
and core-flow inputs. Among the poles, those originating from the void dynamics are 
essential in characterizing the core-wide power oscillations and their explicit expressions 
show the connection between channel thermal-hydraulics and core-wide stability. The 
methodology was applied to Ringhals BWR stability signals and the results for DR and NF 
were compared with those in the benchmark [36] obtaining good agreement. 
Different time series analysis methods that can be applied in the study of BWR 
stability were used and compared utilizing data provided from the Forsmark 1 & 2 Stability 
Benchmark [39]. The activity was focused on the analysis of time series data by means of 
noise analysis techniques in the time domain. Several cases were studied as, for example, the 
importance of the time duration of measured data, APRM data containing more than one 
natural frequency of the core, data with a mixture between a global oscillation mode and a 
regional (half core) oscillation, and others. Table 1.2 presents the several methods used by the 
participants to obtain results to DR and NF.  
 
Tab. 1.2. Participants and methods used in the Forsmark Stability Benchmark. 
Method Organization Country 
Auto-regressive methods and dominant 
poles 
PSI 
UPV/CSN 
SIEMENS 
Switzerland 
Spain 
Germany/USA 
Auto-regressive methods and impulse 
response 
TOSHIBA 
JAERI 
IRI/TU-Delft 
PSU 
Japan 
Japan 
The Netherlands 
USA 
Auto-correlation TOSHIBA  Japan 
Recursive auto-correlation SIEMENS Germany/USA 
ARMA (plateau method) PSI Switzerland 
Power spectrum estimation CSNNS Mexico 
LAPUR (frequency domain) PSU USA 
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Some of the conclusions reached from this joint study were the following [39]: 
? Concerning the time duration of the signal in estimating the DR: “the duration 
depends on the value of DR (roughly inversely proportional to it). For power 
spectral density between 4,000 and 10,000 points are required for auto-
regressive methods”.  
? About the reactor stability margin: “the real margin should be determined on 
power. Frequency domain codes can determine it; they are efficient but not 
sufficient. The DR is a measure of linear stability and should therefore not be 
used as the only indicator of BWR stability”. 
? About the possibility to determine the DR of an out-of-phase oscillation: “this is 
possible for DR up to 0.7 ± 0.1 and only if enough LPRM signals per plane are 
provided. Because there are many ways of doing it wrong and only a few to do it 
right, it depends on the expertise of the analyst, or on the sophistication of the 
monitoring algorithm”. 
In this thesis, two programs developed in the University of Pisa will be used to 
calculate the DR and NF from BWR power instabilities: the Analysis of Decay Ratio 
Instability (ADRI) program [40] and a program called DRAT, that will be described in the 
sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 of the Chapter 3, respectively.  
 
1.2.8.2 Computer System Codes 
Computer programs developed for the modelling and the transient simulation of a 
complete nuclear power plant with a high degree of detail are called system codes. Different 
choices are adopted for neutron kinetics and two-phase flow modelling. The application of 
thermal-hydraulics (TH) and neutron kinetics (NK) codes to LWR analyses was exhaustively 
discussed in the three volumes edited by the project CRISSUE-S1 [4, 53, 54]. Specifically, the 
project CRISSUE-S treated the interactions between neutron kinetics and thermal-hydraulics 
that affect neutron moderation and influence the accident performance of the NPPs.  
Therefore, descriptions of TH and NK codes will be shortly treated here in the two 
next sections, focusing the attention on the current methodologies of coupling codes 
technique in section 1.2.8.2.3.  
 
                                                 
1 The acronym for the CRISSUE-S project is Critical Issues in Nuclear Reactor Technology: A State-
of-the-art Report. 
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1.2.8.2.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Codes 
The evaluation and assessment of the safety of NPPs is closely related to the ability to 
determine the temporal and spatial distributions of the flow TH conditions along with 
associated effects from heat sources and heat sinks throughout the reactor coolant system, and 
especially in the core region. 
The TH system analysis codes, (for example, RELAP5, TRAC-BF1, COBRA-TF) are 
useful tools that can be applied for NPP safety analyses and evaluations of plant responses to 
specified process disturbances. The accumulated experiences from an ever-growing amount of 
analyses provide comprehensive guidance for the use of the codes. However, there are still 
areas of code applications that reveal limited experience, as in transients in which pressure 
wave propagation effects are important and for which extensive 3D and recirculating flow 
formation occur in certain parts of a system. These kinds of flow conditions can have a great 
influence on the course of transients, also in relation to core reactivity response; therefore, it 
can be essential to have an accurate simulation of the flow field distribution at the core inlet. 
 
1.2.8.2.2 Neutronic Codes 
For neutron kinetics, both 1D and 3D models are available. Obviously, if the interest is 
to analyse regional oscillation phenomena, a 3D neutron kinetics model is essential. 
Normally, the neutron kinetics calculation is performed in a two-step procedure; in the first 
step, adequate nuclear cross-sections for specified fuel types and core compositions are 
provided in a form that can be directly used in the second step. The cross-sections are 
generally obtained solving the integral Boltzmann neutron transport equation for individual 
fuel assemblies, including the neutron energy-dependent probabilities for the neutron 
reactions in various isotopes [4].  
The results from these calculations include homogenised few-group nodal cross-
sections and related data, including neutron kinetics data, which can be used in the second 
step of the calculation procedure. In this second step, the transient multi-group 3D diffusion 
equations are solved to provide the nodal neutron flux distribution in the complete reactor 
core, or half core or quarter symmetry, and associated spatial core power distribution. This is 
accomplished using nodal diffusion codes, examples of which include PARCS and 
SIMULATE-3. 
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1.2.8.2.3 Coupling between Thermal-Hydraulic System and 3D Neutronic Codes 
 
Nowadays, the nuclear industry and the scientific community turned their attention to 
the development of coupled 3D neutron kinetics (NK) / thermal-hydraulic (TH) system codes 
to investigate BWR instabilities, in particular, the regional (out-of-phase) type. The coupled 
system codes can model accurately not only reactivity-initiated accidents (RIA), but also 
typical reactor operational transients as turbine trip. These programs are often called “best-
estimate” analysis tools and describe, in a more realistic way, the local core effects and 
coupled reactor core/plant dynamics interactions. 
Two different approaches are generally utilised to couple TH system codes with 3D 
neutronic kinetics models: serial integration and parallel processing coupling. The serial 
integration approach includes modification of the codes, usually by implementing a neutronic 
section (i.e. subroutines, functions) into the TH system code. In the parallel processing 
approach the TH system and 3D NK codes are executed separately and exchange the needed 
data during the calculation. In the former case, a substantial programming effort is needed to 
properly achieve the integration, while in the latter case only minor modifications are made to 
already existing codes. In the latter case it is crucial to provide the data exchange between the 
two codes in carefully and properly selected time sequences; thus, great attention must be 
paid to the process of data transfer and the associated time control of the execution processes 
of the two codes. 
The choice of a coupling technique can affect the numerical stability of the integrated 
code system. An important criterion to comply with in a hydrodynamic coupling is that the 
methodology must conserve mass and energy, as proposed in [23] by Weaver et al. They 
present a methodology that allows RELAP-3D to be used with other computer programs to 
perform integrated analyses of nuclear power reactor systems and related experimental 
facilities. The RELAP5-3D code is a fully integrated, multi-dimensional TH and NK system 
code. The methodology allows the coupling of the hydrodynamic solution of various 
computer programs in a manner that preserves mass and energy. The process accommodates 
the coupling of codes using different fluid models, that is, codes using different numbers of 
conservation equations to model fluid flow. 
The coupling between TRAC (TH code) and RAMONA (NK code) has been used 
widely for BWR transient and accident analyses with good results. López et al [28] propose a 
methodology for the coupling of RAMONA-3B and TRAC-BF1. In a direct-coupling, three 
PCs were used. One PC hosts an implementation of RAMONA and is used for modelling of 
the 3D core neutron kinetics. Another PC uses TRAC to model all major reactor internals 
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including hot, medium and peripheral core regions. A third PC runs a copy of the TRAC code 
and is used to model as many individual fuel bundles as possible, in order to provide TH 
conditions to the neutron core diffusion equation. It was observed that considerable 
“transients” might be introduced if the differences in the steady state TH results of these 
codes are not properly controlled during the initial coupling. Then, an indirect coupling of 
these codes was therefore proposed. Tests run an hypothetical transient with multiple rod 
motion. The test results indicate that the indirect coupling is more reliable, simpler and faster 
simulations are possible in this computer-distributed environment, under PVM (Parallel 
Virtual Machine) control. 
The 3D neutronics capability in the TH system code is usually obtained through the 
external coupling between the system code and an adequate transient 3D kinetics code, and it 
is explicit in the time domain. An obvious advantage of this methodology is that the codes are 
isolated and can be independently updated and maintained. The kinetics model receives TH 
data from the TH system code, such as fuel temperatures, coolant void fraction, phasic 
densities and temperatures, and boron concentration, and returns the fuel power back to the 
TH system code.  
The temporal coupling among the codes is an important point to be considered during 
coupling calculations. In most cases, the frequency of 3D kinetics calculations can be 
optimized to speed up the calculation. For this purpose, Solìs et al [32] implemented a 
multiple time step marching scheme in TRAC-BF1/NEM calculation. NEM is a 3D neutron 
kinetics model, based on the nodal expansion method. The scheme allows TRAC-BF1 
solution to march several steps while NEM only marched one large time step. In order to 
provide best-estimate analysis of local safety parameters, the COBRA-TF thermal-hydraulics 
sub-channel code was coupled to the TRAC-BF1/NEM code using PVM. Since TRAC-
BF1/NEM and COBRA-TF code use their own algorithm to select the time-step size during a 
given calculation, some techniques were implemented to have a good synchronization of the 
codes when marching on the same time scale. 
The coupling of TH models with full 3D dynamics analytical tools allows for a full-
integrated solution between the power production and the moderator and fuel temperature 
feedback effects. The technique has been applied to several types of reactors. For example, 
STAR (NK code) was coupled with 3D COBRA (TH code) to model transients in a TRIGA 
reactor [24]. The research validated the assumption that the PSU TRIGA provides sufficiently 
complex fluid flow conditions and kinetics detail for benchmark experiments that could be 
used to validate coupled TH/NK models.  
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The Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) has developed the best-
estimate TH system code, MARS [47]. The code was improved from the consolidated version 
of the RELAP5/MOD3 and COBRA-TF. MARS code has been coupled with the 3D reactor 
kinetics code, MASTER. Two calculations for the main steam line break (MSLB) accident 
were performed. First, a coupled calculation of the system TH/NK was used to obtain the 
global core power and the local departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) time trends. 
Then, another coupled calculation with subchannel behaviour was performed, in which the 
results of the previous calculation were used as boundary conditions. The results of the 
calculations were consistent. It seems that the coupled features of MARS can be used to 
remove the excessive conservatism in the current safety analysis.  
The coupled code technique has been used not only to simulate accidents, but also, for 
example, to perform core fuel management. In Canadian Deuterium Uranium reactors 
(CANDU), the reactor is refuelled daily during operation at full power to maintain the 
criticality and the reference power distribution. The existing fuel management programs of 
CANDU use the time-consuming finite difference or finite element method, and from the 
point of view of reactor physics there are many aspects that could be improved in these 
programs. Coupled neutronic and TH nodal methods have been used in the development of a 
core fuel management code system for CANDU reactor. Huo et al [25] developed the WIMS-
AECL/FMPHWR software package to form an in-core fuel management. FMPHWR code 
(fuel management program for pressurized heavy water reactor) realizes the coupling of 
neutronics and TH. WIMS-AECL is the transport lattice code that generates the cross sections 
used in FMPHWR. The numerical results show that FMPHWR has good computational 
efficiency and accuracy.  
Varin and Marleau [46] also present a coupled methodology for a CANDU reactor 
analyses. DONJON (a diffusion code) and DRAGON (lattice code) have been coupled to 
perform reactor follow-up calculations using a history-based approach, to take into account 
the bundle history effect. When channels are refuelled, the bundles are moved along the core 
axis, seeing different local parameters, including fuel power. DRAGON and DONJON were 
efficiently coupled, resulting in a very sound treatment of the local parameters throughout the 
core. Different local parameters can be adequately considered, including fuel temperature and 
power, or global parameters.  
In addition, data from RMBK reactors were used to validate the coupled 
neutronic/thermal-hydraulic code RELAP5-3D [26, 27]. The researches demonstrated that, in 
general, the calculation results are in reasonable agreement with the measured plant data. 
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RELAP5-3D code predicts thermal-hydraulic and neutron-physical processes taking place in 
the reactor during the analyzed transients in a reasonable manner and could be used further for 
the analysis of transients taking place during RBMK reactor operation where the neutronic 
response of the core is important.  
TRAC-BF1/ENTRÉE coupled codes were applied to study BWR instabilities, as in 
[29, 32, 33, 37]. For example, the 3D nodal kinetics ENTRÉE code was coupled with TRAC-
BF1 to simulate the results of one-pump trip test performed in a Japanese BWR-5 plant [29]. 
In the single pump trip test, one of the two recirculation pumps was intentionally tripped 
initiating a rapid decline in the core flow rate. The core power was suppressed due to the 
negative reactivity feedback caused by excessive void generation. The purpose of this test was 
to validate the coupled computer code system with regard to core flow reduction, local 
insertion of control blades, and neutron spectrum mismatch. The coupled system TRAC-
BF1/ENTRÉE predicted the transients with good agreement.  
Cacuci [34] has investigated the use of the coupled RELAP5/PANBOX2/COBRA3 
code system for performing transient LWR safety calculations. The RELAP5 code simulates 
the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of LWRs; The PANBOX code solves the diffusion-
theory-based neutron kinetics equations in three-, one-, or zero-dimensions using the nodal 
expansion method; the COBRA code computes the flow and enthalpy in the sub-channels of 
rod bundles for boiling and non-boiling conditions. RELAP5/PANBOX2/COBRA3 code 
system was extended to include a dimensionally adaptive algorithm to switch dynamically 
between 3D, 1D and point-kinetics models, thereby reducing computational times up to a 
factor of five. Moreover, the coupled system has also been extended to enable efficient 
calculations of local sensitivities of RELAP5 results to various parameters in the RELAP5 
code.  
The RETRAN-3D code is used for coupled 3D core/plant systems transients. 
RETRAN-3D was validated against the Peach Bottom Turbine Trip Benchmark with good 
agreement with the measured data [51]. The turbine trip (TT) test 2 at Peach Bottom BWR, 
described in the references [42] and [52], was characterized by sudden core pressurization and 
a self-limiting power course due to compensated inherent reactivity mechanisms. This event 
was also simulated using the coupled TRAC-M/PARCS [68] and the results agreed well with 
both static and transient core data.   
At the University of Pisa, the TH system code RELAP5 has been coupled with the 3D 
NK PARCS code to simulate some events as the turbine trip test transient in the Peach 
Bottom BWR. The results were compared with those available from experimental data, and 
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were in good agreement with the experiment [50, 62]. The same type of coupling was used to 
investigate a fast control rod ejection accident in a PWR [64]. The study has confirmed the 
consistency between the methods used for 3D transient calculations and their strong capability 
in predicting core response during a rod ejection accident in a PWR. 
The coupled codes RELAP5/PARCS are also used in this thesis to predict instability 
tests at the Peach Bottom NPP. The tests [42] will be described in details in Chapter 2. 
 
1.2.9. The Decay Ratio Parameter 
 
Parametric or non-parametric methods can be used to evaluate the Decay Ratio. For 
non-parametric methods, DR is evaluated from the autocorrelation function of the signal. For 
parametric methods, it is evaluated from the impulse response of the system or from its 
effective transfer function [67]. Different parametric models are actually used being that the 
auto-regressive moving average (ARMA), the auto-regressive (AR) or the moving-average 
(MA) are the most common ones. For the same time series signal, DR can have significant 
variation on its result depending of the method selected for its calculation.    
When the system is characterized as a second-order oscillator, it can be introduced in 
the form: 
0)(2 22 =+++ xxx ωαα  
The general solution for the system is: 
)cos()( ϕωα += − tAetx t  
The DR parameter is defined as the ratio between two consecutive maxima of the signal and 
gives a measurement of the damping of the system. For the second order system, this 
parameter is a constant and given by: 
ωπα /2−= eDR  
Signals obtained during transients initiated by small perturbations may be 
approximated with second order systems. The autocorrelation function (ACF) of transient 
signals can be also used for evaluating the Decay Ratio.  
However, noise signals cannot be fitted with a second order system. The impulse 
response function (IRF), which represents the stability of the system, can be extract from both 
transient signals and stationary noises and then used for evaluate Decay Ratio.  
Three ways to define Decay Ratio for any transient signal, its ACF and IRF for 
transient signal and noise can be defined [40] and are being described hereafter. 
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1) The Decay Ratio can be defined as the ratio of consecutive maxima of the time 
trend. As the system is not strictly second order system, this definition gives not a constant of 
system and so, the average of first ratios are used to improve the results: 
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ADR                                                     (1.1) 
where iA  are the local maxima, as can be seen in the Figure 1.11. 
 
 
Fig. 1.11. Definitions of the Decay Ratio. 
 
 2) The second way defines Decay Ratio as average of first two consecutive iB  ratios: 
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In order to obtain the points iB , the following steps are considered. The first four maximums 
of the function , denoted by ),( MiMi xt , are identified. Once these points are obtained, one fits 
them by 3rd order polynomial of degree three, which uses Lagrange Interpolating Polynomial 
formula: 
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After this, the first three minima are identified ),( mimi xt  and the image points, )( mitP , of the 
fitted polynomial can be characterized. Thus, iB  are given by: 
mimii xtPB −= )(  
 
3) The third way follows the previous definition of DR: 
ωπα /2
3
−= eDR                                                      (1.3) 
where α and ω are obtained from least square fitting function of a damping sinusoidal form: 
( )( )ϕωα += − tAetx t cos)(  
 
 The first definition of Decay Ratio is the simplest, but may be not very accurate. The 
second definition of Decay Ratio is often more accurate than the first definition. If the 
function is close to a damped sinusoid, the third definition is more accurate. In the next 
section, the Impulse Response Function is being introduced.  
 
1.2.9.1. Impulse Response Function (IRF) 
Considering the system with an input signal u(t) and an output signal x(t) (Figure 
1.12), it is said to be time invariant if its response to a certain input signal does not depend on 
the absolute time. It is linear if its output response to a linear combination of inputs is the  
linear combination of the output responses of the individual inputs. Furthermore, it is causal if 
the output at certain time depends on the input up to that time only. A linear, time invariant, 
causal system can be described by its impulse response function h(τ): 
τττ dtuhtx )()()(
0
−= ∫∞  
 
 
Fig. 1.12. The Impulse Response Function (IRF) of the system. 
 
If the input and output are discrete signals, the system can be defined as: 
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where h(j) is the discrete impulse response function. 
 
In order to extract the IRF from the input and output signals, an autoregressive moving-
average model is often used: 
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Where ka  and mb  are the autoregressive (AR) and moving-average (MA) parameters, 
respectively. The notation ARMA (p,q) is used to indicate an ARMA model with p 
autoregressive parameters and q moving-average ones. The IRF is obtained considering the Z-
transform of the equations (1.4) and (1.5): 
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The transfer function of the system is defined as: 
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where jβ  (j = 1…p) are the p simple poles of the transfer function and jw  can be expressed 
with the q simple zeros iα  (i = 1…q): 
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Then, the Impulse Response Function can be determined as: 
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The IRF from equation (1.6) can be used to evaluate Decay Ratios by the given standard 
definitions. A Decay Ratio value may be also obtained directly from equation (1.6) by the 
Lyapunov approximation: 
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iiM ww max=  is the weight of the dominant element. Considering that 
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the DR and frequency may be defined as: 
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γ
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Where ∆t is the time step of input and output time series. 
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2. STUDIED EVENTS  
 
Instabilities in BWRs can be caused by interdependencies between thermo-hydraulic 
and reactivity feedback parameters such as the void-coefficient, described in detail in Chapter 
1. In all BWR transient scenarios, use of coupled thermal-hydraulic and 3D neutron kinetics 
techniques is justified by the broad variation in the axial and radial power distribution as a 
function of time. In this work, data from experimental Low Flow Stability Tests (LFST), 
performed at Peach Bottom Unit 2 in 1977 at the end of cycle 2, have been compared with 
results obtained with coupled 3D simulations.  
Other transient cases, requiring the use of a 3D coupled analysis, have been also 
simulated (feedwater temperature decrease, recirculation pump trip and control rod banks 
movement) using the same operating conditions of the LFST. These cases must be considered 
as sensitivity analyses with no possibility of comparison with measured data. LFST and the 
other considered instability events are being described in the next sections 2.1 and 2.2, 
respectively.  
 
2.1. Peach Bottom 2 and the Low Flow Stability Tests 
 
The Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, located on the west bank of the Conowingo 
Pond (Susquehanna River) in York County, PA, is a 3-unit nuclear generating facility (Figure 
2.1). Unit 1 (1967 – 1974) was a 40 MW experimental High Temperature Helium-Cooled and 
Graphite-moderated reactor, that provided important data for application to larger plants.  
 
 
Fig. 2.1. Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station. 
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Units 2 and 3 are essentially two identical BWR plants, supplied by General Electric 
Company and capable of generating 1,093 MWe each; both units began commercial operation 
in 1974 and, in 2003, they received license renewal through 2033 and 2034, respectively. 
Four series of Low-Flow Stability Tests (PT1, PT2, PT3 and PT4) and three turbine 
trip tests (TT1, TT2 and TT3) have been performed at Peach Bottom Unit 2 in 1977 at the end 
of cycle 2 (EOC-2). The tests were planned according with the operational time line presented 
in Figure 2.2. TT tests and LFST are described in detail in reference [42].  
 
 
Fig. 2.2. Peach Bottom 2 EOC-2 tests planned – operational time line. 
 
The Low-Flow Stability Tests (LFST) were intended to measure the reactor core 
stability margins at the limiting conditions used in design and safety analyses. Four test 
conditions for the stability tests were planned to be as close as possible to one of the 
following reactor operating conditions: 
1. points along the rated power-flow control line (PT1 and PT2); 
2. points along the natural circulation power-flow control line (PT2, PT3 and PT4). 
However, the minimum core flow that could be achieved at test conditions PT2, 
PT3, and PT4 was limited to that corresponding to about 20% of rated 
recirculation pump speed, rather than natural circulation core f1ow. Operational 
problems with the reactor cleanup system limited the duration of natural 
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circulation operation to approximately 20 minutes before vessel bottom head 
differential temperature limits would be exceeded; this is an insufficient time to 
conduct a stability test; 
3. extrapolated rod-block natural circulation power (test point PT3). However, the 
reactor power level which could be attained above the rated rod line, PT3, was 
lower than that which was initially planned. The maximum power level which 
could be attained was found to be limited by the actual number of high-worth 
blades which could be withdrawn, under constraints of allowable flux peaking, at 
this point in the fuel cycle. 
The actual test conditions are shown in the Figure 2.3.  
 
 
Fig. 2.3. Peach Bottom-2 Low-Flow Stability Tests. 
 
 
The main objective of these LFST was to provide a database for the qualification of 
transient design methods used for reactor analyses at operating conditions. Table 2.1 gives 
also the test condition for the four stability points. The test operation conditions are in the 
region of the power-flow map where oscillations have a higher probability. Operation in this 
area is avoided by means of adequately defined control and trip conditions. The core two-
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phase flow itself provides a potential for oscillatory behaviour and the strong feedback 
between moderator coolant density and core power enhances the effect under certain 
conditions. In-phase and out-of-phase power oscillations can, for large amplitudes, have an 
unwanted influence on the fuel integrity. 
Usually a safety limit is established for the MCPR (Minimum Critical Power Ratio), to 
exclude fuel rod failures. An increase in power above the allowed operational limit values is 
not only terminated by the reactor scram of the protection system, but in advance, by 
additional action of the power limitation system. 
Typically, the following lines activating functions are available [31]: 
- a sliding line blocking rod withdrawal within the control system; 
- a sliding line initiating automatic control rod insertion within the control system; 
- a sliding line of power limitation set point; 
- a sliding line of neutron flux scram set point; 
- a fixed high neutron flux scram set point (at about 120%). 
The first measures taken are intended to avoid a further power increase by 
withdrawing control rods. If the neutron flux scram set point is reached, the reactor scram is 
activated to shutdown the reactor. 
 
Tab. 2.1. LFST conditions. 
Power  Mass Flow Rate 
(Core Inlet)  
Enthalpy 
(Core Inlet) 
Pressure 
(Core Inlet) 
Tests 
% MW kg/s   (%) (kJ/kg) (MPa) 
PT1 60.6 1995 6753.6 52.3 1184.6 7.06 
PT2 51.7 1702 5657.4 43.8 1187.8 7.01 
PT3 59.2 1948 5216.4 40.4 1184.6 7.10 
PT4 43.5 1434 5203.8 40.3 1183.8 7.06 
 
 
Figure 2.4 shows the corresponding control rod patterns for the four stability tests 
conditions. 
In preparation for the pressure perturbation tests, the APRM scram and rod block 
slopes and intercepts were recalibrated to the settings specified in the temporary technical 
specification change. The original scram S = 0.66W + 54% was modified to 0.58W + 62%, 
with scram clamp (limiter) set at 85% (where S is the setting % of rated thermal power, 3293 
MWt, and W is the percentage of mass flow rate). The Rod Block Monitor, calibrated 
originally as 0.66W + 42%, was modified to 0.58W + 50%. 
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0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 PT3
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 - Reflector
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 Bank 1 - 100.0% out 
0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 0 Bank 2 - 87.5% out
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 6 6 1 1 7 7 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 5 1 1 7 7 1 1 6 6 1 1 1 1 0 Bank 3 - 83.3% out
0 1 1 1 1 6 6 1 1 7 7 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 5 1 1 7 7 1 1 6 6 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 4 1 1 0 Bank 4  - 75.0% out
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 4 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 6 6 1 1 7 7 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 5 1 1 7 7 1 1 6 6 1 1 1 1 0 Bank 5 - 66.7% out
0 1 1 1 1 6 6 1 1 7 7 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 5 1 1 7 7 1 1 6 6 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 0 Bank 6 - 62.5% out
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 Bank 7 - 50.0% out
0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 PT4
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 - Reflector
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 7 7 1 1 8 8 1 1 8 8 1 1 7 7 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 Bank 1 - 100.0% out 
0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 7 7 1 1 8 8 1 1 8 8 1 1 7 7 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 0 Bank 2 - 87.5% out
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 6 6 1 1 8 8 1 1 9 9 1 1 9 9 1 1 8 8 1 1 6 6 1 1 1 1 0 Bank 3 - 83.3% out
0 1 1 1 1 6 6 1 1 8 8 1 1 9 9 1 1 9 9 1 1 8 8 1 1 6 6 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 4 1 1 0 Bank 4  - 75.0% out
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 4 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 6 6 1 1 8 8 1 1 9 9 1 1 9 9 1 1 8 8 1 1 6 6 1 1 1 1 0 Bank 5 - 66.7% out
0 1 1 1 1 6 6 1 1 8 8 1 1 9 9 1 1 9 9 1 1 8 8 1 1 6 6 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 0 Bank 6 - 29.2% out
0 1 1 4 4 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 7 7 1 1 8 8 1 1 8 8 1 1 7 7 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 Bank 7 - 20.8% out
0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 7 7 1 1 8 8 1 1 8 8 1 1 7 7 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 Bank 8 - 16.7% out
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 Bank 9 - 12.5% out
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 6 6 1 1 6 6 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fig. 2.4. LFST PT1, PT2, PT3 and PT4 – control rod pattern. 
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The magnitude of the pressure set point steps was selected at approximately 8 psi 
(0.055 MPa) which gave a good signal-to-noise ratio in the neutron flux response and did not 
cause operational difficulties during the testing. Then, the series of small pressure 
perturbation tests conducted at each of the LFST conditions were composed of pseudo-
random binary switching (PRBS) of small step inputs to the pressure regulator reference set 
point. 
Typical reactor core and vessel pressure responses, and the average and local neutron 
flux signals, were taken. The neutron flux to pressure transfer functions was estimated from 
the data using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. A finite series of data (xk and yk; k 
= 0, 1, ... , N-1) was constructed by sampling the pressure and neutron flux signals at a 
constant sampling frequency. 
 The results of the non-linear least-squares curve fits of two Transfer Function Models 
(TFM) to the measured transfer function at test condition PT3 are show in Figures 2.5 and 
2.6. The methodology used for the transfer function calculation is described in details at the 
Appendix A-I of the technical document [42].  
An accepted method for the identification of stable linear systems is one in which an 
empirical transfer function, G(s), is fitted to the magnitude and phase measurements of the 
system frequency response. Two empirical transfer function models were considered in the 
identification of the reactor transfer function. After observing the data, it was postulated that a 
transfer function having one real zero and two complex poles should adequately fit the 
measured transfer function between 0.02 and 1.0 Hz, 
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where, 
Kp = power/pressure, gain, (%/psi); 
δ  = damping; 
ω  = frequency (rad/s); 
τ = time (s). 
 
The parameters, which were identified in the two models, are tabulated in the Table 
2.2 for the test PT3. It is seen from the results in the table that increasing the order of the 
denominator of the model beyond two causes an unstable root to be identified. However, the 
common parameters in both models which were identified, e.g., the frequency, ωn, and 
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relative damping, δ, are insensitive to the assumed order of the transfer function model. The 
second order denominator transfer function model was therefore chosen to best represent the 
measured reactor core closed-loop pressure to average neutron transfer function.  
The Decay Ratio of the dominant complex poles of the reactor closed-loop transfer 
function can be calculated from the roots of the quadratic term in the denominator of the fitted 
transfer function model (equation 2.1). The complex roots are: 
 
2
11112,1 1 δωωδ −±−= js                                                          (2.2) 
 
from which the damping is calculated by 
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for β > 0, 
and the Decay Ratio by 
 
2
11 1/2 δπδ −−= eDR                                                                  (2.4) 
for δ1 < 1. 
The natural frequency, expressed in Hz, was calculated: 
 
π
ω
2
1=NF                                                                    (2.5) 
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Fig. 2.5. Test PT3 – Transfer Function Model comparison (1 Zero/2 Poles Model). 
 
 
Fig. 2.6. Test PT3 – Transfer Function Model comparison (1 Zero/3 Poles Model). 
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Tab. 2.2. LFST PT3 – Results of empirical TFM parameter identification.  
Model Order 1 Zero / 2 Poles 1 Zero / 3 Poles 
a0 0.3247  0.3355 
a1 0.9830  1.0494 
b1 0.1222 0.06194 
b2 0.1331 0.1324 
b3 –  -9.184 x 10-3 
Gain, Kp (% / psi) 0.3247 0.3355 
τ1 (s) 3.027 3.128 
δ1 0.168 0.170 
ω1 (rad/s) 2.747 2.648 
τ2 (s) – -6.531 x 10-2  
Decay Ratio  0.3441  0.3393 
 
The same methodology was used to calculated DR and NF for all test points, as a 
measuring of the stability margin. Some empirical TFM parameters for all test points are 
presented in Table 2.3.  
 The effect of decreasing core flow on core stability margin is observed to be offset by 
the larger-than-expected decrease in core power, due to the tilting of the rated rod line from 
the transient xenon concentration change taking place between test conditions PT1 and PT2. 
The xenon concentration affects the stability and in particular the DR value. The 
redistribution of the Xe concentration following a large scale power change, apparently may 
cause decreases in the DR [57]. 
 The Decay Ratios for PT3 and PT4 show the expected trend of increasing core 
stability margin as power was decreased at minimum possible pump speed. During the test 
conditions, the Peach Bottom 2 EOC-2 exhibited relatively high degree of stability. 
 
 
Tab. 2.3. DR and NF calculated from the empirical parameters. 
Test Gain, Kp (%/psi) δ1 ω1 (rad/s) DR NF (Hz) 
PT1 0.3201 0.318 2.772 0.121 0.441 
PT2 0.2335 0.319 2.961 0.121 0.471 
PT3 0.3247 0.168 2.747 0.344 0.437 
PT4 0.2836 0.190 2.528 0.296 0.402 
 
 
Decay Ratio (DR) and natural frequency (NF) calculated from the experimental power 
oscillations data are available (Table 2.3) and will be compared, in this work, with the data 
calculated from the simulations.  
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Rohatgi et al [60] used the data of the Peach Bottom LFST (PT1, PT2 and PT4) to 
assessing the capability of the EPA (Engineering Plant Analyzer) for stability analyses. A 
pseudo-random binary-sequence generator was used in the EPA to superimpose a binary 
switching sequence on the pressure set-point. Sample of pressure and power core predicted by 
EPA were taken. A program for spectral analysis was used to calculate the complex transfer 
function, its gain and phase shift as functions of frequency. The phase shift between the 
power and the pressure is a measure of void generation rate and the effect of voids on 
neutronic power generation. The pressure perturbation affects the void generation rate, which 
in turn affects the neutronic power through void feedback effects.  
The predicted pressure and fission power data were processed directly by fast Fourier 
transform. EPA underpredicted the gain vs. frequency curve for tests PT1 and PT2 and 
overpredicted for test PT4. The Decay Ratios were not calculated. 
On the other hand, the Peach Bottom stability tests were also predicted by the 
frequency-domain code NUFREQ-NPW for three-dimensional core analyses of BWRs [65]. 
The pressure perturbations were applied directly to the dome pressure, and the transfer 
function between the core power and the dome pressure was computed. In the analyses, the 
gain for tests PT1 and PT2 were overpredicted. The values of DR were not calculated. 
The pressure perturbation event was simulated for the point PT3 with the coupled 
codes TRAC/VALKIN and RELAP5/PARCS in a preceding work [31]. The DR and the NF 
of the power oscillation have been determined from the poles of the transfer function of the 
estimated linear dynamical system. In the results, the DR is in good agreement with the 
experimental data (DR = 0.417 by TRAC/VALKIN and DR = 0.299 by RELAP5/PARCS), 
but both system codes underestimate the value of the NF (NF = 0.303 Hz by TRAC/VALKIN 
and NF = 0.316 Hz by RELAP5/PARCS). 
 
2.2. Proposed Sensitivity Cases 
 
Other transient cases, recommended to be studied using a 3D coupled analysis, have 
been simulated, using the operating conditions of the LFST PT3. These cases must be 
considered as sensitivity analyses with no possibility of comparison with measured data. The 
attempt is here to quantify in different ways the predicted margin to instability. 
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2.2.1. Feedwater (FW) Temperature Decrease 
 
Fault of FW pre-heaters (e.g., due to sudden depressurization in one pre-heater on the 
heating side) and of FW pumps may cause a FW temperature decrease that reflects in colder 
water at core inlet. This creates the potential for reducing the volume occupied by steam in the 
core and a consequent increase in moderation and fission power. An example of this transient 
occurred in November 2001 when an in-phase oscillation was detected at Philippsburg-1 NPP 
– a German BWR – after a FW temperature transient [61].  
The event has been simulated in the Peach Bottom by the coupled RELAP5/PARCS. 
To perform the transient calculation, the FW temperature value is reduced of 10 and 50 K 
(two separated cases) during 5 seconds. It was observed that no significant variation in the 
power evolution has occurred for the two analysed cases.  Power experienced an increase of 
11 % (case ∆TFW = - 50 K) and in few seconds returned to the steady state level.  
 
2.2.2. Recirculation Pump Trip (RPT) 
 
The stop of a recirculation pump causes a sharp decrease in the core flow, which 
generates a significant negative reactivity insertion that tends to reduce power and, 
consequently, the amount of steam generated.  
Considering the vicinity of the PT3 operating point, some perturbation cases were 
evaluated to verify the reactor behavior due to recirculation pump trip. The recirculation 
system has the function of maintaining active circulation of the coolant inside the reactor 
core. There are two recirculation loops; each pump drives 10 jet pumps. The injected FW 
mixes up with the saturated recirculation liquid and flows downward through the downcomer. 
A simplified scheme of the Peach Bottom recirculation system is shown in the Figure 2.7. 
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Fig. 2.7. Simplified scheme of Peach Bottom BWR recirculation system.   
 
During RPT transient, the core power exhibited damped in-phase oscillations with a 
Decay Ratio lower than 1.0, characterizing a stable system after the transient event. The 
power and all other related parameters take again the stable behaviour after, approximately, 
20 seconds.  
 
2.2.3. Control Rod Bank Movement  
 
The typical BWR control rod consists of four stainless steel sheets welded together to 
form a cruciform-shaped rod as represented in the Figure 2.8. Each sheet has horizontally 
drilled holes to contain the absorber materials. Some Peach Bottom control rods 
characteristics are presented in Table 2.4.   
In the BWRs, as the coolant passes up through the core, it absorbs heat from the fuel 
elements resulting in increase in coolant void fraction (that is, a decrease in coolant density) 
as it passes up through the core. Since the coolant density is high at the bottom core inlet, it is 
expected a bottom-peaked power profile in the absence of the control rods, as was observed 
by the rod banks withdrawal simulation (Chapter 4). As well known, this tendency towards 
bottom-peaked axial flux profiles is one of the reasons for bottom-insertion of control rods in 
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BWRs [63]. Another reason for it, is the presence of separators and dryers that represent a 
considerable complication in the structures above the core.  
The transient was simulated by the withdrawal of control rod banks from the core. In 
the coupled RELAP5/PARCS transient calculations, the rod banks were withdrawn. This was 
done using the MOV_BANKS card in the PARCS input data. During the simulation of the 
event, out-of-phase oscillations were obtained. The power evolution and other thermal-
hydraulic parameters obtained by the calculations will be presented in the Chapter 4.  
    
 
Fig. 2.8. Sketch of a control rod for GE BWR. 
 
Tab. 2.4. Some control rods characteristics. 
Shape Cruciform 
Pitch, cm 30.48 
Stroke, cm 365.76 
Control length, cm 363.22 
Control material B4C granules, stainless steel tubes 
and sheath 
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3. ADOPTED CODES AND MODELS  
In all BWR transient scenarios, use of coupled 3D techniques is justified by the broad 
variation in spatial power distribution as a function of time that cannot be predicted by any 0D 
neutron kinetics model. The recent 3D nodal neutron kinetic models usually employ planar 
meshes that are of the size of the fuel assemblies (or part of them, e.g., quarters).  
In the current work, RELAP5/PARCS coupled codes were used to model the plant in 
order to simulate steady state and accident conditions. This coupling requires external PVM 
[59] to be operated. RELAP5 and PARCS codes are being described in the section 3.1. 
 
3.1. Adopted Computational Codes 
 
3.1.1. RELAP5 
 
 The RELAP5 computer code is a LWR transient analysis code developed mainly by 
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) for use in rulemaking, licensing audit calculations, evaluation of operator 
guidelines, and as a basis for a nuclear plant analyzer. Specific applications have included 
simulations of transients in LWR systems such as loss of coolant, anticipated transients 
without scram (ATWS), and operational transients such as loss of feedwater, loss of offsite 
power, station blackout, and turbine trip. 
 The development of the code began about in 1970 and continues at present time. The 
version used in this thesis is the RELAP5-MOD3.3 [55]. 
 The code is based on a non-homogeneous and non-equilibrium model for the two-
phases that is solved by a fast, partially implicit numerical scheme to allow economical 
calculation of system transients. The objective of the RELAP5 development from the outset 
was to produce a code that included important first-order effects necessary for accurate 
prediction of system transients but that was sufficiently simple and cost effective so that 
parametric or sensitivity studies were possible. 
 The code includes many generic component models from which general systems can 
be simulated. The component models include pumps, valves, pipes, heat releasing or 
absorbing structures, reactor point kinetics, electric heaters, jet pumps, turbines, separators, 
accumulators, and control system components. In addition, special process models are 
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included for effects such as form loss, flow at an abrupt area change, branching, choked flow, 
boron tracking, and non-condensable gas transport. 
 The system mathematical models are coupled into an efficient code structure. The 
code includes extensive input checking capability to help the user discovering input errors and 
inconsistencies. Also included are free-format input, restart, re-nodalization, and variable 
output edit features. These user conveniences were developed in recognition that generally the 
major cost associated with the use of a system transient code is in the engineering labour and 
time involved in accumulating system data and developing system models, while the 
computer cost associated with generation of the final result is usually small. 
 Material properties are embedded into the code, but can also be supplied by the user. 
The numerical solution method has been specifically adapted for the code and is based upon 
the use of semi-implicit finite-difference technique. The thermal-hydraulic model can be 
identified as a ‘porous media’ type, to distinguish it from the ‘open media’ that is typical of 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models. The code is capable of modelling the primary 
and secondary loops of a NPP as well as all the components belonging to the balance of the 
plant, including the related actuation logics. 
 The code is a one-dimensional (1D) code, although ‘fictitious’ 3D nodalisations can be 
set-up to simulate three-dimensional flow configurations in open zones. For instance, the core 
of a NPP can be simulated by several (actually up to a few hundreds) parallel nodes 
interconnected at different axial elevations by ‘cross-junctions’. 
 
3.1.2. PARCS  
 
 PARCS is a three-dimensional (3D) neutronic reactor core simulator code developed 
for the NRC by the Purdue University [56]. The version used for the calculations in this thesis 
was one of the latest released at the present time (PARCS version 2.4.1).  
 PARCS solves the steady state and time-dependent neutron diffusion equations to 
predict the eigenvalue and the dynamic response of the reactor to reactivity perturbations such 
as control rod movements or changes in the temperature/fluid conditions in the reactor core. 
The code is applicable to both PWR and BWR cores loaded with either rectangular or 
hexagonal fuel assemblies. 
 The neutron diffusion equation is solved with two energy groups for the rectangular 
geometry option, whereas any number of energy groups can be used for the hexagonal 
geometry option. PARCS is coupled directly to the thermal-hydraulics system codes TRAC-
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M and RELAP which provide the temperature and flow field information to PARCS during 
the transient. The thermal-hydraulic solution is incorporated into PARCS as a feedback into 
the few group cross-sections. The coarse mesh finite difference (CMFD) formulation is 
employed in PARCS to solve for the neutron fluxes in the homogenized nodes. In rectangular 
geometry, the analytic nodal method (ANM) is used to solve the two-node problems for 
accurate resolution of coupling between nodes in the core, whereas the triangle-based 
polynomial expansion nodal (TPEN) method is used for the same purpose in hexagonal 
geometry. 
 The major calculation features in PARCS include the ability to perform eigenvalue 
calculations, transient (kinetics) calculations, Xenon transient calculations, decay heat 
calculations, pin power calculations, and adjoint calculations. 
 The primary use of PARCS involves a 3D calculation model for the realistic 
representation of the physical reactor. However, various one-dimensional (1D) modelling 
features are available in PARCS to support faster simulations for a group of transients in 
which the dominant variation of the flux is in the axial direction, as for example in several 
BWR applications. 
 Numerous sophisticated spatial kinetics calculation methods have been incorporated 
into PARCS in order to accomplish the various tasks with high accuracy and efficiency. For 
example, the CMFD formulation provides a means of performing a fast transient calculation 
by avoiding expensive nodal calculations at times in the transient when there is no strong 
variation in the neutron flux spatial distribution. Specifically, a conditional update scheme is 
employed in PARCS so that the higher order nodal update is performed only when there are 
substantial changes in the core condition to require such an update. The temporal 
discretization is performed using the “theta method” with an exponential transformation of the 
group fluxes. A transient fixed source problem is formed and solved at each time step in the 
transient. For spatial discretization, the stabilized ANM two-node kernel or the multigroup 
TPEN kernel is used to obtain the nodal coupling relation that represents the interface current 
as a linear combination of the node average fluxes of the two nodes contacting the interface. 
 The solution of the CMFD linear system is obtained using a Krylov subspace method 
which utilizes a BILU3D preconditioner in rectangular geometry and a point ILU 
preconditioner in hexagonal geometry. The eigenvalue calculation to establish the initial 
steady state is performed using the Wielandt eigenvalue shift method. The pin power 
calculation method employs a reconstruction scheme in which predefined heterogeneous 
power form functions are combined with a homogeneous intranodal flux distribution. The 
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homogeneous flux shape is obtained by solving analytically a two-dimensional boundary 
fixed source problem consisting of the surface average currents specified at the four 
boundaries. 
 One of the essential neutronics problems for a reactor core is to represent the physical 
system with an accurate numerical model. Among the various fundamental modelling issues 
in the reactor kinetics calculation are the geometric representation, the cross-section 
representation, and the TH feedback modelling. PARCS provides a 3D geometric 
representation of the core that can be reduced to 2D, 1D, or 0D by the choice of the 
appropriate boundary conditions. However, a special 1D kinetics capability is also available 
for more accurate and versatile modelling. 
 PARCS can operate either with an internal limited TH model or coupled with other 
codes (TRAC or RELAP) that provide the TH model (external TH). The time step size used 
in the system TH calculation is often selected very small because of numerical stability 
considerations; sometimes, it is so small that no considerable changes occur in the core TH 
condition and performing a neutronic calculation with such a small change would be 
unnecessary since the flux variation would also be small. As a consequence, in order to 
improve code efficiency, a skip factor can be used in the coupled calculation such that the TH 
code calls PARCS based on this user defined frequency.  
 PARCS uses macroscopic cross-sections which can be input in either the two-group or 
multi-group form using the same input cards. The macroscopic nodal cross-sections (Σ) are 
assigned as a function of boron concentration (B, in ppm), the square root of fuel temperature 
(Tf), moderator temperature (Tm) and fluid densities (Dm), void fraction (α) and the effective 
rodded fractions (ξ). Only a linear dependence of cross-sections is considered with respect to 
these state variables except for the moderator density and void fractions for which the 
quadratic variation is provided. Symbolically, the cross sections are functionalized as: 
 
Σ (B, Tf, Tm, Dm, α, ξ) = Σ0 + a1 (B – B0) + a2 (Tf ½ – Tfo ½) + 
+ a3 (Tm – Tmo) + a4 (Dm – Dmo) + a5 (Dm – Dmo)2 + a6 α + a7 α2 + ξ ∆ ΣCR 
 
 Here the effective rodded fraction is defined as the product of the volumetric rodded 
fraction and the flux depression factor that is computed by the decusping routine for the 
partially rodded node. When a node is partially rodded, there appears a so called control rod 
cusping effect if the control rod cross section is incorporated using the volume fraction only. 
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This occurs inherently because there is a flux depression in the partially rodded region leading 
to a smaller control rod worth. The rod cusping problem is addressed in PARCS by solving a 
three node problem using a fine mesh finite difference method (FDM). The three nodes 
include the upper and lower nodes as well as the partially rodded node. The node average 
fluxes of the upper and lower nodes are used as constraints. The solution of the three node 
problem is the intranodal flux and this is used to compute the flux depression factor. The first 
decusping option uses only this flux depression factor while there is another option to define 
axial discontinuity factors from the three-node problem for use in the subsequent two-node 
problems. 
 
3.2. Other Computational Tools 
 
In the case of RELAP5 and PARCS coupling, the PVM software is used to exchange 
information between the codes. The process is performed using the message-passing protocols 
existing in PVM; this is necessary because RELAP5 and PARCS are executed as separate 
processes. 
During RELAP5 calculation, the main information is written in a file of the type 
file.rst. The file contains unformatted binary data that cannot be read without a postprocessor, 
such as WinGraf or AcGrace. In the current work, WinGraf was chosen because of the  
familiarity with its use. 
Two different programs were used to perform DR calculations, ADRI and DRAT, 
described in the sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively.  
 
3.2.1. ADRI 
 
The Analysis of Decay Ratio Instability (ADRI) code is a program developed by 
University of Pisa to calculate the DR and NF from BWR power instabilities [40]. It is a 
package written with MATLAB scripts and it can evaluate Decay Ratio and natural frequency 
for both signals obtained from transient initiated by short perturbations and noise during 
stationary operation. It may be applied to all types of signal, with or without noise, with high 
or low DR. It was applied to calculate DR and NF of Ringhals 1 NPP Stability Benchmark 
presenting results in good agreement with the experimental DR and NF. ADRI was also used 
to predict DR and NF of the power oscillations originated from a BWR pressure perturbation 
with very good agreement [41, 58]. In this thesis, ADRI has been also used to analyse some of 
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the time series data provided from the Forsmark 1 & 2 Stability Benchmark [39]. The activity 
was focused on the analysis of time series data by means of noise analysis techniques in the 
time domain. The results are presented in the Annex A and showed very good agreement with 
the results from the others programs.    
ADRI allows skipping the first N peaks of the dynamic system response that may be 
too different from the following ones. This option usually makes the DR calculation more 
accurate. At the base of ADRI there are: 1) the ‘AR’ MATLAB function that estimates the 
parameters of an Auto-Regressive (AR) model, 2) the ‘IDSIM’ MATLAB function simulating 
a dynamic system and 3) the evaluation of DR and NF as average of Decay Ratios and natural 
frequencies respectively, of the considered couple of peaks.  
 
3.2.2. DRAT 
 
 The method is based on the form of the general differential equation for a second order 
system in free evolution, being (W. Ambrosini, unpublished work): 
0y by cy d+ + + =        (3.1) 
The basic idea is to extract from the available transient data estimates of y  and of its time 
derivatives to optimise the parameters b, c and d with the minimum square technique. This 
amounts to solve by the minimum square technique the overspecified system of equations: 
( ) ( )1 2 3 1 2 3, , 0 2, , 1k k k kf x x x x y x y x y k N= + + + = = −  …   (3.2) 
in which N is the number of the available data of yk; estimates of the involved derivatives can 
be found as finite difference approximations, e.g. of the kind 
1 1
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Making use of the minimum square technique, the following definitions apply: 
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leading to the linear algebraic system 
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which represents the minimum square version of the overspecified system introduced above. 
 Solution of this system allows calculating the damping factor and the frequency of 
oscillation of the system, interpreted as a second order one. In fact, from the characteristic 
equation of the original differential equation 
2
1 2 0z x z x+ + =       (3.10) 
it is found 
2
1 1
1,2 22 4
x xz x= − ± −       (3.11) 
and then the general solution of the equation becomes 
( )
2 2
1 1 1 1
2 22 4 2 4
x x x xx t x t
y t Ae Be
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥− + − − − −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦= +      (3.12) 
As usual, two cases can be considered: 
• 
2
1
2 04
x x− > , i.e., non-oscillatory behaviour: 
putting 
1
2R
xz = −   
2
1
2ˆ 4R
xz x= −      (3.13) 
the general solution is 
 
( ) ( ) ( )ˆ ˆsinh coshRz t R Ry t e A z t B z t⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦      (3.14) 
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• 
2
1
2 04
x x− < , i.e., oscillatory behaviour: 
putting 
1
2R
xz = −   
2
1
24I
xz x= −      (3.15) 
From the above, it can be clearly understood that the computed time evolution is 
consistent with the following theoretical, purely second order time evolution: 
( ) ( ) ( )sin cosRz t I Iy t e A z t B z t⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦      (3.16) 
 It is clear that the algorithm can be applied only while considering the behaviour of a 
system that, for small oscillations, can be considered approximately linear after a 
perturbation, with no explicit forcing. 
 
3.3. Coupling Process 
 
The coupled RELAP5/PARCS codes uses a General Interface which manages the 
mapping of property data and solution variables between thermal-hydraulics and spatial 
kinetics codes. In this design, RELAP5, the General Interface and PARCS are executed as 
separate processes and communicate with each other through the use of message-passing 
protocols in the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) package [59]. 
In general, the neutronic node structure is different from the T-H node structure. The 
difference is to be mitigated by a proper mapping scheme. This mapping used to be explicit in 
that the fractions of different T-H nodes belonging to a neutronic node had to be specified in a 
file called MAPTAB for all the neutronic nodes.  
The coupled RELAP5/PARCS codes utilize an internal integration scheme in which 
the solution of the system and core thermal-hydraulics is obtained by RELAP5 and only the 
spatial kinetics solution is obtained by PARCS. In this scheme, PARCS utilizes the thermal-
hydraulics solution data (e.g., moderator temperatures/densities and fuel temperatures) 
calculated by RELAP5 to incorporate appropriate feedback effects into the cross-sections. 
Likewise, RELAP5 takes the space-dependent powers calculated in PARCS and solves for the 
heat conduction in the core heat structures. 
The temporal coupling of RELAP5 and PARCS is explicit in nature, and the two 
codes are locked at the same time step. For this implementation, the RELAP5 solution lags 
the PARCS solution by one time step. Specifically, the advancement of the time step begins 
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with RELAP5 obtaining the solution to the hydrodynamic field equations using the power 
from the previous time step. The property data obtained from this solution is then sent to 
PARCS and the power at the current time step is computed. 
The two processes are loaded in parallel and the PARCS process transfers the nodal 
power data to the TH process. The TH process then sends back the temperature (fuel and 
coolant) and density data back to the PARCS process. 
The user must run two programs simultaneously; the following sequence can be used 
during RELAP/PARCS coupling: 
? RELAP is lunched in the stand-alone mode for flow initialization (invoking no 
PARCS calculations) and generates a restart file at the end of the run (RELAP 
steady state stand alone); 
? PVM is launched; using the above restart file, the coupled steady state case runs 
and generates the steady state restart files for both PARCS and RELAP 
(RELAP/PARCS coupled steady state); 
? using the restart files, the coupled transient case is launched (RELAP/PARCS 
coupled transient). 
The calculation sequence is sketched in the Figure 3.1.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.1. Scheme of coupling among RELAP5 and PARCS codes.  
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The original mapping between neutronic and thermal-hydraulic codes was explicit in 
that the fractions of different TH nodes belonging to a neutronic node had to be specified in 
the MAPTAB file for all the neutronic nodes. Automatic compilation of this mapping file can 
be obtained by the implementation of FORTRAN programs. 
 The MAPTAB file basically allows the association among thermal-hydraulic and 
neutronic nodes and through its functions it is possible to set the volume of the bypass 
channel associated to each node, the method of calculating Doppler temperature and the trip 
logics (e.g. to activate reactor scram). 
 
3.4. Thermal-Hydraulic Model 
 
Peach Bottom is a single-cycle BWR/4 supplied by the General Electric Company. 
The Peach Bottom nodalization was based in the turbine trip (TT) benchmark specification 
document [52] and in the tests report [42].  
The radial geometry of the reactor core is shown in Figure 3.2.  
 
Fig. 3.2. Reactor core cross-sectional view. 
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The core is divided into 15.24 cm wide radial cells, each corresponding to one fuel 
assembly (FA), plus a radial reflector (shaded area of Figure 3.2) having the same width. 
There are a total of 888 assemblies, being 764 fuel and 124 reflector assemblies. Axially, the 
reactor core is divided into 26 layers (24 core layers plus top and bottom reflectors) with a 
constant height of 15.24 cm (including reflector nodes). The total active core height is 365.76 
cm. The axial nodalization accounts for material changes in the fuel design and for exposure 
and history variations. 
Details of the developed and adopted nodalization methodology are described in [50, 
62]. The methodology was validated in relation with the TT test and also for pressure 
perturbation stability tests [41]. The Peach Bottom NPP core was divided into 33 heated 
regions representing the 764 real core fuel assemblies, modelled according to the RELAP5 
code requirements; assemblies with common characteristics were grouped together. In 
particular, each code channel groups a certain number of fuel assemblies; they were chosen 
according to their thermal-hydraulic and kinetic properties, taking into account the lattice 
type, the relative power, the inlet flow area, and the relative position within the core [50]. 
Figure 3.3 shows a view of the reactor map with the 33 TH channels, while Figure 3.4 
represents part of the nodalization corresponding to the reactor core; in the figure, the 
identification number is related to the pipe component in the RELAP5 nodalization. Figure 
3.5 represents a general view of the nodalization. The core active zone was axially subdivided 
into 24 meshes. Table 3.1 shows the main nodalization components for the Relap5 input deck. 
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Fig. 3.3. Peach Bottom planar representation of the 33 TH channels in RELAP5. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4. Part of the plant nodalization, with the 33 TH channels in the reactor core. 
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Fig. 3.5. Peach Bottom modelled by RELAP5. 
 
 
Tab. 3.1. Main nodalization components for the Relap5 input deck. 
Plant Component Node type Node Number 
Lower Plenum Pipe 
Branch 
100, 105 
115 
Core inlet Branch 120, 122 
Core Pipe 201-233 
Core Bypass Pipe 123, 124, 200, 270, 271 
Upper plenum Branch 300, 301 
Stand-Pipes Pipe 302 
Separators Branch 310 
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Steam dome Pipe 
Branch 
312, 314 
316 
Upper Downcomer Annulus 324 
Middle Downcomer Branch 
Annulus 
326 
332 
Lower Downcomer Branch 
Annulus 
334, 338, 360 
336, 340, 368 
Steam Line 1 
 
Steam Line 2 
 
Steam Line 3 
Pipe 
Branch 
Pipe 
Branch 
Pipe 
380, 384, 388 
382, 386  
680, 684, 688,  
682, 686 
92, 393, 390 
Steam Bypass chest Pipe 394 
Steam Bypass Line Pipe 396 
Steam Bypass orifice Branch 398 
Recirculation 
Suction 
Pipe 400-450 
Recirculation 
Discharge 
Pipe 420-470 
Pump pump 410-460 
Jet Pump 
? Throat 
? Discharge 
 
Jetmixer 
Pipe 
 
425-475 
430-480 
Turbine Stop Valve 
TSV 
Valve 10 
Bypass Valve BPV Valve 11 
Safety Relief Valve  Valve 12 
Relief Valves Valve 13, 14, 15 
Feedwater Tmpdvol 500 
Turbine Tmpdvol 675 
Condenser Tmpdvol 700 
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3.5. Neutronic Model 
 
To represent the reactor core neutronic behaviour by the PARCS code, the reactor core 
was discretized into parallelepipedal nodes, where the nuclear properties are assumed to be 
constant. Radially, 18 fuel types and one reflector node were defined (see Figure 3.6), 
whereas axially the core was subdivided into 26 axial nodes; the first and the last nodes 
represent the reflector zones. In total, 435 compositions were considered to represent the 
kinetic behaviour of the core.  
The cross-section libraries were generated by the CASMO-3/SIMULATE-3 simulator 
code package [52]. The base cross-sections (burn-up dependence) are calculated at the 
exposure where the experiment was performed at the End of Cycle 2 (EOC2).  
All cross-section sets are assembled into a cross-section library. The cross-sections are 
provided by the TT Benchmark [52] in separate libraries for rodded (presence of control rod 
in the homogenized cell) and unrodded (homogenized cell without the presence of control rod 
poison) compositions. The tabular form of homogenized cross-section libraries is organized in 
two energy groups. Data as the scattering, absorption, fission cross sections, and assembly 
discontinuity factors are tabulated for each rodded and unrodded composition. The reflector 
assemblies are represented as a mix with different volumetric portion of moderator and steel. 
In addition there are also the six effective delayed neutron groups and their relative decay 
constant. The cross section lookup table is read through two independent thermal-hydraulic 
parameters: fuel temperature and moderator density (Tf, ρm). A complete set of diffusion 
coefficients, macroscopic cross-sections for scattering, absorption, and fission, assembly 
discontinuity factors (ADFs), as a function of the moderator density and fuel temperature is 
defined for each composition. 
As outlined in Table 3.2, cross sections are provided for six fuel temperatures and six 
coolant densities. An example of library format is given in the Annex B, where is represented 
the cross section library format for the composition number one (unrodded). The first line of 
data shows the number of data points used for the independent thermal-hydraulic parameters 
(fuel temperature and moderator density, in the benchmark). In the set of data, the values of 
the independent thermal-hydraulic parameters (fuel temperature and moderator density) are 
listed, followed by the values of the cross-sections and ADFs. Since there is one-half 
symmetry for all the assembly designs, two ADFs per composition per energy group are 
provided. Detector parameters are included after the two-group cross-sections followed by the 
delayed neutron parameters for six groups. Finally, the group inverse neutron velocities 
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complete the data for a given cross-section set. 
The moderator density is specified by a combination of void fraction, pressure and 
moderator temperature values, which covers subsequently the interval of change of these 
parameters during the transient. The history dependency of cross sections on void fraction 
(spectral effect) is also taken into account. 
During the steady state and transient coupled code calculations, the macroscopic cross 
sections considered by the PARCS calculations are estimated through the following formula: 
2
0404020 )()()(),( mmmmffmf aaTTaT ρρρρρ −+−+−+Σ=Σ  
A bilinear interpolation scheme is used for intermediate values of (Tf, ρm) as well as 
for the effective rodded fraction ζ [62]. 
 
Table 3.2.  Macroscopic cross-section tables format. 
Tf (fuel temperature, K) 400 800 1200 1600 1800 2400 
 ρm (moderator density, kg/m3)  141.59 226.15 299.64 435.04 599.17 779.40 
 Σ1 Σ2 ...    
Macroscopic cross-sections (cm–1)   ... Σ34 Σ35 Σ36 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.7. Radial distribution of assembly types. 
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3.6. Calculation conditions 
 
In this work, the thermal-hydraulic and neutronic data were taken from the PB2 
Turbine Trip (TT2) Benchmark [52] assuming that the state of the reactor in the Low Flow 
Stability Tests LFST was about the same.  
Mass flow rate and power to each TH channel was calculated for RELAP5 according 
to the test conditions to the four experimental LFST points (Table 2.1, Chapter 2). The 
corresponding calculated values to each case are presented in the Table 3.3. The four 
experimental tests are in the region of the power-flow map with high probability of 
oscillations to occur. In actual reactor operation, this region is avoided by means of 
adequately defined control and trip conditions.  
 
Tab. 3.3. RELAP5 – mass flow rate and power per channel for each test point.  
Flow Rate per each Channel (kg/s) Power per channel (MW) Channel 
Number 
 
ID 
Lattice 
type 
 FA  
PT1 PT2 PT3 PT4 PT1   PT2 PT3 PT4 
1 201 7x7 12 113.72 95.27 87.85 87.64 39.976 34.115 39.078 28.718 
2 202 8x8 8 75.81 63.51 58.56 58.42 29.650 25.302 28.983 21.300 
3 203 7x7 36 341.16 285.81 263.54 262.91 97.455 83.165 95.264 70.009 
4 204 8x8 16 151.63 127.03 117.13 116.85 52.798 45.056 51.611 37.929 
5 205 7x7 4 37.91 31.76 29.28 29.21 12.216 10.424 11.941 8.775 
6 206 8x8 12 113.72 95.27 87.85 87.64 33.523 28.608 32.770 24.082 
7 207 7x7 44 416.98 349.32 322.10 321.33 118.760 101.346 116.090 85.314 
8 208 7x7 16 151.63 127.03 117.13 116.85 42.860 36.576 41.897 30.790 
9 209 7x7 4 37.91 31.76 29.28 29.21 11.661 9.951 11.399 8.377 
10 210 8x8 8 75.81 63.51 58.56 58.42 27.329 23.321 26.714 19.632 
11 211 7x7 40 379.07 317.56 292.82 292.12 105.710 90.210 103.333 75.940 
12 212 8x8 20 189.54 158.78 146.41 146.06 56.881 48.540 55.602 40.862 
13 213 7x7 76 720.24 603.37 556.36 555.03 192.936 164.647 188.599 138.601 
14 214 7x7 36 341.16 285.81 263.54 262.91 91.543 78.120 89.485 65.762 
15 215 8x8 36 341.16 285.81 263.54 262.91 103.574 88.387 101.245 74.405 
16 216 7x7 4 37.91 31.76 29.28 29.21 7.774 6.634 7.599 5.585 
17 217 7x7 52 217.54 182.24 168.04 167.64 97.373 83.096 95.184 69.951 
18 218 7x7 16 66.93 56.07 51.70 51.58 23.395 19.965 22.869 16.807 
19 219 7x7 12 113.72 95.27 87.85 87.64 36.445 31.101 35.626 26.182 
20 220 7x7 24 227.44 190.54 175.69 175.27 65.948 56.279 64.466 47.376 
21 221 7x7 12 113.72 95.27 87.85 87.64 31.732 27.079 31.019 22.796 
22 222 7x7 48 454.89 381.08 351.39 350.54 128.086 109.305 125.206 92.014 
23 223 7x7 4 37.91 31.76 29.28 29.21 10.832 9.244 10.588 7.781 
24 224 7x7 12 113.72 95.27 87.85 87.64 33.912 28.940 33.150 24.362 
25 225 7x7 4 37.91 31.76 29.28 29.21 10.960 9.353 10.713 7.873 
26 226 8x8 8 75.81 63.51 58.56 58.42 23.172 19.775 22.652 16.647 
27 227 7x7 56 530.70 444.59 409.95 408.97 145.893 124.501 142.613 104.806 
28 228 8x8 20 189.54 158.78 146.41 146.06 56.883 48.543 55.604 40.864 
29 229 7x7 40 379.07 317.56 292.82 292.12 99.485 84.898 97.249 71.468 
30 230 8x8 36 341.16 285.81 263.54 262.91 103.688 88.484 101.357 74.487 
31 231 8x8 12 113.72 95.27 87.85 87.64 37.989 32.419 37.135 27.291 
32 232 8x8 12 113.72 95.27 87.85 87.64 33.705 28.763 32.948 24.213 
33 233 7x7 24 100.40 84.11 77.56 77.37 32.031 27.334 31.311 23.010 
33   764 6753.27 5657.5 5216.7 5204.2 1996.177 1703.482 1951.297 1434.008 
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The Peach Bottom 2 reactor core is equipped with local neutron flux measurement 
instruments that are called local power range monitors (LPRMs). There are 43 instrument 
tubes distributed radially and axially. Within each instrument tube, the LPRMs are located at 
4 axial levels: Level A, Level B, Level C, and Level D which are axially located from bottom 
to top of the active fuel length at 18, 54, 90, and 120 inches respectively. The axial locations 
of the above levels are shown in Figure 3.8.  
PARCS can simulate the LPRM signal predictions; this is performed introducing on its 
input deck the map with the radial detector distributions (Figure 3.9), as well as the 
information about the axial location.    
 
 
 
Fig. 3.8. Peach Bottom – elevation of some core components.  
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Fig. 3.9. Simulation in the PARCS of the 43 LPRM in the Peach Bottom.  
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4. ANALYSES AND RESULTS 
 
In this Chapter, analyses and results of the steady state and transient calculations are 
being presented. RELAP5/PARCS coupled codes were used to model the plant in order to 
simulate steady state and accident conditions using the methodology described in the Chapter 
3.  
 
4.1. Steady State Results 
 
For all the four stability points, PT1, PT2, PT3 and PT4, the steady state simulations 
were firstly performed using the RELAP5 code stand-alone, in order to estimate the thermal-
hydraulic operating conditions under the assumption of fixed and uniform axial power 
distribution. These initial conditions are then used to perform the coupled calculations.  
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show, respectively, the profile of the void fraction and the coolant 
temperature axial distributions in two selected channels representing a central and a peripheral 
zone of the core in the steady state. The void fraction is essential to the nuclear analysis of the 
core, since it determines the coolant density and hence the macroscopic cross sections. There 
is a very strong coupling between the thermal core behaviour, which determines the void 
fraction, and the axial flux profile in the BWRs.  
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Fig. 4.1. Axial void fraction in two selected channels. 
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Fig. 4.2.  Axial coolant temperature distribution in two selected channels. 
 
In the Table 4.1, the main results of the steady state coupled calculation are presented 
and compared to available reference data presenting good agreement. All calculated data in 
the table are from RELAP5, except the effective multiplication factor (Keff), which is given by 
PARCS. There is no data about the experimental core pressure drops; however, the 
calculation shows that it is the order of 0.4 bar (0.04 MPa) or less.  
The most interesting parameter to be observed in a coupled steady state calculation is 
the 3D spatial core power distribution. However, the measured data in the reference document 
[42] presents only the axial mean power profiles. Therefore, the experimental axial mean 
power profiles are herein compared with the coupled calculation. 
The Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 present the 2D spatial relative power distribution (at 
the axial level 12) and the mean axial power profile, for the stability points PT1, PT2, PT3 
and PT4, respectively. The results of the coupled calculations for the mean axial power 
profiles are sketched in comparison with the measured one. As it can be observed, the 
measured and calculated axial mean core powers are in good agreement in all the four cases. 
For all the 2D relative power maps, it is interesting to observe that the power peak is 
located in a peripheral zone; this radial flux asymmetry makes the use of coupled code 
calculations more valuable and necessary for a reasonable prediction of phenomena. The 
power distribution is essential for the subsequent thermal-hydraulic analysis of the core, since 
the core behaviour as well as its fuel depletion, will affect both core composition and 
microscopic cross sections. 
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Tab. 4.1. Coupled Steady State reactor parameters. 
Stability Point 
PT1 PT2 PT3 PT4 
 
 
Parameter Exp. Relap/ 
Parcs 
Exp. Relap/ 
Parcs 
Exp. Relap/
Parcs 
Exp. Relap/ 
Parcs 
Power,  
MWt 
1995.0 
60.6% 
1962.1 
59.6% 
1702.0 
51.7% 
1708.6 
51.9% 
1948.0 
59.2% 
1928.0 
58.6% 
1434.0 
43.5% 
1423.8 
43.2% 
Core Outlet 
Pressure,  
MPa 
 
–  
 
6.85 
 
– 
 
6.84 
 
– 
 
6.84 
 
– 
 
6.84 
Core Inlet 
Pressure,  
MPa 
 
7.06 
 
6.89 
 
7.01 
 
6.88 
 
7.10 
 
6.88 
 
7.06 
 
6.87 
Core Flow, 
kg/s 
6753.6 
52.3% 
6600.0 
51.2% 
5657.4 
43.8% 
5530.0 
42.8% 
5216.4 
40.4% 
5174.3 
40.1% 
5203.8 
40.3% 
5230.7 
40.5% 
Core Inlet 
Enthalpy,  
kJ/kg 
 
1184.6 
 
1199.3 
 
1187.8 
 
1194.2 
 
1184.6 
 
1188.5 
 
1183.8 
 
1181.9 
Core Outlet 
Enthalpy,  
kJ/kg 
 
– 
 
2774.4 
 
– 
 
2775.5 
 
– 
 
2775.1 
 
– 
 
2774.6 
Core Inlet 
Temperature, 
K 
 
543.1 
 
546.0 
 
543.8 
 
545.0 
 
543.1 
 
543.9 
 
543.0 
 
542.6 
Core Outlet 
Temperature, 
K 
 
– 
 
557.5 
 
– 
 
557.5 
 
– 
 
557.5 
 
– 
 
557.4 
Keff – 1.0047 – 1.0108 – 1.0063 
 
– 1.0083 
 
As can be observed in the Figures 4.3 and 4.4, PT1 and PT2 have practically the same 
axial relative power distribution. In fact, both tests were performed with the same control rod 
banks configuration. For the case PT3, some rod banks are withdrawn slightly changing the axial 
power  distribution related to the case PT2, and showing the tendency to bottom-peaked power 
profile, as presented by the Figure 4.5 for the PT3 axial power distribution. For the test PT4, the 
rod banks are much more inserted in comparison with the other three cases, mainly in the central 
core region. This causes a “flattening” of the axial power profile as can be observed in the Figure 
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4.6 for the PT4, bringing to a more uniform core power distribution. This tendency can be 
confirmed observing the 2D relative power distribution map of the plane 12 for the case PT4 
(Fig. 4.6). In comparison with the 2D map of the other cases (Fig. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5), PT4 presents 
lower values of power in the central region.     
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Fig. 4.3. PT1 – 2D spatial core power distribution (axial level 12) and mean axial power profile. 
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Fig. 4.4. PT2 – 2D spatial core power distribution (axial level 12) and mean axial power profile. 
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Fig. 4.5. PT3 – 2D spatial core power distribution (axial level 12) and mean axial power profile. 
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Fig. 4.6. PT4 – 2D spatial core power distribution (axial level 12) and mean axial power profile. 
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4.2. Transient Results 
 
4.2.1. Pressure Perturbation 
 
The coupled code calculations were performed considering boundary conditions in which 
the reactor is disturbed with one pressure spike of 0.055 MPa in the turbine. The turbine 
corresponds to the component number 675 in the RELAP5 input deck. The component is a 
tmpdvol (time-dependent volume) type that permits to impose pressure variation in time. The 
Figure 4.7 shows the pressure spike applied in the turbine for all studied instability points. Other 
pressure spike types will be applied with the aim to investigate some sensitivity cases in the 
section 4.2.1.5. 
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Fig. 4.7. Pressure spike of 0.055 MPa applied in the turbine to simulate  
the Pressure Perturbation event. 
 
During the pressure perturbation, a small pressure wave is created and it propagates along 
the steam line reaching the core zone through two main different paths: the steam separator filled 
with water and steam, and the lower plenum filled with water. Considering the phenomenon 
similar to a turbine trip, when the wave reaches the vessel, it experiences several reflections with 
solid as well as fluid boundaries.  
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In the four next sections, the results for the cases PT1, PT2, PT3 and PT4 are shown and 
compared with the available experimental data. The pressure perturbation propagates through the 
Steam Line and reaches the core disturbing the mass flow rate and bringing the power to an 
oscillatory behaviour. 
For all the four analyzed cases, the power oscillations have approximately the same 
behaviour. In particular, the following sequence of phenomena is observed: 
? the pressure perturbation disturbs the mass flow rate in a increasing or decreasing 
way, depending if the pressure wave reaches with greater intensity the upper or the 
lower plenum;  
? when the core mass flow rate increases in the thermal-hydraulic channels as an 
effect of the pressure wave in the bottom-up direction, the core void fraction 
correspondingly decreases;  
? positive reactivity is introduced into the core due to void fraction decrease, bringing 
to an increase in power; 
? when the perturbation terminates, the value of the void fraction increases again; 
consequently, there is a negative reactivity insertion, causing power to decrease; 
? this process presents a fast decrease in the power amplitude oscillation and, after 
approximately 20 seconds, oscillations are terminated; 
? power returns to the initial power level (as in the cases PT1, PT2 and PT3) or 
presents a small continuous oscillation around the steady state value for about ± 
0.7% (case PT4); the amplitude of the power oscillations around the steady state 
value is small and it is not considered as an unstable behaviour: only amplitudes 
greater than 10% of the mean value are considered as an indication of instability 
[3]. 
 The results for each LFST case are being presented in the sections from 4.2.1.1 to 4.2.1.4. 
Section 4.2.1.5 describes some sensitivity cases that investigate the changes in the values of 
Decay Ratio (DR) and natural frequency (NF) for different pressure perturbations. 
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4.2.1.1. Case PT1 
The PP transient results for the point PT1 are presented in the Figures from 4.8 to 4.12. 
The five figures show, respectively, the power response to the PP, the evolutions of core mass 
flow rate (with the by-pass contribution), pressure (channel 1), void fraction (channel 1) and 
coolant temperature (channel 1). The perturbation begins at the time zero. As can be observed in 
the Figure 4.8, the power oscillates due the pressure wave that disturbs the core flow. The power 
oscillation reaches the maximum value of 64 % (7.4 % higher than the initial condition) and after 
about 40 seconds, the steady state conditions are re-established.  
The core mass flow rate has a value of 7190.0 kg/s in the steady state. This parameter 
oscillates reaching the maximum amplitude of 0.7 %. The variation in the mass flow rate is about 
ten times smaller than that of power, that is, a small perturbation of mass flow rate can cause a 
great variation in the power.  
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Fig. 4.8. Power Evolution – PT1. 
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Fig. 4.9. Inlet mass flow rate evolution – PT1.  
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Fig. 4.10. Pressure evolution at two different axial levels in the channel 1 – PT1. 
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Fig. 4.11. Void Fraction evolution at the axial level 12 in the channel 1 – PT1. 
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Fig. 4.12. Coolant temperature evolution at the axial level 12 in the channel 1 – PT1. 
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DR and NF from the power signal have been calculated using both algorithms ADRI and 
DRAT. Table 4.2 presents some results for different time intervals. As can be observed by the 
table, both algorithms give results of DR and NF that can vary largely in dependence of the time 
window considered in the calculation. Firstly, a large time window was taken, considering all 
power peaks (time window from 0.0 to 55.0 s). In this case, both algorithms overestimate the 
value of DR in comparison with the experimental one (DRexp = 0.121). NF has a good prediction 
by ADRI and DRAT, as shown in the Table 4.2.     
The oscillation in the case PT1 presents a behaviour very different in comparison with the 
other three cases, PT2, PT3 and PT4, where the oscillations involve few peaks and are quickly 
damped. Observing in detail the final oscillation for PT1 in the Figure 4.13, it is more similar to 
the linear oscillatory behaviour of the cases PT2, PT3 and PT4. Therefore, DR and NF were 
recalculated considering only the last power peaks for the case PT1 because the initial 
oscillations could be interpreted as a noise signal. As can be seen in the Table 4.2, DRs predicted 
by ADRI and DRAT tend to values closer to the experimental ones when only the last peaks are 
considered (in spite of DRAT gives values of DR slightly higher than ADRI).  Table 4.3 gives 
calculation and experimental data of DR and NF; calculated values by DRIA and DRAT 
correspond to a time window from 37.5 to 70.0 s.   
 
Tab. 4.2. DR and NF results provided by ADRI and DRAT algorithms for PT1.  
ADRI DRAT Time Window (s) 
DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) 
1) From 0.0 to 55.0 0.729 0.416 1.001 0.383 
2) From 36.5 to 55.0 0.351 0.424 0.540 0.431 
3) From 37.5 to 70.0 0.216 0.355 0.323 0.377 
4) From 38.7 to 58.0 0.070 0.295 0.239 0.378 
 
Tab. 4.3. DR and NF results in comparison with the experimental data for PT1. 
Calculation (from 37.5 to 70.0 s) Data from experimental 
results  ADRI DRAT 
LFST DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) 
PT1 0.121 0.441 0.216 0.355 0.323 0.377 
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Fig. 4.13. PT1 – Detail of the final power evolution in a time window from 34 to 70 s.  
 
DRAT calculation in a “moving time window” of 40 seconds provides a more realistic 
evolution of DR and NF in time, as can be seen in the Figures 4.14 and 4.15, respectively. 
Observing the Figure 4.14, it is possible to conclude that DR has a value slightly lower than 1 
until about 40 s. After 40 s, DR decreases and varies strongly in time.  
One of the three output files created by ADRI represents the results of the calculation in 
three blocks of graphics, as shown in the Figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 for the case PT1 and a time 
window from 37.5 to 70.0 s. Figure 4.16 contains the original data read, the signal to be analysed 
and the dynamic system response; Figure 4.17 presents the curves of the single Decay Ratios and 
natural frequencies of each couple of peaks; finally, Figure 4.18 contains the average DR and 
NF, for each couple of peaks.   
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Fig. 4.14. Decay Ratio evolution by DRAT in a moving time window of 40 s for PT1.  
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Fig. 4.15. Period evolution by DRAT in a moving time window of 40 s for PT1.  
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Fig. 4.16. ADRI - Original data read, signal to be analysed and dynamic system response. 
 
 
Fig. 4.17. ADRI - Curves of the single DRs and NFs of each couple of peaks. 
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Fig. 4.18. ADRI - Average DR and NF, for each couple of peaks. 
 
 
 
Studies were performed to find the possible causes for the different behaviour of the 
power signal in the case PT1 trying to correct it. Firstly, pressure spikes with amplitude lower 
than 0.055 MPa were applied to study the connection of the power perturbations with the  
amplitude of the pressure signal. No substantial change was observed in power behaviour. 
Clearly, the amplitude of the oscillations decreased but the power perturbation had the same 
behaviour as was presented in the Figure 4.8. Then, investigations about the effect of mass flow 
rate variation were performed.  
Three cases were considered as presented in the Table 4.4. The core mass flow rate was 
modified in each case in the first step of the calculation, that is, in the RELAP5 stand-alone one. 
The coupled steady state calculation and, finally, the coupled pressure perturbation transient 
simulation were performed. 
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Tab. 4.4. PT1 – Pressure perturbation to be applied in three different cases. 
 Original Case Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 
Core Mass Flow Rate 
(%) 
 
51.2 
 
47.6 
 
53.0 
 
56.7 
  
 
 As shown in the Table 4.4, in the case 1 the core mass flow rate was considered to have a 
value lower than that of the original case. The results of the pressure perturbation transient for 
the case 1 are shown in the Figure 4.19. With respect to the original case (Figure 4.8), the power 
oscillation increases in amplitude and in time; up to 70 s of calculation the perturbation still 
remain with a slow decreasing tendency.  
In the case 2, the core mass flow was increased only to 53.0 %. As it can be observed in 
the Figure 4.20, the power oscillations have a very similar behaviour to the original case. The 
power disturbance due to the pressure perturbation is more visible at the transient begin. The 
difference with respect to the case 1 is that the oscillations persist for a longer time (but it is 
terminated in a sudden way as it occurred in the original case). 
In the third case, the mass flow rate is further increased with respect to the case 2. As it 
can be observed in the Figure 4.21, the amplitude of the power perturbation is decreased but 
oscillations persist for a long time in a limit cycle with amplitude of ± 0.8 % in power.     
 From the analyses, it can be understood that the model reacts in a clearly non-linear way. 
In some operating conditions, effects of nodalisation could be at the origin of this behaviour. 
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Fig. 4.19. PT1 – Pressure Perturbation – Power and core mass flow rate evolution for the case 1. 
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Fig. 4.20. PT1 – Pressure Perturbation – Power and core mass flow rate evolution for the case 2. 
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Fig. 4.21. PT1 – Pressure Perturbation – Power and core mass flow rate evolution for the case 3. 
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4.2.1.2. Case PT2 
The pressure perturbation transient results for the point PT2 are presented in the Figures 
from 4.22 to 4.26. The figures show, respectively, the evolutions of power, core mass flow rate, 
pressure (channel 1), void fraction (channel 1) and the coolant temperature (channel 1). The 
perturbation starts at time zero. A fast decrease in the power amplitude oscillations is observed 
and, after approximately 30 seconds, oscillations are terminated. In this case, the system has a 
very stable behaviour, the oscillations are completely absorbed and the power and the other 
analysed parameters return to the steady state values.   
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Fig. 4.22. Power Evolution – PT2. 
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Fig. 4.23. Inlet mass flow rate evolution – PT2.  
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Fig. 4.24. Pressure evolution in two different axial levels of the channel 1 – PT2. 
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Fig. 4.25. Void Fraction evolution at the axial level 12 in the channel 1 – PT2. 
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Fig. 4.26. Coolant temperature evolution at the axial level 12 in the channel 1 – PT2. 
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DR and NF from the power signal were calculated using both algorithms ADRI and 
DRAT. Figure 4.27 shows the average DR and NF given by ADRI. Table 4.5 presents the 
numerical results. As it can be observed by the table, both algorithms give values of DR and NF 
very close to each other. However, the calculation results are not in agreement with the 
experimental data. In fact, the experimental DR for the point PT2 is very small and it is exactly 
the same as for the point PT1 (DR = 0.121) though PT1 and PT2 are operating points relatively 
far from each other in the power-flow map (PT1: 60.6 % power, 51.7 % flow rate; PT2:  52.3 % 
power, 43.8 % flow rate). 
The tests PT1 and PT2 were investigated in two works, [60] and [65], from the point of 
view of the gain between the core pressure and power during the PP event. In the results, the 
gains for the tests PT1 and PT2 were underestimated by the first work and overestimated for the 
second one.  
It is possible that the strong transient xenon concentration change taken place between 
test conditions PT1 and PT2 could have “masked” its DR results. The xenon concentration 
affects the stability and in particular the DR value. The redistribution of the Xe concentration 
following a large scale power change, apparently may cause decrease in the DR [57]. 
 
 
Tab. 4.5. DR and NF results in comparison with the experimental data for the PT2. 
Calculation Data from experimental 
results  ADRI DRAT 
LFST DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) 
PT2 0.121 0.471 0.498 0.275 0.481 0.278 
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Fig. 4.27. Average DR and NF by ADRI calculation for PT2. 
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4.2.1.3. Case PT3 
The PP transient results for the point PT3 are presented in the Figures from 4.28 to 4.32. 
The figures show, respectively, the evolutions of power, core mass flow rate, pressure (channel 
1), void fraction (channel 1) and coolant temperature (channel 1). The perturbation begins at the 
time zero. As occurred in the case PT2, the process presents a fast decrease in the power 
amplitude oscillation and, after about 30 seconds, oscillations are terminated. The system 
presents good stability to the PP transient. After the perturbation, the power and the other 
parameters return to the steady state values.   
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Fig. 4.28. Power Evolution – PT3. 
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Fig. 4.29. Inlet mass flow rate evolution – PT3.  
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Fig. 4.30. Pressure evolution at two different axial levels in the channel 1 – PT3. 
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Fig. 4.31. Void Fraction evolution at the axial level 12 in the channel 1 – PT3. 
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Fig. 4.32. Coolant temperature evolution at the axial level 12 in the channel 1 – PT3. 
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DR and NF from the power signal were calculated using both algorithms ADRI and 
DRAT considering a time window from 5.0 to 30.0 seconds. Table 4.6 presents the results. 
Figure 4.33 shows the average DR and NF given by ADRI. The results show a very good 
agreement between ADRI and DRAT for the DR calculations. The algorithms are also in 
agreement with the experimental result, though both tend to overestimate a little the 
experimental value of DR. Calculated NF presents a value smaller than in experiments one, as 
occurred for the case PT2. 
 
Tab. 4.6. DR and NF results in comparison with the experimental data for PT3. 
Calculation Data from experimental 
results  ADRI DRAT 
LFST DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) 
PT3 0.344 0.437 0.454 0.289 0.467 0.275 
 
 
For the point PT3, local values of DR were also calculated to verify the variation in the 
DR value in different points of the core. Figure 4.34 shows the relative power evolution of two 
points radially near to the centre of the core and at two different axial levels (5 and 22). The 
calculations of DR and NF for the signals were performed by DRAT and are presented in the 
Table 4.7. As it can be seen, there were insignificant variation of these parameters between the 
two points in the core.  
 
Tab. 4.7. Local DR and NF calculated by DRAT in the case PT3.  
DRAT Time Window (s) 
From 5.00 to 30.0 DR NF (Hz) 
Axial Level 5 0.439 0.270 
Axial Level 22 0.457 0.272 
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Fig. 4.33. Average DR and NF by ADRI calculation for PT3. 
 
 
Fig. 4.34.  Relative power evolution at two different points in the core.  
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4.2.1.4. Case PT4 
The PP transient results for the point PT4 are presented in the Figures from 4.35 to 4.39. 
The five figures show, respectively, the power response to the PP, the core mass flow rate, the 
pressure (channel 1), the void fraction (channel 1) and the coolant temperature (channel 1) 
evolutions. The perturbation starts at the time zero. As it can be observed in Figure 4.35, there is 
a small power oscillation before the application of the perturbation. The power oscillates around 
the mean value 1424 MW with an amplitude of 0.61 %. The perturbation then brings the power 
to oscillate with larger amplitude. In short time (10 s) the oscillations are damped and the power 
returns to the same oscillatory behaviour it had in the steady state. As in the case PT1, this power 
oscillation, around ± 0.6 %, is very small and cannot be considered an actual indication of 
instability. The mass flow rate oscillates before and after the perturbation around the mean value 
of 5630 with an amplitude of 0.14 %. 
As occurred in case PT1, the variation in the mass flow rate is smaller than that of power 
(about 4 times smaller in this case). The other parameters present insignificant oscillation before 
and after the perturbation. 
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Fig. 4.35. Power Evolution – PT4. 
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Fig. 4.36. Inlet mass flow rate evolution – PT4.  
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Fig. 4.37. Pressure evolution at two different axial levels in the channel 1 – PT4. 
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Fig. 4.38. Void Fraction evolution at the axial level 12 in the channel 1 – PT4. 
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Fig. 4.39. Coolant temperature evolution at the axial level 12 in the channel 1 – PT4. 
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DR and NF from the overall power signal were calculated using ADRI and DRAT 
considering two different time windows as shown in the Table 4.8. It was not possible to run 
ADRI in the time interval from 5.0 to 15.0 seconds because of the small amount of available 
data. The results given by the algorithms are in reasonable agreement between each other for DR 
as well as for NF, considering the time window from 4.2 to 30.0 seconds. Figure 4.40 and 4.41 
show, respectively, DR and NF evolutions calculated by DRAT considering a moving time 
window of 10 s. Analysing the Figure 4.40 it is easy to observe the tendency of DR to stay 
around the value 1.0 when the oscillation remains constant, as expected. Figure 4.42 shows the 
average DR and NF calculated by ADRI. 
 
Tab. 4.8. DR and NF results provided by ADRI and DRAT algorithms for PT4. 
ADRI DRAT Time Window (s) 
DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) 
From 5.0 to 15.0 – – 0.164 0.276 
From 4.2 to 30.0 0.217 0.282 0.349 0.285 
 
 
Table 4.9 presents DR and NF in comparison with the experimental data for PT4. The 
results are in reasonable agreement with the experimental one, though NF is a little smaller in the 
calculation prediction.  
 
 
Tab. 4.9. DR and NF results in comparison with the experimental data for PT4.  
Calculation Data from experimental 
results  ADRI DRAT 
LFST DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) 
PT4 0.296 0.402 0.217 0.282 0.349 0.285 
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Fig. 4.40. Decay Ratio evolution by DRAT in a moving time window of 10 s for PT4.  
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Fig. 4.41. Period evolution by DRAT in a moving time window of 10 s for PT4. 
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Fig. 4.42. Average DR and NF by ADRI for PT4. 
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4.2.1.5. Some sensitivity cases  
An investigation about the variation in the parameters DR and NF as a consequence of 
different PP conditions was performed for the point PT3. Considering the duration, the quantity 
and the amplitude of the pressure spikes and the number of thermal-hydraulic channels in the 
core, five cases were simulated as described in Table 4.10.  
The case a) is the one already analysed in the section 4.2.1.3 and corresponds to a 
pressure spike of 0.055 MPa during 1 s applied in the turbine (the component 675 in the 
RELAP5 input deck) as was shown in the Figure 4.7. In the case b), the perturbation has duration 
of 2 seconds (Figure 4.43). The behaviour of the power after the disturbance is reported in the 
Figure 4.44 together with the power signal of the first case. As it can be observed, the power 
oscillates with higher amplitude in the case b) with respect to the case a). The value of DR 
increases and the value of NF decreases with respect to case a).  
 
Tab. 4.10. DR and NF calculated by DRIA for the 5 sensitivity cases. 
ADRI PT3 – Sensitivity Cases  
DR NF (Hz) 
a) 1 pressure spike of 0.055 MPa with duration of 1 s 
Time window –  from 3.8 to 30.0 s 
 
0.454 
 
0.289 
b) 1 Pressure spike of 0.055 MPa with duration of 2 s 
Time window –  from 4.2 to 30.0 
 
0.528 
 
0.273 
c) 3 pressure spikes of 0.055 MPa in intervals of 1 s and 
duration of 1 s each one 
Time window – from 7.9 to 30.0 s 
 
0.525 
 
0.277 
d) 1 pressure spike of 0.11 MPa with duration of 1 s   
Time window –  from 3.8 to 30.0 s 
 
0.511 
 
0.273 
e) 1 Pressure spike of 0.055 MPa with duration of 1 
second - Nodalisation of 132 core channels 
Time window – from 2.1 to 50.0 s 
 
0.438 
 
0.312 
Experimental 0.344 0.437 
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Fig. 4.43. Case b) – pressure spike of 0.055 MPa with a duration of 2 s applied in the turbine. 
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Fig. 4.44. Power evolution for the sensitivity cases a) and b). 
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In the case c), the perturbation is performed applying three pressure spikes of 0.055 MPa 
in the turbine with a duration of 1 second each and separated between them by time intervals of 1 
second, as shown in the Figure 4.45. As can be observed in the Figure 4.46, the power oscillates 
in a very similar way to the case a). Moreover, in this case, DR increases and NF decreases with 
respect to case a). DR and NF for the case c) are close to those for the case b). Figure 4.47 
reports the pressure evolution in the Steam Line, near to the turbine, for the cases a) and c).  
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Fig. 4.45. Case c) – three pressure spikes of 0.055 MPa applying in the turbine with a duration of 
1 second each 
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Fig. 4.46. Power evolution for the sensitivity cases a) and c). 
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Fig. 4.47. Pressure evolution, in the Steam Line, for the sensitivity cases a) and c). 
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For the case d) the turbine was disturbed with one pressure spike of 0.11 MPa lasting 1 s 
(Figure 4.48). The power evolution is represented in the Figure 4.49. As it can be seen in the 
plot, doubling the pressure perturbation intensity causes a corresponding effect in power 
oscillations. The value of DR increases and the value of NF decreases with respect to case a), but 
these parameters are practically the same as in the cases b) and c).  
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Fig. 4.48. Case d) – pressure spike of 0.11 MPa with a duration of 1 s applied in the turbine. 
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Fig. 4.49. Power evolution for the sensitivity cases a) and d). 
 
To run the case e) the core nodalisation was modified obtaining a new configuration. The 
number of heated thermal-hydraulic channels in the core changed from 33, in the original 
nodalisation, to 132 (see Annex C for details of the new nodalisation). As in the case a), a single 
pressure spike of 0.055 MPa was applied during 1 s in the turbine; Figure 4.50 presents the 
power behaviour during the transient. In this case, a longer time is necessary with respect to the 
case a) in order that the core returns to the steady state condition; moreover, the power amplitude 
was observed to be 37 % higher than in the steady state. In the case a) the maximum power 
amplitude reached about 9 % of the steady state value. The DR decreases slightly and the NF 
increases with respect to the base case a), as shown in the Table 4.10. Considering all the 
analysed cases, DR and NF for the case e) are closer to the experimental DR and NF as it shown 
in the Table 4.10. 
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Fig. 4.50. Power evolution for the sensitivity case e). 
 
4.2.1.6. Pressure Perturbation – Conclusions 
In this section, simulations of Pressure Perturbation events for the cases PT1, PT2, PT3 
and PT4 were shown and compared with the available experimental data. Table 4.11 presents a 
summary of the general results for the DR and NF calculated from the power signals in 
comparison with the experimental one for the four stability tests. Two algorithms, ADRI and 
DRAT, were used to perform the calculations.  
 
Tab. 4.11. General DR and NF results in comparison with the experimental data. 
Calculation Data from experimental results  
 ADRI DRAT 
LFST DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) DR NF (Hz) 
PT1 0.121 0.441 0.216 0.355 0.323 0.377 
PT2 0.121 0.471 0.498 0.277 0.481 0.278 
PT3 0.344 0.437 0.454 0.289 0.467 0.275 
PT4 0.296 0.402 0.217 0.282 0.349 0.285 
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The main conclusions from all the PP analyses are the following: 
? ADRI and DRAT are capable to predict DR and NF in most the cases in reasonable 
agreement between them, in spite of the fact that the algorithms are based on very 
different mathematical assumptions. 
? The results obtained for DR showed that this value changes in dependence of the 
time window considered in the analysis. It is therefore very important to pay 
attention to select an adequate signal time interval, representing the linear 
dependencies of the system.    
? Performing DR calculations using the algorithm ADRI, needs having a sampled 
signal with a minimum of about 500 points. On the other hand, DRAT is capable to 
evaluate DR for any number of points sufficient to depict a reasonably complete 
swinging of the considered parameter. Anyway, a higher number of points give a 
more realistic result for DR. Oscillations observed in the results of DRAT require 
smoothing techniques of the sampled data. 
? Making use of DRAT it is possible to observe the evolution in time of DR 
performing the calculation by a “moving time window”. This capability is 
interesting in practical applications, where nonlinear behaviour takes place and the 
DR, as customarily defined is changing in time.  
? The fact that NF is always underestimated in the cases PT2, PT3 and PT4 seems 
connected with the adopted nodalisation. In fact, when calculations are performed 
with a more refined thermal-hydraulic nodalisation (case (e) in the sensitivity 
analyses), NF as well DR, are closer to the experimental results. 
? The experimental results of the LFST were derived from a Fourier time-series 
analysis in terms of an experimentally determined transfer function between core 
pressure and average neutron flux. From this transfer function, the stability margin 
of the core in terms of a Decay Ratio of the fundamental oscillatory mode of 
response was determined. Therefore, this represents a completely different method 
to calculate DR with respect to those adopted by ADRI and DRAT and this fact can 
be a cause of the discrepancies found between experimental and calculated DRs.   
? One possible cause for the low value of DR found in the experiments for PT1 and 
PT2 is the change of the xenon concentration taking place between those first test 
conditions, which could have brought to a “masked” experimental DR result for 
both points. The xenon concentration affects the stability and in particular the DR 
value. The redistribution of the Xe concentration following a large-scale power 
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change seems to cause decrease in the DR [57]. 
? The tests PT1 and PT2 were investigated in two previous works, [60] and [65], 
from the point of view of the gain between the pressure and power during the PP 
event. In the results, the gains for the tests PT1 and PT2 are underestimated by the 
first work and overestimated for the second one. This seems to indicate that the two 
operating points are somehow critical for simulation. 
? The calculated DR for the point PT4 is in good agreement with the experimental 
one. However, the calculations showed a small constant power oscillation that is 
observed before and after the perturbation. This confirms that some non-linear 
effects come into play in the analyses. 
? For all the sensitivity PP cases analysed, there was not considerable variation in the 
values of DR and NF. This fact shows that DR can be considered a characteristic 
parameter for a given type of transient, no matter the way the reactor is perturbed.  
? Calculated NF presented some discrepancy with experimental results for the tests, 
PT1, PT2 and PT3, and good agreement for the test PT4. Calculated DR is in 
reasonable agreement with experimental results for the tests PT3 and PT4, but is 
overestimated for the tests PT1 and PT2.  
? For all the analysed cases, the frequencies of the oscillations varied between 0.3 and 
0.5 Hz, which is typical frequency range for this kind of instability events. 
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4.2.2. Feedwater Temperature Decrease 
 
Operating problems in the pre-heaters or pumps may cause a FW temperature decrease 
that results in colder water at the core inlet. 
The transient calculation discussed in the present chapter was performed considering only 
the point PT3 at the base of operating condition, because this point was the least stable one in the 
experiments [42]. Considering that there are no experimental data for comparison, this 
calculation represents only a sensitivity analysis.  
The event was simulated causing a variation in the feedwater temperature value during 5 
seconds after reaching the steady state conditions. The feedwater corresponds to the component 
number 500 in the RELAP5 input deck. The component is a tmpdvol (time-dependent volume),  
in which is possible to vary the temperature as function of time. Two different situations were 
considered, involving FW temperature variations (∆TFW) of 10 K and 50 K. Figure 4.51 
illustrates the perturbation representing a decrease of 50 K from the time zero of calculation to 1 
s. The temperature remains for 3 s with this lower value and then, between 4 and 5 s, is imposed 
to increase again returning to the initial value.     
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Fig. 4.51. Imposed decrease in the feedwater temperature in time. 
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The observed sequence of phenomena is as follows. The transient starts at time zero when 
the feedwater temperature is imposed to decrease as was shown in the Figure 4.51. The colder 
water in the core causes a reduction in the steam volume and a consequent increase in fission rate 
and power. As it can be seen in the Figure 4.52, the power rises to a maximum of 65.7% (case of 
∆TFW = - 50 K) and, in 30 seconds, reaches the steady state power condition. The obtained power 
oscillations are due to the positive reactivity insertion (Figure 4.53) into the core, which is 
governed by the coolant void feedback effects. The reduction in the steam volume causes the 
reduction of the void fraction into the core (Figure 4.54). The perturbation did not determine a 
significant variation in the power evolution and the reactor seems to be very stable for the 
analyzed cases of FW temperature variation. 
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Fig. 4.52. Relative power evolution considering two cases of FW 
temperature decrease: 10 K and 50 K. 
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Fig. 4.53. Reactivity evolution for the case of FW temperature decrease of 50 K. 
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Fig. 4.54. Void fraction evolution at the axial level 12 in the channel 1 for the case of FW 
temperature decrease of 50 K. 
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4.2.3. Recirculation Pump Trip 
 
In similarity with the previous case of FW temperature perturbation, there are no 
experimental data available for comparing the results of the calculations performed for this type 
of transient, which must be again regarded as a sensitivity analysis.  
In the two next sections, two types of recirculation pump trips (RPT) are being 
considered. In the first case, sudden pump trip with durations of 1 and 5 seconds are considered; 
in the second case, a permanent pump trip bringing to natural circulation conditions is analysed.  
 
4.2.3.1. Case 1 – Sudden Pump Trip 
This transient case was analysed only for the point PT3. To simulate the event, the 
recirculation pump velocity value was brought to zero during 1 s and 5 s respectively, in two 
different analyses. The relative power evolutions for these cases are shown in the Figure 4.55. 
One of the two pumps is stopped at the time zero. As it can be seen, the variation in the pump 
trip duration causes a small variation in the power oscillation amplitude and the oscillations are 
terminated at the same time. 
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Fig. 4.55. Relative power evolution considering one recirculation pump stopped during two 
different time intervals: 5 s and 1 s. 
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In addition, another case was considered in which both pumps were stopped, at the same 
time, during 1s. As it can be noted in the Figure 4.56, the amplitude of the power oscillation in 
this case is higher, as it is expected to occur. The periods of oscillation, for both cases, are 
practically the same; the reactor reaches stability nearly in the same time for these two cases. 
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Fig. 4.56. Relative Power evolution after recirculation pump trip. 
 
 DR and NF calculations were performed for both cases using the algorithm ADRI. The 
core power exhibits damped in-phase oscillations with a Decay Ratio value less than 1.0, 
characterizing a stable system after the transient event. The results of DR and NF are presented 
in the Table 4.12. As it can be noted, the values obtained are very similar to those for the case of 
the pressure perturbation. Figure 4.57 and 4.58 show the average DR and NF performed by 
ADRI, for the two cases.  
 
Tab. 4.12. DR and NF calculated by ADRI. 
Case DR NF (Hz) 
1) One Pump Stopped during 1 s 0.427 0.278 
2) Two Pumps Stopped during 1 s 0.345 0.280 
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Fig. 4.57. Average DR and NF evaluated by DRIA for the case 1) in Table 4.12. 
 
Fig. 4.58. Average DR and NF evaluated by DRIA for the case 2) in Table 4.12. 
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As for the case of FW temperature decrease, the power oscillations are caused by the 
reactivity insertion due to the void feedback effects in the coolant. The power and all the related 
thermal-hydraulic parameters oscillate in a decreasing way reaching again the steady state 
condition about after 20 seconds.   
In the following plots, the case in which both recirculation pumps are stopped for a time 
interval of 1 s is being considered (case 2 in Table 4.12). Figure 4.59 shows the mass flow rate in 
one of the recirculation lines after the reduction of both recirculation pumps velocity to zero. 
When the pump velocity is reduced to the minimum, the reactor operates with a flow rate 
corresponding to the natural circulation conditions. 
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Fig. 4.59. Case 2) – recirculation line mass flow rate evolution. 
 
The results presented in the Figures 4.60 to 4.62 show, respectively, the core inlet mass 
flow rate, the reactivity and the core void fraction evolutions.  
As shown in the Figure 4.56, after perturbation, reactor power is subjected to a fast 
decrease because of the negative reactivity inserted in the core. The sharp decrease of the core 
mass flow rate, shown in the Figure 4.60, causes a large negative reactivity insertion into the 
core (Figure 4.61) due to void fraction increase (Figure 4.62). After 1 s, the pumps’ velocities 
return to the steady state condition. Due to void fraction decrease and consequent positive 
reactivity insertion, power rises up to 84.3 %.  
When the power increases, more steam is produced and the value of the void fraction 
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rises again; consequently, there is a negative reactivity insertion, causing power to decrease. This 
process presents a fast decrease in oscillation amplitude and, after approximately 20 seconds, 
oscillations are terminated and the reactor returns to the steady state power conditions. The same 
oscillatory trend can be observed for the core inlet pressure evolution, as shown in the Figure 
4.63. 
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Fig. 4.60. Case 2) – Core inlet mass flow rate evolution. 
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Fig. 4.61. Case 2) – Reactivity evolution. 
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Fig. 4.62. Case 2) – Core void fraction evolution in the middle of a selected core channel. 
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Fig. 4.63. Case 2) – Inlet pressure evolution in a selected channel. 
 
 
 
4.2.3.2. Case 2 – Permanent Pump Trip  
In the following analyses, the case in which both recirculation pumps are permanently 
stopped is being considered. Figure 4.64 shows the mass flow rate in one of the recirculation lines 
after the reduction of both the recirculation pumps velocity to zero bringing the reactor to operate at 
natural circulation conditions. 
As it occurred in the cases of sudden pump trip, the power oscillates (Figure 4.65), but, in 
this case, the oscillations have lower amplitudes. After 50 seconds, the power reaches stability and 
the reactor operates at 55% of total power and 34% of mass flow, showing good stability when 
operating in natural circulation conditions. Figure 4.66 illustrates the inlet core mass flow rate 
evolution after the transient. 
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Fig. 4.64. Recirculation line mass flow rate evolution. 
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Fig. 4.65. Power evolution following a permanent RPT transient. 
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Fig. 4.66. Inlet core mass flow rate evolution. 
 
 
4.2.3.3. Recirculation Pump Trip – Conclusions 
 Recirculation pump trip events have been simulated in the two previous sections to study the 
reactor behaviour when the core mass flow rate falls (in a sudden or permanent way) to a value in 
the vicinity of the natural circulation condition. These cases must be considered as sensitivity 
analyses with no possibility of comparison with measured data. The transient cases were performed 
only starting from the point PT3. The main conclusions of the analyses are: 
? the power decrease is caused by the reactivity insertion due to the void feedback 
effects in the coolant; 
? power and all the related thermal-hydraulic parameters were seen to oscillate with 
decreasing amplitude reaching again the steady state condition after about 20 seconds; 
? DR and NF calculations were performed using the algorithm ADRI; the values 
obtained are close to those found for the case of the pressure perturbation; 
? the core power exhibits damped in-phase oscillations with DR less than 1.0, 
characterizing a stable system after the transient event; 
? simulation of a permanent RPT was also considered bringing the reactor to operate at 
natural circulation conditions; after the perturbation, the reactor reaches a new steady 
state showing a very good stability in natural circulation operating conditions.  
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4.2.4. Control Rod Bank Movement 
 
To simulate this transient, firstly the stepwise withdrawal of the control rod banks was 
simulated as will be described in the section 4.2.4.1. This simulation resulted in a very large 
increase in the power representing a situation far away from a realistic case. However, also this case 
will be shortly described because of some interesting aspects that this transient may highlight.  
In a second case, described in the section 4.2.4.2, the control rod banks are continuously 
removed. The power oscillates in a condition that could be considered more realistic and then, 
detailed analyses will be presented for this second case. 
 
4.2.4.1. Case 1 – Control Rods Banks Withdrawal in Steps 
The rod banks were removed from the core in steps. The sequence of removal can be 
considered in Table 4.13.  
 
Tab. 4.13. Sequence of the control rod banks removal for the case 1. 
 Bank Rod Position (% withdrawal) in time 
 t = 0 s t = 20 s t = 40 s t = 50 s t = 70 s t = 80 s t = 100 s 
Bank 1 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 
Bank 2 87.5 % 87.5 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 
Bank 3 83.3 % 83.3 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 
Bank 4 75.0 % 75.0 % 87.5 % 87.5 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 
Bank 5 66.7 % 66.7 % 79.2 % 79.2 % 91.7 % 91.7 % 100 % 
Bank 6 62.5 % 62.5 % 75.0 % 75.0 % 87.5 % 87.5 % 100 % 
Bank 7 50.0 % 50.0 % 62.5 % 62.5 % 75.0 % 75.0 % 87.5 % 
 
Figures 4.67 and 4.68 show, respectively, the initial rod banks position, at the time 20 s, and 
the final positions at 100 s. 
The rod banks were withdrawn in steps, according with Table 4.13, until 100 s. Only the 
bank 7 remained 12.5 % inserted into the core. Then, at the time 200 s, a pressure perturbation was 
applied in the system to check the effect of an additional perturbation. However, as can be seen in 
Figure 4.69, the power is not affected by this action. The oscillations observed in the power are, in 
fact, mainly due to the rod banks withdrawal and the reaching of higher power levels. Figure 4.70 
shows the evolution of the reactivity versus time.  
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Fig. 4.67. Initial rod banks position. 
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Fig. 4.68. Final rod banks position. 
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Fig. 4.69. Power evolution for the rod banks withdrawal transient. 
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Fig. 4.70. Reactivity evolution for the rod banks withdrawal transient. 
 
 
Before the complete withdrawal of the rod banks, the time trend of power shows a spike of 
about 220 % consequence of the stepwise rod extraction. Figures 4.71 and 4.72 show the average 
relative power distribution in a 2D configuration in two different time instants. It is clearly possible 
to observe by the figures that the power oscillates in the out-of-phase mode. More detailed analyses 
about this type of oscillation mode are being presented later on for the case 2, which simulates a 
similar event obtained by a continuous rod bank withdrawal. 
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Fig. 4.71. 2D relative power distribution in the time t = 137.009 s 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.72. 2D relative power distribution in the time t = 147.001 s 
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4.2.4.2. Case 2 – Continuous Control Rod Bank Withdrawal  
In this case, the control rod banks were continuously removed from the core starting from 20 
up to 100 s, as presented in the Table 4.14. The position represented by “48” represents the bank 
totally withdrawn.  
 
Tab. 4.14. Sequence of removing of the control rod banks for the case 2. 
 Rod Banks Position in the Time 
 t = 0 s t = 20 s t = 100 s 
Bank 1 48 48 48 
Bank 2 42 42 48 
Bank 3 40 40 48 
Bank 4 36 36 48 
Bank 5 32 32 48 
Bank 6 30 30 48 
Bank 7 24 24 42 
 
 
The reactor was brought to unstable behaviour with DR greater than 1, during the power 
amplification phase. Before the end of the total control rod bank withdrawal (in the time interval up 
to 100 s), amplified power oscillations were observed, as shown in the time window of Figure 4.73. 
More detailed analyses of the DR long the power in time are being described in the section 4.2.4.3. 
 
 
Fig. 4.73. Total power evolution during the amplification phase 
(time window from 90 to 100 s). 
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Figure 4.74 shows the corresponding total power evolution in time. Power oscillations last 
until the end of the calculation, but their amplitude falls drastically after 160 s of calculation and the 
reactor, due to subsequent feedback effects, reaches less unstable conditions. Figure 4.75 shows the 
reactivity evolution; as it can be seen in this figure, the reactivity undergoes only small variations 
during the control rod banks withdrawal though power increases. Only after about 90 s of 
calculation, strong oscillations in the reactivity are observed. The analyses showed that out-of-phase 
oscillations are dominant after about 100 s in the transient calculation. 
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a) overall transient    b) 100 to 120 s time window 
Fig. 4.74. Total power evolution. 
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a) overall transient    b) 100 to 120 s time window 
Fig. 4.75. Reactivity evolution. 
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Two TH channels, 11 (identified by 211 in the nodalisation) and 22 (identified by 222), were 
taken as reference to demonstrate the out-of-phase phenomenon during the transient. In the 
nodalisation, channels 11 and 22 are localized in two different parts of the core with respect to the 
core centre as indicated in the Figure 4.76.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.76. Channels 11 and 22 in the nodalisation map. 
 
 
Figure 4.77 presents the trend of mass flow rate in the channels 11 and 22. Observing the 
mass flow evolution in greater detail (Figure 4.77 b) it is possible to identify the out-of-phase 
behaviour: in fact, when the mass flow reaches a maximum value in a channel, in the other it nearly 
has a minimum value. The mass flow rate oscillates also out-of-phase axially. Figure 4.78 shows 
this tendency for a TH channel where inlet and outlet mass flow are totally out-of-phase. 
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a) overall transient    b) 100 to 120 s time window 
Fig. 4.77. Inlet mass flow rate evolution for two selected channels. 
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  a) overall transient    b) 100 to 120 s time window 
Fig. 4.78. Inlet (axial node 01) and outlet (axial node 23) mass flow rate for  
a selected channel. 
 
 
Pressure evolution for this transient is presented in Figure 4.79. As it can be observed, the 
pressure oscillates in-phase for the two channels which experience out-of-phase power oscillations. 
That is, the pressure has a constant value in all points of an axial plane of the core for a given 
calculation time. In addition, Figure 4.80 represents the void fraction for the channels number 11 
and 22; also this parameter is found to behave out-of-phase in the two considered different parts of 
the core. 
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Fig. 4.79. Pressure evolution at the inlet of two selected channels. 
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Fig. 4.80. Void fraction evolution at mid height (axial level 12) in  
two selected channels. 
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Figure 4.81 shows the cladding temperature evolution at the axial level 3 in six core TH 
channels. The variable was observed for all 33 TH channels. Channel 11 reached the most elevated 
values of temperature. The cladding temperature increases drastically in one extreme of the fuel 
assembly (axial level 3) after the rod banks are removed, as can be observed in the Figure 4.82 for 
the channel 11 at different axial levels. This phenomenon is directly connected with the change in 
axial power distribution, which is drastically affected by the rod banks withdrawal as it can be seen 
in Figure 4.83. Since after rod withdrawal, the coolant density is much higher at the bottom core 
inlet, the expected bottom-peaked power profile is obtained.   
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Fig. 4.81. Cladding temperature at the axial level 3 in six different core channels.  
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Fig. 4.82. Cladding temperature at different axial levels in the channel 11. 
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Fig. 4.83. Variation of the axial power profile in the time.  
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The Figure 4.84 represents the temperature difference between the cladding and the coolant 
in time. As can be seen in the figure, this difference can reach for about 700 °C testifying for the 
occurrence of dry-out.   
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Fig. 4.84. Temperature difference between the cladding and the coolant in time. 
  
 
 
Figure 4.85 shows the fuel centreline temperature evolution in the channel 11 at three 
different axial levels. The fuel temperature rises drastically, at the level 3, as a consequence of the 
rod bank withdrawal. Temperatures of about 2600 K were observed. These values are below the 
melting point of the fuel (≈ 3073 K) during this transient. Obviously, in the calculation, the scram 
intervention was not considered, because the main interest was to assess the core parameters 
evolution during an out-of-phase oscillation. If the reactor would scram at 80% of total power (2) 
(for about 98 s of calculation) the fuel temperature would reach about 1500 K.  
 
                                                 
(2) APRM scram estimated according with the technical specifications: S = 0.66W + 54%, where S is the setting % of 
rated thermal power (3293 MWt) and W is the percentage of mass flow rate [ref. 42]. 
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Fig. 4.85. Centreline fuel temperature evolution in the channel 11 at three axial levels. 
 
 
Figure 4.86 reports a comparison between the total average power and the local power near 
the bottom of the core. The value obtained for the local power represents the measurement of one of 
the 43 LPRM (Local Power Range Monitor) detectors distributed in the core of the Peach Bottom 
reactor. As it can be observed, after about 70 s, the local power is greater than the average total 
power. If only the APRM (Average Power Range Monitor) signal is considered, it is possible that 
the reactor will scram when the average power oscillations amplitudes will assume a value that is 
lower than in local positions. This phenomenon was observed also during the beginning of the out-
of-phase oscillations (after about 100 s), where the APRM signal oscillates but with minor 
amplitude than the LPRM one. 
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Fig. 4.86. Comparison between the evolution of the total fractional average power and the local 
power in a point near to the core bottom. 
 
 
4.2.4.3. Case 2 – Decay Ratio Analysis  
 Appling the algorithm DRAT, DR and the period of the power signal were evaluated. 
Firstly, Figure 4.87 shows the average power in time considering a time window of 40 s in the 
calculation. As in previous plots, the large oscillations in DR and NF have a numerical nature and 
only the average trend should be looked at. Figure 4.88 presents the variation of DR in time; as it 
can be seen, the Decay Ratio changes drastically in time. Observing the phase of power 
amplification (between 90 and 100 s), it is clear that the reactor is very instable with DR greater 
than 1. In the same way, the period of oscillations (Figure 4.89) changes considerably during the 
oscillations. In fact, observing the Figure 4.74 b, for example, it is easy to see different time 
durations between the oscillation cycles; the phenomenon is typical of nonlinear systems.  
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Fig. 4.87. Average power in time obtained by DRAT in a time window of 40 s. 
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Fig. 4.88. Evolution of DR in time obtained by DRAT. 
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Fig. 4.89. Evolution of period of the oscillations in time obtained by DRAT. 
 
 
4.2.4.4. Case 2 – Three-dimensional power assessment 
       Figure 4.90 illustrates five stages of power evolution during a complete cycle of transient 
(from 121.101 to 122.921 s). As it can be seen, the 3D plots of power provide a clearer visualization 
of the time evolution of the phenomenon.  
Furthermore, relative power distribution maps given at different times (by PARCS output) 
were used to produce a 3D video-clip of power evolution. The video-clip (see Electronic Annex) is 
an animation of a sequence of several maps of relative power distributions and represents the power 
evolution during 30.0 seconds (from 95.0 to 125.0 s) in the transient calculation. In the Electronic 
Annex, animations related to the Figure 4.83 are also reported, showing the variation of the axial 
power profile in the time (from about 20.0 to 105.0 s), and the void fraction evolution in the channel 
211 (from about 20.0 to 120.0 s).  
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Fig. 4.90. Relative power evolution during a period of oscillation of 1.82 s 
(from 121.101 to 122.921 s in the transient calculation) 
 
 
4.2.4.5. Sensitivity Analyses  
 Simulations were performed to find the threshold situation in which the reactor is capable to 
reach again a stable condition after the perturbation caused by the control rod banks movement is 
extinguished. Table 4.15 presents the characteristics of the considered cases. In each case, the 
withdrawal of the rod banks is stopped before 100 s of calculation and the power behaviour is 
analysed. The axial power distribution for each situation (cases 1 to 5) can be seen in Figure 4.83. 
Figures from 4.91 to 4.95 show the total relative power evolution for each case from 0.0 to 150.0 s 
of calculation. As it can be observed from the figures, in the case 1, the reactor could stabilize after 
the perturbation. Also for the case 2, the stability is reached, in spite of a low level of power 
oscillation after 100 s of calculation. For the other rod banks configurations analysed (cases 3, 4 and 
5) the reactor is not capable to self-stabilize and the power presents oscillations that are amplified 
with the time.  
 Then, for the cases studied, it is possible to conclude that stability threshold for the reactor is 
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represented by the configuration of the control rods presented in the case 2. If the rod banks are 
withdrawn more than in the configuration of the case 2, the power will oscillate in an amplified way 
and, probably, out-of-phase oscillations will appear just after the amplification phase. 
 
 
Tab. 4.15. Sensitivity cases. 
Final Rod Banks Position (% withdrawal) Sensitivity Case 
Bank 2 Bank 3 Bank 4 Bank 5 Bank 6 Bank 7 
(1) removal stopped at 50 s 92.19 89.58 84.38 79.17 76.56 64.06 
(2) removal stopped at 60 s 93.75 91.67 87.50 83.33 81.25 68.75 
(3) removal stopped at 70 s 95.31 93.75 90.63 87.50 85.94 73.44 
(4) removal stopped at 80 s 96.88 95.83 93.75 91.67 90.63 78.13 
(5) removal stopped at 90 s 98.44 97.92 95.94 95.83 95.31 82.81 
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Fig. 4.91. Power evolution – Sensitivity case 1. 
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Fig. 4.92. Power evolution – Sensitivity case 2. 
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Fig. 4.93. Power evolution – Sensitivity case 3. 
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Fig. 4.94. Power evolution – Sensitivity case 4. 
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Fig. 4.95. Power evolution – Sensitivity case 5. 
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4.2.4.6. Control Rod Banks Continuous Withdrawal – Conclusions   
The control rod banks withdrawal was considered as an alternative means to quantify the 
stability of the reactor and to study its out-of-phase behaviour. As for the case of RPT, this case was 
considered as a sensitivity analysis with no possibility of comparison with measured data. The 
transient was analysed for the point PT3. In the transient, the rod banks were continuously removed 
from the core in a period from 20 to 100 s. The main conclusions obtained from the analyses are the 
following: 
 
? After about 90 s of calculation, strong oscillations in reactivity are observed. The 
analyses showed that out-of-phase oscillations were dominant after about 100 s of 
transient calculation. 
? Observing the mass flow rate evolution in two channels localized in two different 
points of the core, it was possible to check the out-of-phase behaviour: when the mass 
flow reaches a maximum value in a channel, in the other it presents a minimum value.  
? The inlet and outlet mass flow rates were also observed to oscillate out-of-phase 
axially for a selected channel. 
? Void fraction evolution for the same two channels in different quarters of the core also 
showed out-of-phase behaviour. 
? Pressure was observed to oscillate in phase for two channels with out-of-phase power 
oscillations; the pressure has a constant value in all points of an axial plane of the core 
for a given calculation time.  
? The axial power distribution changes drastically with the rod banks withdrawal 
showing a bottom-peaked power profile in the absence of the control rods, as expected.  
? The temperature difference between the cladding and the coolant is observed to reach 
for about 700 °C due to dry-out.   
? The fuel temperature rises drastically, at the level 3, as a consequence of the rod bank 
withdrawal. Temperatures of about 2600 K were observed. These values were below 
the melting point of the fuel (≈ 3073 K) during this transient. 
? If only the APRM signal is considered, it is possible that the reactor could scram when 
the average power assumes oscillations smaller than in a local position. 
? Analyses of DR and NF were performed by the DRAT algorithm. The analyses 
showed that these parameters change drastically in time and it is not possible to 
establish a single value of them representing the whole transient. In particular, in the 
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time window of power amplification (between 90 and 100 s), it was clear that the 
reactor is very instable with DR greater than 1. 
? The period of power oscillations changes considerably during the oscillations showing 
different time durations in different oscillation cycles; the phenomenon is typical of 
non linear systems. 
? The data obtained by the 3D coupled calculation were used to produce power 
evolution animations during the transient calculation; the animations can help to better 
understanding of core behaviour during the out-of-phase oscillations in such limiting 
conditions. 
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4.2.5. Stability Boundary 
 
Starting from the stability test point PT3, two different transients were calculated trying to 
identify limits of safe operation as predicted by the code. The limit refers to the operating point 
(power-flow rate) immediately before the power begins to oscillate. The power-flow map in the 
Figure 4.96 presents the limits for the simulated transients and suggests a stability limit-line (red 
line in the plot) for the safe operation of this reactor. Both transients are described below. 
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Fig. 4.96. Power-flow map for the Peach-bottom showing the test point PT3  
and two limits of stability. 
 
 
4.2.5.1. Transient 1 – Mass Flow Rate Increasing  
The aim of this transient was to insert positive reactivity in the core by increasing the core 
mass flow rate. As can be observed in Figure 4.97, the power starts to oscillate at about 68 s of 
calculation and the limit point of stable operation was characterized (65.2 % of power and 45.4 % 
of mass flow rate).  
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Fig. 4.97. Relative power and core mass flow rate evolutions during the increase of 
 reactor mass flow rate.  
 
 
4.2.5.2. Transient 2 – Slow Control Rod Bank Movement  
The control rod banks were very slowly removed from the core starting from 20 up to 300 s. 
After about 205 s of calculation, the power started to oscillate. Table 4.16 presents the initial control 
rod banks positions and the positions at the stability boundary. The position represented by “48” 
means that the bank is all withdrawn. Figure 4.98 shows the axial relative power distribution at the 
limit of stability in comparison with the steady state profile.  
 
Tab. 4.16. CRB positions in the steady state and at the stability boundary. 
Position Bank 
Initial T = 205.0 s 
1 48.0 48.0 
2 42.0 44.7 
3 40.0 43.4 
4 36.0 41.4 
5 32.0 38.7 
6 30.0 37.4 
7 24.0 31.4 
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Fig. 4.98. Relative power distribution profile in the steady state and after 205 s of calculation. 
 
 
Figure 4.99 presents the power evolution during this event. The power oscillates in an in-
phase mode. This fact can be verified by the Figure 4.100 that presents the mass flow rate evolution 
for two different channels (11 and 22) localized in different halves of the core. As the Figure shows, 
both variables oscillate in-phase during the transient.      
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Fig. 4.99. Total power evolution. 
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Fig. 4.100. Mass flow rate evolution for two selected channels in a time window from 205 to 235 s.  
 
As it can be observed in the Figure 4.101, the inlet core mass flow rate decreases during the 
removal of the rod banks. While the withdrawal of the control rods inserts positive reactivity in the 
core, negative reactivity is inserted because of the increase in the void fraction. Therefore, the 
resulting variation in the power is quite limited before the oscillations start. 
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Fig. 4.101. Core inlet mass flow rate evolution.  
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In this case, the stability boundary is observed at 61.0 % of power and 39.1 % of mass flow 
rate. 
 
4.2.6. Pressure Perturbation Following CRB Removal 
 
Analyses were performed to investigate the effect of a pressure perturbation applied in the 
system after control rod banks removed in two different configurations included between the PT3 
steady state and the stability boundary defined in the section 4.2.5.2. The Decay Ratio value of the 
perturbation in both situations was compared with de Decay Ratio for the point PT3 as it was 
defined in the section 4.2.1.6 (Table 4.11). Both analyzed cases are being described next. 
 
4.2.6.1. Case 1  
In this case, only the control rod banks number 4 and 5 are removed until 115 s and remain 
in a configuration in which the reactor is still stable. The corresponding configuration can be seen in 
the Table 4.17 for case 1. The Table shows also the configuration of the CR in the steady state 
situation, the configuration for the studied case 2 and the CRB positions at the stability boundary as 
it was defined in the section 4.2.5.2.  
The power stabilizes at a value of about 60% of the total average thermal power (Figure 
4.102). At the time 200 s, a pressure perturbation pulse of 0.055 MPa is applied in the turbine. As 
can be seen in the Figure 4.102, the event disturbs the power evolution that oscillates in an in-phase 
way for about 40 s. The oscillations are then damped and the power returns to the stable conditions. 
 
Tab. 4.17. Control Rod Banks position in the four addressed situations. 
Bank Initial 
position 
Position in 
the case 1 
Position in the 
case 2 
Position at the  
stability boundary 
2 42.0 42.0 44.5 48.0 
3 40.0 40.0 43.1 44.7 
4 36.0 38.0 41.0 43.4 
5 32.0 34.8 38.2 41.4 
6 30.0 30.0 36.9 38.7 
7 24.0 24.0 30.9 37.4 
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Fig. 4.102. Case 1 – power evolution after CRB withdrawal up to 115.0 s and application of a 
pressure perturbation of 0.055 MPa at 200.0 s.  
 
The Decay Ratio of the power signal oscillation was calculated using the algorithm ADRI in 
the time window from 203.7 to 235.0 s. The program gives the average values: DR = 0.713 and NF 
= 0.276 Hz for the considered time interval (Figure 4.103).  
 
Fig. 4.103. ADRI - Average DR and NF, for each couple of peaks for the case 1. 
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4.2.6.2. Case 2  
In this case, the control rod banks are removed until 190 s and remain in a configuration in 
which the reactor is still stable (see Table 4.17). The power stabilizes at a value close to 60% of the 
total average thermal power. At the time 240 s, a pressure perturbation pulse of 0.055 MPa is 
applied in the turbine. As it can be seen in the Figure 4.104, this event drastically disturbs the 
evolution of power that oscillates in an in-phase way with Decay Ratio initially higher than one, as 
better verified in the Figure 4.105 for the time window from 230 to 270 s. After about 290 s, power 
oscillates with Decay Ratio close to one, that is reaching a limited amplitude oscillation condition. 
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Fig. 4.104. Case 2 – power evolution after the removal of the control rod banks until 195 s and 
application of a pressure perturbation at 240 s.  
 
 This phenomenon is in interesting for two main aspects: 
• the condition of the reactor is unstable as the perturbation gives rise to increasing 
oscillation amplitudes in a first phase; 
• subsequently, non-linear effects come into play limiting the maximum amplitude of 
oscillations (almost a limit cycle). 
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Fig. 4.105. Power evolution - time window from 230 to 270 s.  
 
The Decay Ratio of the power signal oscillation was calculated using the algorithm ADRI in 
a time window from 270.0 to 350.0 s as shown in the Figure 4.106. The program gives the average 
values: DR = 0.950 and NF = 0.291 Hz for the considered time interval (results in the Figure 
4.107).  
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Fig. 4.106. Power evolution – time window from 270 to 350 s.  
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Fig. 4.107. ADRI - Average DR and NF, for each couple of peaks for the case 2. 
 
Table 4.18 presents the values of DR for three situations: 1) pressure perturbation in the case 
of original CRB configuration, 2) pressure perturbation for the case 1, and 3) pressure perturbation 
for case 2. The values of DR clearly show the tendency of the reactor to become more unstable 
when the control rod banks position approximates of the stability boundary configuration. The 
natural frequency of the oscillations does not show considerable changes in the three analysed 
cases. 
 
Tab. 4.18. Calculated DR and NF for the pressure perturbation for three CRB configurations. 
Pressure Perturbation – PT3 
Configuration of the CRB DR NF (Hz) 
1) Initial position 0.454 0.289 
2) Case 1 0.713 0.276 
3) Case 2 0.950 0.291 
 
The core mass flow rate decreases during the removal of the rod banks. Consequently, also 
the core density decreases bringing to an insertion of negative reactivity in the core. This effect 
compensates for the positive reactivity introduced in the core during the CRB withdrawal. 
Therefore, the resulting variation in the power is quite limited before the oscillations start. The 
Figure 4.108 shows the axial core density profile for three situations being case 1, case 2 and the 
case base, that is, the original CRB position. The Figure 4.109 presents the axial relative power 
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profile for the three situations.  
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Fig. 4.108. Axial core density profile for three situations of CRB configurations. 
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Fig. 4.109. Axial power profile for three situations of CRB configurations. 
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In conclusion, the simulations presented in the section 4.2.5 considered two different 
transients to identify limits of safe operation as predicted by the code. Therefore, increase of the 
core mass flow rate and slow remove of the control rod banks were considered. The stability 
boundaries, that is, the operating points (power-flow rate) immediately before the power begins to 
oscillate, were shown in the reactor power-flow map. In section 4.2.6, calculations were performed 
to find the threshold situation in which the reactor is capable to reach the stability condition after 
the perturbation caused by a slow control rod bank movement is extinguished. Analyses were 
performed to investigate the effect of a pressure perturbation applied in the system after control rod 
banks removed in two different configurations between the steady state and the stability boundary. 
The calculated values of DR clearly showed the tendency of the reactor to become more unstable 
when the control rod banks position approximates the stability boundary configuration. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this thesis, the RELAP5-MOD3.3 thermal-hydraulic system code and the PARCS-2.4 3D 
neutron kinetic code were coupled to simulate transients in a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR). The 
main aim of the work was to contribute to the study of instability phenomena in this type of 
reactors. 
The validation of a code model set up for the Peach Bottom-2 BWR plant was performed 
against Low-Flow Stability Tests (LFSTs). The four series of LFSTs (PT1, PT2, PT3 and PT4) 
were performed at Peach Bottom Unit 2 in 1977 at the end of cycle 2 (EOC-2) to measure the 
stability of a BWR core when subjected to small pressure oscillations. The description and results of 
these experimental stability tests are available in the technical document [42]. 
RELAP5/PARCS coupled codes were used to model the plant in order to simulate steady 
state and accident conditions considering four stability points, PT1, PT2, PT3 and PT4. Steady state 
coupled calculations were performed and compared with available reference data, showing good 
agreement. The results of the coupled calculations for the mean axial power profiles were compared 
with the measured ones presenting good agreement in all the four cases. 
To simulate the pressure perturbation tests, the coupled code calculations were performed 
considering boundary conditions in which the reactor is disturbed with a pressure spike of 0.055 
MPa in the turbine. In the analyses, two different algorithms (ADRI and DRAT) were used to 
calculate the Decay Ratio (DR) and the natural frequency (NF) from the power oscillation signals 
obtained from the transient calculations, as two typical parameters used to provide a quantitative 
description of instabilities. The main results and conclusions obtained were as follows. 
 
? ADRI and DRAT are capable to predict DR and NF for most of the cases in reasonable 
agreement between them, in spite of the fact that the algorithms are based on very 
different mathematical assumptions. 
? The results obtained for DR showed that this value changes in dependence of the time 
window considered in the analysis. It is therefore very important to pay attention to 
select an adequate signal time interval, considering the presence of nonlinear effects, 
which may affect the significance and applicability of the adopted definitions for DR 
and NF. 
? In order to perform DR calculation using the algorithm DRIA, it is necessary to have a 
sampled signal with a minimum of for about 500 points. On the other hand, DRAT is 
capable to perform DR for any quantity of points sufficient to depict a reasonably 
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complete swinging or excursion of the considered parameter. Anyway, a higher 
number of points results in a more realistic result also in the case of DR. 
? Making use of DRAT, it is possible to observe DR evolution in time performing the 
calculation with a “moving time window”. This capability could be interesting in 
practical applications, where nonlinear behaviour takes place and the DR, as 
customarily defined, is changing in time. However, the spikes obtained in the values of 
DR and NF by DRAT ask for a better assessment and refinement of its algorithm.  
? The fact that NF calculations are underestimated in the cases PT2, PT3 and PT4 can be 
probably due to the adopted nodalisation. When calculations are performed for the 
case PT3 with a more refined thermal-hydraulic nodalisation (case (e) in the sensitivity 
analyses, with a greater number of channels), NF as well DR, are closer to the 
experimental results. 
? One possible cause for the low value of DR found in the experiments for PT1 and PT2 
is the change of the xenon concentration taking place between those first test 
conditions, which could have brought to a “masked” experimental DR result for both 
points. The xenon concentration affects the stability and in particular the DR value. 
The redistribution of the Xe concentration following a large-scale power change 
apparently may bring to a decrease in the value of DR [57]. 
? The tests PT1 and PT2 were investigated in two previous works, [60] and [65], from 
the point of view of the gain between the pressure and power during the PP event. In 
the results, the gains for the tests PT1 and PT2 are underestimated for the first work 
and overestimated for the second one. This seems to indicate that the two operating 
points are somehow critical for simulation. 
? The calculated DR for the point PT4 is in reasonable agreement with the experimental 
one. However, the calculations showed a small constant power oscillation that is 
observed before and after the perturbation. This fact confirms that DR cannot be taken 
as the only parameter to measure the stability when nonlinear effects take place. 
? For all the sensitivity pressure perturbation cases analysed, there was no considerable 
change in the values of DR and NF. This fact shows that the DR can be considered a 
characteristic parameter for a given type of transient, no matter the amount of 
perturbation introduced in the reactor. 
? Calculated values of NF presented qualitative agreement with experimental results for 
all the four tests, PT1, PT2, PT3 and PT4. The calculated DR is in reasonable 
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agreement with experimental results for the tests PT3 and PT4, but is overestimated 
for the tests PT1 and PT2.  
? For all the analysed cases, the frequencies of the oscillations varied between about 0.3 
and 0.5 Hz, which is the typical frequency range for this kind of instability events. 
 
Other interesting transient cases, to be studied using a 3D coupled analysis, have been 
simulated (feedwater temperature decrease, recirculation pump trip and control rod banks 
movement) using the same operating conditions of the LFST PT3. These cases must be considered 
as sensitivity analyses with no possibility of comparison with measured data. Their interest is 
anyway related to the possibility to quantify the margin to unstable behaviour bypassing the 
uncertainty introduced by different definitions adopted for DR. 
The feedwater temperature decrease event was simulated causing a decrease of 50 K in the 
feedwater temperature value during 5 seconds after reaching the steady state conditions. The colder 
water in the core caused a reduction in the steam volume and a consequent increase in fission rate 
and power. Power reached a maximum of 65.7% during the transient and, in 30 seconds, returned to 
the steady state power condition (59.8%). The perturbation did not represent a significant variation 
in the power evolution and the reactor seems to be very stable in the analyzed case of FW 
temperature variation. 
Two types of recirculation pump trip (RPT) were considered. In the first case, sudden pump 
trips and restart with durations of 1 and 5 seconds were considered; in the second case, a permanent 
pump trip bringing to natural circulation conditions was analysed. This transient case was 
performed only for the point PT3.  
To simulate the sudden pump trip, the recirculation pump velocity value was brought to zero 
during a short time. As for the case of FW temperature decrease, the power oscillations are caused 
by the reactivity insertion due to the void feedback effects in the coolant. The power and all the 
related thermal-hydraulic parameters oscillate with decreasing amplitude, reaching again the steady 
state conditions after 20 seconds. DR and NF calculations were performed using the algorithm 
ADRI. The core power exhibits damped in-phase oscillations with a Decay Ratio value less than 
1.0, characterizing a stable system after the transient event. The obtained results of DR and NF were 
close to those found in the case of the pressure perturbation. 
The case in which both recirculation pumps are permanently stopped was considered too. 
After the reduction of both the recirculation pumps velocity to zero, the reactor operates in natural 
circulation conditions. As it occurred in the case of sudden pump trip, the power oscillated but, in 
this case, the oscillations presented lower amplitudes. After 50 seconds, the power reached steady 
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behaviour at 55% of total power and 34% of mass flow, showing a good level of stability when 
operating in natural circulation conditions.  
The control rod bank withdrawal transient was considered to study the out-of-phase 
behaviour occurring in the reactor. As for the case of RPT, this case was considered as a sensitivity 
analysis with no possibility of comparison with measured data. The transient calculations were 
performed starting from the point PT3. 
To simulate this transient, firstly the stepwise withdrawal of the control rod banks was 
simulated. This simulation resulted in a very large increase in the power representing a situation far 
away from a realistic case.  
In a second case, the control rod banks were continuously removed. In this case, the power 
oscillated in a condition that could be considered more realistic and then, detailed analyses were 
presented for this second case. In the transient, the rod banks were continuously removed from the 
core in a period from 20 to 100 s. The main conclusions obtained from the analyses are: 
 
? after sufficient time in the calculation, strong oscillations in reactivity were observed; 
the analyses showed that out-of-phase oscillations were dominant; 
? observing the mass flow rate evolution in two channels localized in two different 
points of the core, it was possible to check the out-of-phase nature of the behaviour: 
when the mass flow reached a maximum value in a channel, in the other it presented a 
minimum value; 
? the inlet and outlet mass flow rates were also observed to oscillate out-of-phase for a 
selected channel; 
? void fraction evolution for the same two channels in different quarters of the core also 
showed out-of-phase behaviour; 
? pressure was observed to oscillate in phase for two channels with out-of-phase power 
oscillations; the pressure has nearly a constant value in all points of an axial plane of 
the core for a given calculation time; 
? the axial power distribution changes drastically with the rod bank withdrawal showing 
a bottom-peaked power profile in the absence of the control rods, as expected; 
? as a consequence of this power peaking, the temperature difference between the 
cladding and the coolant was observed to reach about 700 °C as a consequence of heat 
transfer degradation (dry-out); 
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? the centreline fuel rod temperature rises drastically, at the level 3, as a consequence of 
the rod bank withdrawal; temperatures of about 2600 K were observed, below the 
melting point of the fuel (≈ 3073 K) during this transient; 
? it was observed that if only the APRM (Average Power Range Monitor) signal is 
considered, it is possible that the reactor could scram when the average power assumes 
a value that is much lower than in local positions; 
? analyses of DR and NF were performed by the DRAT algorithm showing that these 
parameters change drastically in time and it is not possible to establish a single value 
of them representing the whole transient; in particular, in the time window of power 
amplification (between 90 and 100 s), the DR was found greater than 1 as expected; 
? the period of power oscillations changes considerably during time, showing different 
time durations between the oscillation cycles; the phenomenon is typical of nonlinear 
systems; 
? the data obtained by the 3D coupled calculations were used to produce power 
evolution animations during the transient calculation; the animations can help to better 
understand the core behaviour during the out-of-phase oscillations. 
 
Finally, simulations of increases in the core mass flow rate and slow removal of the control 
rod banks were considered to identify limits of safe operation as predicted by the code. The 
operating points (power-flow rate) immediately before the power begins to oscillate, were shown in 
the reactor power-flow map. Moreover, analyses were performed to investigate the effect of a 
pressure perturbation applied in the system after control rod banks removal in configurations 
between the steady state and the stability boundary. The results showed, through DR calculations, 
the tendency of the reactor to become more unstable when the control rod banks position 
approximates of the stability boundary configuration. 
 
In summary, the work performed allowed in different ways to quantify the stability of the 
addressed reactor core. Though uncertainties still remain in relation to the definition of DRs to be 
adopted for comparison with experimental data and about the effect of thermal-hydraulic radial 
discretization of the core on the obtained results, the different realistic and hypothetical cases here 
considered provided an overall picture of unstable phenomena that can be observed in a BWR 
during abnormal operating or test conditions.  
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Hopefully, the information obtained in this work will put the bases for further more detailed 
studies of such interesting and intimately complex phenomena having considerable interest for the 
safety of boiling water nuclear reactors. 
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ACRONYMS 
 
ABWR Advanced Boiling Water Reactor 
ADRI Analysis of Decay Ratio Instability 
ANL  Argonne National Laboratory 
ANM Analytic Nodal Method 
APRM Average Power Range Monitors 
APWR Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor 
ATHLET Analysis of Thermal-hydraulics of Leaks and Transients  
ATWS  Anticipated Transient Without Scram 
BWR Boiling Water Reactor 
CANDU Canadian Deuterium Uranium 
CAPES  Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior 
CCT Coupled Codes Technique  
CR Control Rod 
CRB Control Rod Bank 
DBA Design Basis Accident 
DNB Departure from Nucleate Boiling 
DR Decay Ratio 
DWO Density Wave Oscillation 
EBWR  Experimental Boiling Water Reactor 
ENTRÉE  Enhanced Nodal Transient Reactor Evaluation 
EOP Emergency Operating Procedure 
FA Fuel Assembly 
FW Feedwater 
GT-MHR  Gas Turbine Modular Helium Reactor 
IRIS International Reactor Innovative & Secure 
LBLOCA  Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident  
LFST Low Flow Stability Tests 
LPRM Local Power Range Monitors 
LWR Light Water Reactor  
MATLAB Matrix Laboratory 
NEM  Nodal Expansion Method  
NF Natural frequency 
NK Neutron Kinetics  
NPP Nuclear Power Plant 
PARCS Purdue Advanced Reactor Core Simulator  
PBMR  Pebble-Bed Modular Reactor 
PP Pressure Perturbation 
PVM Parallel Virtual Machine  
RBMK High-Power Channel Reactor (Reactor Bolshoy Moshchnosty Kanalny) 
RPT  Recirculation Pump Trip 
RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel 
TH Thermal-Hydraulic  
TT Turbine Trip 
 
∆TFW FW Temperature Variation (K) 
3D Three-dimensional 
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ANNEX A. Application of ADRI Methodology to Time Series 
Oscillations at Forsmark NPP 
 
In the benchmark [39], different time series analysis methods were applied and compared to 
the study of BWR stability. The stability parameters were assumed to be the Decay Ratio (DR) and 
the frequency of the oscillation. 
The benchmark is based on data from several measurements performed in the Swedish BWR 
reactors Forsmark 1 and 2, in the period 1989 to 1997. The database is divided into six cases, the 
sampling rate of all the time series being 25 Hz, decimated to 12.5 Hz.  
ADRI was applied to calculate DR and NF for the cases 1 and 2 of the Benchmark and the 
results were compared with the mean value obtained from the others methods.  
  
Case 1 
This case contains the neutron flux signals measured during several tests. The objective of 
the case is to study several signals ranging from stable to quasi-unstable reactor conditions. The 
signals are standard measurements with no distortions, and were considered fairly easy to evaluate. 
The data provided contains measured average power range monitor (APRM) signals from stability 
tests. The results for this case are the DRs and oscillation frequencies associated with the APRM 
signals taken during 14 different tests. The relative power and core flow rate for the test conditions 
are shown in Table A.1. 
Tab. A.1. Reactor conditions for Case 1. 
Test N° Power (%) Core Flow (kg/s) 
1 64.3 4 385 
2 65.1 4 044 
3 59.9 4 383 
4 64.8 4 313 
5 64.7 4 014 
6 64.3 4 092 
7 64.1 4 027 
8 64.4 4 416 
9 64.3 3 940 
10 65.1 4 028 
11 65.0 4 026 
12 63.3 3 850 
13 64.0 3 791 
14 67.3 4 234 
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Time series signals with about 4 000 points were taken; the range of DR being from 0.4-0.8. 
The objective of this case is the comparison among the different methods applied to obtain the 
stability parameters. Table A.2 shows the mean Decay Ratio and natural frequency, with the 
respective standard deviation, obtained by several methods in the benchmark, in comparison with 
the results obtained by ADRI. ADRI has predicted DR and NF with good agreement respect the 
mean values of the benchmark.  
The main conclusion for the Case 1 is that it corresponds to a stable configuration of the 
reactor. The results for the fundamental frequency are uniform, and there is some dispersion for the 
DR values. These values range from 0.4-0.8 and they have a standard deviation of about 0.15. 
One of the three output files created by DRIA represents the results of the calculation in 
three blocks of graphics, as shown by the Figures A.1, A.2 and A.3 for the case PT1 and a time 
window from 37.5 to 70.0 s. Figure A.1 contains the original data read, the signal to be analysed 
and the dynamic system response; Figure A.2 presents the curves of the single Decay Ratios and 
natural frequencies of each couple of peaks; finally, Figure A.3 contains the average DR and NF, 
for each couple of peaks.   
 
Tab. A.2. DR and NF calculated by ADRI in comparison with the main results obtained  
by the other methods used in the benchmark for the Case 1. 
Decay Ratio Natural Frequency (Hz) 
Benchmark ADRI Benchmark ADRI 
 
 
Case 1 Mean SD  Mean SD  
aprm_1 0.487 0.09 0.5008 0.455 0.03 0.4609 
aprm_2 0.572 0.11 0.5983 0.455 0.04 0.4666 
aprm_3 0.508 0.13 0.4731 0.467 0.06 0.4870 
aprm_4 0.497 0.14 0.4975 0.474 0.06 0.4915 
aprm_5 0.515 0.12 0.5093 0.487 0.03 0.4961 
aprm_6 0.520 0.14 0.4754 0.472 0.04 0.4737 
aprm_7 0.591 0.15 0.6350 0.509 0.06 0.5209 
aprm_8 0.458 0.10 0.4473 0.495 0.07 0.5154 
aprm_9 0.508 0.07 0.5596 0.408 0.04 0.4063 
aprm_10 0.519 0.12 0.5199 0.437 0.03 0.4406 
aprm_11 0.479 0.17 0.4681 0.449 0.05 0.4580 
aprm_12 0.715 0.12 0.7711 0.446 0.04 0.4605 
aprm_13 0.498 0.12 0.5003 0.401 0.04 0.4011 
aprm_14 0.600 0.19 0.6333 0.473 0.05 0.4871 
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Fig. A.1. ADRI - Original data read, signal to be analysed and dynamic system response, for the 
case aprm_1. 
 
 
 
Fig. A.2. ADRI - Curves of the single DRs and NFs of each couple of peaks for the case aprm_1. 
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Fig. A.3. ADRI - Average DR and NF, for each couple of peaks, for the case aprm_1. 
 
 
Case 2 
This case addresses the importance of the time duration of measured data. The objective of 
this case is to study the variability of the DR and the oscillation frequency with the measurement 
time duration. There are two long time series to analyse, L1 and L2. Each one has about 14000 
points, and was divided into blocks of approximately 4000 and 2000 points. The results for the 
short time series have to be compared with the original long series results.  
The results provided for this case are shown in Table A.3. In the table, L is long; S1, S2, S3 
and S4 are the sub-series of the original series.  
From these results the following conclusions were drawn: 
• For signals L1 and L2, the fundamental frequency values are approximately constant 
for the different segments. 
• For signal L1 the DR values depend on the segment of the signal analysed. The first 
part of the signal (S1) corresponds to a more stable configuration than the other 
segments (S2, S3, S4). 
• For Signal L2 the DR values remain approximately constant along all the segments. 
• Signal L1 presents a slow transient and the results provided for this signal have larger 
dispersion than the ones provided for Signal L2, which is practically stationary. 
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• It is clear that at least for signal L1 the DR is time dependent. 
• Also, was observed some dispersion for the DR values and a slight dispersion for the 
fundamental frequency values. 
 
Tab. A.3. DR and NF calculated by ADRI in comparison with the results obtained  
by the other methods used in the benchmark for the case 2. 
Decay Ratio Natural Frequency (Hz) 
Benchmark ADRI Benchmark ADRI 
 
 
Case 2 MD SD  MD SD  
test_L1 0.363 0.10 0.5510 0.449 0.01 0.4240 
test_s11 0.275 0.13 0.2588 0.438 0.03 0.4020 
test_s21 0.449 0.09 0.4446 0.450 0.02 0.4393 
test_s31 0.367 0.12 0.5247 0.449 0.02 0.5496 
test_s41 0.359 0.10 0.3795 0.431 0.02 0.4227 
test_L2 0.578 0.08 0.5602 0.523 0.012 0.5094 
test_s12 0.581 0.10 0.6164 0.527 0.012 0.5241 
test_s22 0.600 0.09 0.6109 0.520 0.013 0.5130 
test_s32 0.516 0.10 0.5091 0.521 0.012 0.5109 
test_s42 0.502 0.07 0.4937 0.506 0.013 0.5066 
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ANNEX B. Example of cross section library format 
 
 
* 
*  NEM-Cross Section Table Input  
* 
*    T Fuel        Rho Mod.        Boron ppm.    T Mod.        Void       
              6             6                               0             0             0 
* 
*******           X-Section set #        1 
    1 
* 
*      Group No.  1 
* 
***************  Diffusion Coefficient Table    
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .2007900E+01  .2014100E+01  .2020100E+01 
  .2026000E+01  .2029000E+01  .2037700E+01  .1897700E+01  .1903800E+01 
  .1909700E+01  .1915600E+01  .1918500E+01  .1927200E+01  .1810700E+01 
  .1816700E+01  .1822600E+01  .1828400E+01  .1831300E+01  .1839900E+01 
  .1668800E+01  .1674600E+01  .1680300E+01  .1686000E+01  .1688800E+01 
  .1697200E+01  .1522700E+01  .1528300E+01  .1533800E+01  .1539200E+01 
  .1542000E+01  .1550100E+01  .1383400E+01  .1388600E+01  .1393800E+01 
  .1399000E+01  .1401600E+01  .1409300E+01 
* 
***************  Absorption X-Section Table     
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .5733400E-02  .5842800E-02  .5927800E-02 
  .5997400E-02  .6028100E-02  .6107000E-02  .6023500E-02  .6145400E-02 
  .6240400E-02  .6318300E-02  .6352700E-02  .6441400E-02  .6235400E-02 
  .6366900E-02  .6469400E-02  .6553700E-02  .6590900E-02  .6687000E-02 
  .6535600E-02  .6679800E-02  .6792600E-02  .6885600E-02  .6926700E-02 
  .7033400E-02  .6807400E-02  .6961600E-02  .7082700E-02  .7182600E-02 
  .7227000E-02  .7342100E-02  .7043900E-02  .7206500E-02  .7334500E-02 
  .7440400E-02  .7487500E-02  .7609700E-02 
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* 
***************  Fission X-Section Table        
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .1694519E-02  .1687392E-02  .1680321E-02 
  .1673479E-02  .1670099E-02  .1660123E-02  .1760207E-02  .1752468E-02 
  .1744963E-02  .1737541E-02  .1733871E-02  .1723065E-02  .1806831E-02 
  .1798795E-02  .1790994E-02  .1783276E-02  .1779438E-02  .1768199E-02 
  .1875604E-02  .1867335E-02  .1859149E-02  .1851046E-02  .1847036E-02 
  .1835163E-02  .1938822E-02  .1930488E-02  .1922119E-02  .1913830E-02 
  .1909647E-02  .1897342E-02  .1995480E-02  .1986965E-02  .1978453E-02 
  .1969863E-02  .1965628E-02  .1952890E-02 
* 
***************  Nu-Fission X-Section Table     
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .4226300E-02  .4209200E-02  .4192400E-02 
  .4176000E-02  .4167900E-02  .4144000E-02  .4384500E-02  .4366100E-02 
  .4348100E-02  .4330300E-02  .4321500E-02  .4295600E-02  .4496300E-02 
  .4477200E-02  .4458500E-02  .4440000E-02  .4430800E-02  .4403700E-02 
  .4660500E-02  .4640700E-02  .4621100E-02  .4601700E-02  .4592100E-02 
  .4563500E-02  .4810800E-02  .4790700E-02  .4770700E-02  .4750700E-02 
  .4740700E-02  .4711100E-02  .4944200E-02  .4923700E-02  .4903200E-02 
  .4882700E-02  .4872400E-02  .4841800E-02 
* 
***************  Scattering X-Section Table     
* 
****   From group 1 to 2 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .7693100E-02  .7633900E-02  .7583700E-02 
  .7539000E-02  .7518200E-02  .7460300E-02  .9287200E-02  .9212100E-02 
  .9147500E-02  .9089500E-02  .9062200E-02  .8986000E-02  .1069300E-01 
  .1060500E-01  .1052800E-01  .1045900E-01  .1042600E-01  .1033500E-01 
  .1333700E-01  .1322600E-01  .1312900E-01  .1304100E-01  .1299900E-01 
  .1288000E-01  .1661200E-01  .1647700E-01  .1635800E-01  .1624800E-01 
  .1619500E-01  .1604500E-01  .2043400E-01  .2027500E-01  .2013200E-01 
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  .1999900E-01  .1993500E-01  .1975300E-01 
* 
***************  Assembly Disc. Factor Table - W     
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .9337490E+00  .9346120E+00  .9353030E+00 
  .9358790E+00  .9361360E+00  .9368150E+00  .9289820E+00  .9298700E+00 
  .9305890E+00  .9311670E+00  .9314380E+00  .9321550E+00  .9247810E+00 
  .9257670E+00  .9264880E+00  .9270990E+00  .9273760E+00  .9280960E+00 
  .9173030E+00  .9181880E+00  .9188970E+00  .9195280E+00  .9198200E+00 
  .9205860E+00  .9077700E+00  .9086590E+00  .9093830E+00  .9100110E+00 
  .9103000E+00  .9110590E+00  .8938700E+00  .8947480E+00  .8954810E+00 
  .8961440E+00  .8964430E+00  .8972790E+00 
* 
***************  Assembly Disc. Factor Table - S     
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .9848210E+00  .9851320E+00  .9853740E+00 
  .9855810E+00  .9856740E+00  .9859130E+00  .9825030E+00  .9828240E+00 
  .9830770E+00  .9833260E+00  .9834270E+00  .9836950E+00  .9810430E+00 
  .9812700E+00  .9815420E+00  .9817760E+00  .9818830E+00  .9821880E+00 
  .9785220E+00  .9788640E+00  .9791600E+00  .9793880E+00  .9794880E+00 
  .9797790E+00  .9762050E+00  .9765230E+00  .9767930E+00  .9770250E+00 
  .9771300E+00  .9774450E+00  .9735190E+00  .9738470E+00  .9741160E+00 
  .9743250E+00  .9744300E+00  .9746920E+00 
* 
***************  Detector Flux Ratio Table                          
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .9891800E+00  .9897800E+00  .9902490E+00 
  .9906670E+00  .9908580E+00  .9913620E+00  .9857230E+00  .9863100E+00 
  .9867780E+00  .9872670E+00  .9874640E+00  .9880020E+00  .9837410E+00 
  .9841210E+00  .9846150E+00  .9850500E+00  .9852510E+00  .9858490E+00 
  .9804520E+00  .9810280E+00  .9815250E+00  .9819210E+00  .9820960E+00 
  .9826270E+00  .9779290E+00  .9784330E+00  .9788730E+00  .9792580E+00 
  .9794350E+00  .9799850E+00  .9753380E+00  .9758340E+00  .9762490E+00 
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  .9765660E+00  .9767320E+00  .9771570E+00 
* 
***************  Detector Microscopic X-Section Table               
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .9736330E+01  .9693220E+01  .9658420E+01 
  .9628930E+01  .9615600E+01  .9579910E+01  .9930880E+01  .9891880E+01 
  .9860290E+01  .9833590E+01  .9821320E+01  .9788490E+01  .1004490E+02 
  .1000980E+02  .9980860E+01  .9956060E+01  .9944770E+01  .9914680E+01 
  .1018720E+02  .1015710E+02  .1013180E+02  .1011080E+02  .1010120E+02 
  .1007540E+02  .1029050E+02  .1026600E+02  .1024590E+02  .1022860E+02 
  .1022080E+02  .1020060E+02  .1038040E+02  .1036040E+02  .1034410E+02 
  .1033020E+02  .1032390E+02  .1030700E+02 
* 
*      Group No.  2 
* 
***************  Diffusion Coefficient Table    
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .5900800E+00  .5923100E+00  .5945800E+00 
  .5968800E+00  .5980400E+00  .6015400E+00  .5378600E+00  .5398500E+00 
  .5418900E+00  .5439600E+00  .5450000E+00  .5481600E+00  .4986100E+00 
  .5004600E+00  .5023300E+00  .5042600E+00  .5052300E+00  .5081700E+00 
  .4381900E+00  .4398700E+00  .4415800E+00  .4433100E+00  .4441900E+00 
  .4468400E+00  .3802700E+00  .3817900E+00  .3833400E+00  .3849100E+00 
  .3857000E+00  .3881000E+00  .3252600E+00  .3266200E+00  .3280000E+00 
  .3294000E+00  .3301000E+00  .3322400E+00 
* 
***************  Absorption X-Section Table     
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .5089000E-01  .5057300E-01  .5026600E-01 
  .4996700E-01  .4982000E-01  .4939000E-01  .5237200E-01  .5205300E-01 
  .5174400E-01  .5144300E-01  .5129500E-01  .5086200E-01  .5353000E-01 
  .5320900E-01  .5289500E-01  .5259300E-01  .5244400E-01  .5200800E-01 
  .5542800E-01  .5510600E-01  .5479300E-01  .5448800E-01  .5433800E-01 
 201
  .5389800E-01  .5744400E-01  .5711600E-01  .5679900E-01  .5649000E-01 
  .5633800E-01  .5589200E-01  .5972300E-01  .5938600E-01  .5905900E-01 
  .5874000E-01  .5858300E-01  .5812200E-01 
* 
***************  Fission X-Section Table        
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .2736097E-01  .2715214E-01  .2694950E-01 
  .2675363E-01  .2665772E-01  .2637649E-01  .2805652E-01  .2784258E-01 
  .2763665E-01  .2743720E-01  .2733911E-01  .2705215E-01  .2858027E-01 
  .2836320E-01  .2815297E-01  .2795044E-01  .2785100E-01  .2756113E-01 
  .2938063E-01  .2916184E-01  .2895035E-01  .2874416E-01  .2864291E-01 
  .2834761E-01  .3015435E-01  .2993270E-01  .2971797E-01  .2950973E-01 
  .2940705E-01  .2910713E-01  .3092586E-01  .3069935E-01  .3047976E-01 
  .3026466E-01  .3016016E-01  .2985157E-01 
* 
***************  Nu-Fission X-Section Table     
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .6824100E-01  .6773100E-01  .6723900E-01 
  .6676100E-01  .6652700E-01  .6584100E-01  .6988600E-01  .6936700E-01 
  .6886500E-01  .6837900E-01  .6814000E-01  .6744100E-01  .7112200E-01 
  .7059600E-01  .7008400E-01  .6959100E-01  .6934900E-01  .6864100E-01 
  .7300500E-01  .7247300E-01  .7195900E-01  .7145800E-01  .7121200E-01 
  .7049200E-01  .7482200E-01  .7428100E-01  .7376000E-01  .7325200E-01 
  .7300300E-01  .7227300E-01  .7662500E-01  .7607300E-01  .7553800E-01 
  .7501700E-01  .7476100E-01  .7401100E-01 
* 
***************  Xe Macroscopic X-Section Table 
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .1664600E-02  .1649500E-02  .1634600E-02 
  .1619700E-02  .1612400E-02  .1590700E-02  .1670900E-02  .1656500E-02 
  .1642200E-02  .1628100E-02  .1621100E-02  .1600400E-02  .1677000E-02 
  .1663000E-02  .1649000E-02  .1635200E-02  .1628500E-02  .1608400E-02 
  .1687400E-02  .1673800E-02  .1660400E-02  .1647100E-02  .1640600E-02 
 202
  .1621200E-02  .1699200E-02  .1685900E-02  .1672800E-02  .1659900E-02 
  .1653500E-02  .1634700E-02  .1717500E-02  .1704300E-02  .1691300E-02 
  .1678500E-02  .1672100E-02  .1653500E-02 
* 
***************  Xe Microscopic X-Section Table 
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .9948900E+06  .9852900E+06  .9757900E+06 
  .9664200E+06  .9618000E+06  .9481500E+06  .1035600E+07  .1026600E+07 
  .1017700E+07  .1008900E+07  .1004600E+07  .9917300E+06  .1067000E+07 
  .1058400E+07  .1049800E+07  .1041400E+07  .1037200E+07  .1024800E+07 
  .1115800E+07  .1107600E+07  .1099600E+07  .1091600E+07  .1087700E+07 
  .1076000E+07  .1163900E+07  .1156100E+07  .1148400E+07  .1140900E+07 
  .1137100E+07  .1126100E+07  .1215100E+07  .1207700E+07  .1200300E+07 
  .1193100E+07  .1189500E+07  .1178900E+07 
* 
***************  Assembly Disc. Factor Table - W     
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .2000240E+01  .2000220E+01  .1999820E+01 
  .1999190E+01  .1998830E+01  .1997670E+01  .1937410E+01  .1938040E+01 
  .1938250E+01  .1938130E+01  .1938050E+01  .1937650E+01  .1891960E+01 
  .1893060E+01  .1894070E+01  .1894390E+01  .1894490E+01  .1894540E+01 
  .1825310E+01  .1826650E+01  .1827580E+01  .1828350E+01  .1828700E+01 
  .1829460E+01  .1764750E+01  .1766590E+01  .1767840E+01  .1768890E+01 
  .1769360E+01  .1770510E+01  .1733150E+01  .1734930E+01  .1736380E+01 
  .1737660E+01  .1738240E+01  .1739930E+01 
* 
***************  Assembly Disc. Factor Table - S     
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .1224460E+01  .1222540E+01  .1220880E+01 
  .1219410E+01  .1218730E+01  .1216800E+01  .1233010E+01  .1231280E+01 
  .1229780E+01  .1228520E+01  .1227890E+01  .1226150E+01  .1239920E+01 
  .1238310E+01  .1236610E+01  .1235410E+01  .1234850E+01  .1233340E+01 
  .1250150E+01  .1249030E+01  .1248070E+01  .1247110E+01  .1246640E+01 
 203
  .1245400E+01  .1261390E+01  .1260380E+01  .1259660E+01  .1259000E+01 
  .1258680E+01  .1257860E+01  .1281000E+01  .1280490E+01  .1280010E+01 
  .1279550E+01  .1279330E+01  .1278640E+01 
* 
***************  Detector Flux Ratio Table                          
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .1342130E+01  .1338480E+01  .1335320E+01 
  .1332550E+01  .1331270E+01  .1327590E+01  .1355250E+01  .1351980E+01 
  .1349130E+01  .1346820E+01  .1345640E+01  .1342370E+01  .1364460E+01 
  .1361380E+01  .1357840E+01  .1355570E+01  .1354500E+01  .1351690E+01 
  .1376000E+01  .1373870E+01  .1371990E+01  .1370120E+01  .1369200E+01 
  .1366820E+01  .1387590E+01  .1385490E+01  .1384050E+01  .1382700E+01 
  .1382050E+01  .1380400E+01  .1414840E+01  .1413680E+01  .1412610E+01 
  .1411580E+01  .1411090E+01  .1409530E+01 
* 
***************  Detector Microscopic X-Section Table               
* 
  .4000000E+03  .8000000E+03  .1200000E+04  .1600000E+04  .1800000E+04 
  .2400000E+04  .1415950E+03  .2261546E+03  .2996453E+03  .4350457E+03 
  .5991722E+03  .7794058E+03  .3009270E+03  .3007530E+03  .3005710E+03 
  .3003810E+03  .3002850E+03  .2999870E+03  .3057560E+03  .3055920E+03 
  .3054210E+03  .3052460E+03  .3051560E+03  .3048780E+03  .3092150E+03 
  .3090590E+03  .3088910E+03  .3087240E+03  .3086390E+03  .3083780E+03 
  .3143950E+03  .3142540E+03  .3141200E+03  .3139690E+03  .3138920E+03 
  .3136570E+03  .3193920E+03  .3192510E+03  .3191220E+03  .3189890E+03 
  .3189210E+03  .3187120E+03  .3279240E+03  .3278190E+03  .3277100E+03 
  .3275980E+03  .3275420E+03  .3273660E+03 
* 
***************  Effective Delayed Neutron Yield in 6 Groups        
* 
  .2315890E-03  .1370650E-02  .1242210E-02  .2694460E-02  .9436160E-03  .2218530E-03 
* 
***************  Decay Constants for Delayed Neutron Groups         
* 
  .1275290E-01  .3174750E-01  .1194500E+00  .3179950E+00  .1399190E+01  .3898840E+01 
* 
***************  Inv. Neutron Velocities        
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* 
  .5767301E-07  .2513322E-05 
* 
* 
*******           X-Section set #        2 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
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ANNEX C. Peach Bottom – 132 Heated Core TH Channels 
  
The Peach Bottom core nodalisation was modified obtaining a new configuration. The 
number of heated thermal-hydraulic channels in the core changed from 33, in the original 
nodalisation, to 132. Figure C.1 shows a view of the reactor map with the 132 TH channels, while 
Figure C.2 represents part of the nodalization corresponding to the reactor core; in the figure, the 
identification number is related to the pipe component in the RELAP5 nodalization. Figure C.3 
represents a general view of the new nodalization. Mass flow rate and power to each TH channel 
was calculated according to the test condition PT3, as shown in the Table C.1. 
In the Figure C.4, the result of the coupled calculation for the mean axial power profile for 
the 132 channels core configuration is sketched in comparison with the measured one and also with 
the calculated one for 33 channels configuration. As it can be observed, the measured and 
calculated axial mean core powers are in good agreement, in spite of the new configuration (132 
channels) slightly overestimated the axial power in the central region of the core. The Figure C.5 
presents the 2D spatial relative power distribution (at the axial level 12) for 132 channels in 
comparison with the 2D spatial relative power distribution for 33 channels. Both 2D relative power 
maps are in agreement between them and show that the power peak is located in a peripheral zone. 
 
 
 
Fig. C.1. Peach Bottom planar representation of 132 TH channels in RELAP5. 
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Fig. C.2. Part of the plant nodalization, with the 132 TH channels in the reactor core. 
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Fig. C.3. Peach Bottom modelled for 132 core TH channels by RELAP5. 
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Tab. C.1. RELAP5 – mass flow rate and power per channel for the test point PT3. 
Channel 
Number 
Component 
Number 
Number 
of FA  
Flow Rate 
per each 
Channel - 
PT3 
PT3 - 
Power per 
channel 
(MW) 
 Channel 
Number 
Component 
Number 
Numb
er of 
FA  
Flow Rate 
per each 
Channel - 
PT3 
PT3 - 
Power per 
channel 
(MW) 
1 201 3 21.962 9.769  67 267 3 21.962 9.769 
2 202 2 14.641 7.246  68 268 2 14.641 7.246 
3 203 9 65.885 23.816  69 269 9 65.885 23.816 
4 204 4 29.282 12.903  70 270 4 29.282 12.903 
5 205 1 7.321 2.985  71 271 1 7.321 2.985 
6 206 3 21.962 8.192  72 272 3 21.962 8.192 
7 207 11 80.526 29.022  73 273 11 80.526 29.022 
8 208 4 29.282 10.474  74 274 4 29.282 10.474 
9 209 1 7.321 2.850  75 275 1 7.321 2.850 
10 210 2 14.641 6.679  76 276 2 14.641 6.679 
11 211 10 73.205 25.833  77 277 10 73.205 25.833 
12 212 5 36.603 13.900  78 278 5 36.603 13.900 
13 213 19 139.090 47.150  79 279 19 139.090 47.150 
14 214 9 65.885 22.371  80 280 9 65.885 22.371 
15 215 9 65.885 25.311  81 281 9 65.885 25.311 
16 216 1 7.321 1.900  82 282 1 7.321 1.900 
17 217 13 42.010 23.796  83 283 13 42.010 23.796 
18 218 4 12.926 5.717  84 284 4 12.926 5.717 
19 219 3 21.962 8.906  85 285 3 21.962 8.906 
20 220 6 43.923 16.116  86 286 6 43.923 16.116 
21 221 3 21.962 7.755  87 287 3 21.962 7.755 
22 222 12 87.846 31.302  88 288 12 87.846 31.302 
23 223 1 7.321 2.647  89 289 1 7.321 2.647 
24 224 3 21.962 8.287  90 290 3 21.962 8.287 
25 225 1 7.321 2.678  91 291 1 7.321 2.678 
26 226 2 14.641 5.663  92 292 2 14.641 5.663 
27 227 14 102.487 35.653  93 293 14 102.487 35.653 
28 228 5 36.603 13.901  94 294 5 36.603 13.901 
29 229 10 73.205 24.312  95 295 10 73.205 24.312 
30 230 9 65.885 25.339  96 296 9 65.885 25.339 
31 231 3 21.962 9.284  97 297 3 21.962 9.284 
32 232 3 21.962 8.237  98 298 3 21.962 8.237 
33 233 6 19.389 7.828  99 299 6 19.389 7.828 
34 234 3 21.962 9.769  100 300 3 21.962 9.769 
35 235 2 14.641 7.246  101 301 2 14.641 7.246 
36 236 9 65.885 23.816  102 302 9 65.885 23.816 
37 237 4 29.282 12.903  103 303 4 29.282 12.903 
38 238 1 7.321 2.985  104 304 1 7.321 2.985 
39 239 3 21.962 8.192  105 305 3 21.962 8.192 
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40 240 11 80.526 29.022  106 306 11 80.526 29.022 
41 241 4 29.282 10.474  107 307 4 29.282 10.474 
42 242 1 7.321 2.850  108 308 1 7.321 2.850 
43 243 2 14.641 6.679  109 309 2 14.641 6.679 
44 244 10 73.205 25.833  110 310 10 73.205 25.833 
45 245 5 36.603 13.900  111 311 5 36.603 13.900 
46 246 19 139.090 47.150  112 312 19 139.090 47.150 
47 247 9 65.885 22.371  113 313 9 65.885 22.371 
48 248 9 65.885 25.311  114 314 9 65.885 25.311 
49 249 1 7.321 1.900  115 315 1 7.321 1.900 
50 250 13 42.010 23.796  116 316 13 42.010 23.796 
51 251 4 12.926 5.717  117 317 4 12.926 5.717 
52 252 3 21.962 8.906  118 318 3 21.962 8.906 
53 253 6 43.923 16.116  119 319 6 43.923 16.116 
54 254 3 21.962 7.755  120 320 3 21.962 7.755 
55 255 12 87.846 31.302  121 321 12 87.846 31.302 
56 256 1 7.321 2.647  122 322 1 7.321 2.647 
57 257 3 21.962 8.287  123 323 3 21.962 8.287 
58 258 1 7.321 2.678  124 324 1 7.321 2.678 
59 259 2 14.641 5.663  125 325 2 14.641 5.663 
60 260 14 102.487 35.653  126 326 14 102.487 35.653 
61 261 5 36.603 13.901  127 327 5 36.603 13.901 
62 262 10 73.205 24.312  128 328 10 73.205 24.312 
63 263 9 65.885 25.339  129 329 9 65.885 25.339 
64 264 3 21.962 9.284  130 330 3 21.962 9.284 
65 265 3 21.962 8.237  131 331 3 21.962 8.237 
66 266 6 19.389 7.828  132 332 6 19.389 7.828 
67 267 3 21.962 9.769  
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Fig. C.4. PT3 - Mean axial power profile. 
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Fig. C.5. PT3 – 2D spatial core power distribution (axial level 12) for the configurations with 33 
and 132 core TH channels. 
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ELECTRONIC ANNEX 
 
From the section 4.2.4.2 (control rod banks withdrawal event), the following video-clips 
have been produced: 
 
1. Power evolution – the video-clip is an animation of a sequence of several maps of 
relative power distributions and represents the power evolution during 30.0 seconds 
(from 95.0 to 125.0 s) in the transient calculation: 
 
power95to125.avi 
 
2. Axial relative power profile evolution – the animation shows the variation of the axial 
power profile in the time (from about 20.0 to 105.0 s): 
 
axialpower.avi 
 
3. Void fraction evolution in the channel 211 (from about 20.0 to 120.0 s):  
 
void211.avi 
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